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'Military Humour" has been described variously as 

everything from military mirth to fightersl folly. 

Warrior wags have normally reached their full stride 

during times of adversity. Scores of Canadian works 

depicting soldiersf humour have appeared since W o r l d  

War Two . The Opus Maj or is probably mf Canada' s 

"every manff citizen soldier by Sergeant Bing Coughlin 

and Captain J.D. MacFarlane. Other classic works 

include Earl Birneyfs W e v ,  two complementary works 

by Farley Mowat entitled -ent and No B- 

Sang, and H.F. Woodsr #- 

John Mimms along with Ray Stevens have also written two 

more recent but no less funny books called M e d a  

Heroes and The H m s  of Wax, respectively. Barry 

Broadfoot in his a x  W u  Y e a y s  1939 - 94.5 and Joyce 

Hibbert in her Jo f  also added many 

humourous wartime oral histories from Canadians across 

the country. Even Pierre Berton got into the act in 

his witty Startipa O u t .  
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1 have examined a number of lesser known. limited- 

edition and self-published works that have also yielded 

m a n y  nuggets. 

Cartoons and songs were a valuable weather vane of 

the soliders' version of solace during wartime. 

Anthony Hopkinsî S o n a s  from the F r a n t u d  Re= was the 

best source 1 found for harmonizing H e r b i e s .  Bing 

Coughlints cartoons from my perspective were by far the 

funniest and most representative, along with the work 

of John Mimms a d  Eric Mansikka. 

The aim of this study is to examine humourous 

Canadian military literature and explore both its 

conceptual structure and how Canadian cultural history 

relates to that structure. The study is organized 

around the main subject focuses and attempts to reflect 

the dominant range of tone relating to each category. 

It is clear that humour was a valuable. if not 

essential, part of the wartime soldierrs equipment 

which deflected the fears and tensions of a brutal, 

unforgiving environment. 



Although 1 did not realize it at the time, 1 became 

interested in military humour back in 1968 when 1 

joined my first unit, The Second ~attalion, The Black 

Watch, Royal Highland Regiment of Canada. My Company 

commander, a rigidly pedantic man with al1 of the 

regimentation and formality of Major Dad, (a character 

in a television sitcom of the late 1980s), had ordered 

me to give a presentation on riot control to our unit 

officers, provincial RCMP, and local civic and judicial 

authorities. Knowing absolutely nothing about interna1 

security (unless having been involved in a few near- 

riots myself as an exuberant youth counted), 1 did not 

have the foggiest idea how to proceed. After not a 

little brain-wracking and scurrying about, my survival 

instincts impelled me to prepare a series of humorous 

skits and witticisms. Much to my surprise and the 

chagrin of my OC, it worked. The senior RCMP officer 

attending, after almost losing control of his bladder, 

remarked that 1 should go on Ed Sullivan (a popular TV 

variety show at the time). Even the local judge, a 



dour septuagenarian with a scowl reminiscent of 

Churchill, seemed to abandon his characteristic 

moroseness. Our normally stolid commanding officer, a 

chisled veteran of Korea, appeared to be grinning, 

although it was hard to be really sure. He might have 

j u s t  had gas. My boss, at last, was forced to admit 

that humour had saved the day - and me along with it. 
1 thought nothing of it at the time, but now, with 

the benefit of almost three decades of experience and 

hopefully a little bit of maturity, it is clear that 

humour has a very important part to play in the well- 

being of people in general and of soldiers in 

particular. Even in the peace-time Army, a soldier's 

life is filled with stresses that his civilian 

countrymen never experience. By law, he is subject to 

an unlimited liability, which in laymanfs terms means 

that, when so ordered, he must salute smartly and put 

his life on the line with unquestioning obedience. 

Most of the soldiers 1 have been exposed to in my 

career, 1 am convinced, would do j u s t  that. It is the 

shared hardships of battle and training f o r  battle, 



along with the artificially rigid system of military 

administration and discipline, and the unproven, 

sometimes inept, hierarchy, which adds to the challenge 

and the unadulterated humour of it all. Soldiers have 

found their particular wworldlf funny, even i n  the most 

g r i m  and traumatic of situations. They have made fun 

of everything from their rations to their rifles, f r o m  

the general staff t o  the stress of military l i f e .  

It has been my good fortune and pleasure to have 

known a good number of superb soldiers i n  units such as 

the Black Watch, Royal Highland Regiment of Canada, The 

Royal Canadian Regirnent and the Canadian Airborne 

Regiment. With few exceptions, they al1 went about 

their daily business with dedication, professionalism, 

and, most obviously, an infectious sense of humour. 

1 am most grateful for what these men have taught 

me. 

During the last several years, 1 have been employed 

with the Canada Remembers Prograrn with Veterans Affairs 

Canada. This opportunity has given me the chance to 



rub shoufders with Canada's WWII Veterans from al1 of 

the wartime services. Again, almost to a man, they 

remembered the humour and the laughter above all. To 

these men as well, 1 owe a great debt. 

1 wish also to extend my gratitude to Lieutenant 

General (Ret'd) J i m  Gervais who, as a Brigadier almost 

ten years ago, first allowed me to pursue my studies in 

English at RMC through the UTPO Programme. Col (Retrd) 

John Gardam, my immediate boss for the past two years 

and a critically acclaimed writer of Canadian rnilitary 

history, has been most helpful in encouragement and 

advice. 

The staff of the English Department at RMC, 

especially Professors Tom Vincent, George Parker and 

Michael Maçon, have been not only great mentors and 

teachers but also long-suffering in allowing an old 

soldier f ind his spurs . 
Thanks also to LCol (Retr d) Greg Hogan and Captain 

A l a n  Balfour for suffering through my jokes and stories 

and for commenting on their effectiveness, or lack 

thereof . 
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Finally, m a n y  thanks to Marg, my beautiful and 

patient wife of 26 years, who has endured my 

interminable rantings and ravings as 1 continue to 

pursue the elusive enigma of rnilitary humour. 



RODWCTION: G W  

The purpose of this study is to explore a body of 

popular literature which is Canadian in source, 

nilitary in its context, and humourous in intention. 

In some cases, whole texts fa11 within these criteria, 

but m o r e  often that not, it is a thread that runs 

through novels, poems and songs, through such non- 

fiction works as m e r n o i r s ,  biographies and histories, 

and which enlivens the unpublished reminiscences and 

anecdotes of veterans. This study atternpts to draw 

these materials together in order t o  examine and gain a 

clearer understanding of the range and variety of 

subjects which form the  focus of Canadian rnilitary 

humour. Although the materials discussed are drawn 

from the experiences of the Second World W a r ,  and to a 

lesser extent the C o l d  War years, the  picture that 

emerges is one that illuminates the broad aspects of 

this subject front the F i r s t  World War to the present. 

r t  is not the intention of this study to explore 
humour as a genre or to suggest that this body of 

material makes new and particular contributions to our 



understanding of the oenre. But clearly, genre is part 

of the context in which the study unfolds, and in that 

regard, the study accepts the general characteristics 

defining humourous writing: that in its effects it 

works to evoke laughter; that its conceptual structure 

tends to f ocus on incongruities in human experience , 

incongruities which imply a logical reality somewhat 

out of whack; and that its general intention is to 

insulate human sensibility frorn some of the harsher 

elements of reality and to create a greater tolerance 

f o r  the elements of systemic disorder that seem 

unavoidable in life. Certainly, the materials examined 

here fulfil al1 these criteria. 

A second context, and one which is, perhaps, more 

germane to this study, is that of cultural history. 

The materials examined here represent a smail part of 

the complex and varied history of humour in human 

society and the tradition of literary humour in Western 

culture. The Greeks were perhaps the first to 

recognize the importance of humour. They worshipped 

licentious, capricious gods so unlike the severe 

deities of their neighbours. The  quintessence of 

Greek humour was Pan, the earthy god of sensuality and 



licecce. Pan personifieà vuigarity, one of che corner -  

Stones of humour. It rs the spirit of chis vulgarity 

that informs the later writings of Chaucer, Shakespeare 

and Swift. But Pan also embraced the higher w i t  of 

Hermes, a more spiritual deity, and comic commentary on 

the incongruities that f low from the paradoxical 

juxtaposition of an earth-bound god with l o f t i e r  traits 

began. Humour has thrived on these contradictions ana 

inconsistencies ever since. Adà to this the more 

satiric humour derived from belittling the human 

affectations, which often prove to be the authors of 

their own demise. and the scorning of ostentation and 

pretension, and one has perhaps the three most potent 

sources of humourous effect .  

The stage clown c m  also be traced to the Greeks. 

Their comic plays were often based on a dialogue 

between an impostor and a straight man o r  "eironff w h o  

used h i s  wits to expose the villain. In addition, the 

third actor on stage functioned as a type of modern 

emcee, explaining the goings-on i n  a humourous vein and 

generally acting the fool or buffoon. Thus, the clown 

was born. 
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The Romans, thougn not generally known for 

imaginative emressions - of humour, did produce an 

impertinent clown named Maccus, who became the mode1 

for a later character named Pulcinella. Exaggerated 

conflicts between Pulcinella and other players formed 

the basis of the commedia d e U f  zr-, a f o m  of comic 

drama presented by travelling players throughout 

Renaissance Europe. Puleinella, like Pan, in time 

developed paradoxical characteristics which led, on the 

one hand, to the evolution of the earthy Anglo-saxon 

punch and, on the other, to the Romantic Pierrot, the 

fragile, wistful patron of pantomime, personified by 

Gaspard Debureau, a predecessor of Marcel Marceau. 

The mainstream of popular English humour took the 

low road, modelled on Shakespeare's grotesque Falstaff 

and l a t e r  Robin Goodfellow, leading to the modern Monty 

python and Benny Hill type of productions. English 

humour has been described by outside observers as 

arrogant, morose and saturnine. Insiders Say that it 

is private and domestic as compared to French humour, 

which tends to be more public and vivacious. 
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The history of American humour Ls a combination of 

both indigenous and imported types. The clown ana 

stage comedian were imported from Europe, but w e r e  

transformed by geography and politics. Purely American 

elements included minstrel shows, travelling medicine 

shows, Mississippi river boats, and la ter ,  ragtime 

jazz, Vaudeville and movies . Over t ime , stock 

characters emerged, which included the servant, the 

Frontiersman, the durable Yankee farmer and the 

irascible Yankee Peddler. 

Finally, Canadian humour appears to be an amalgam 

of a l l  of these influences with a flavour of other 

immigrant groups, such as Ukrainian, Polish, Dutch and 

Oriental, mixed in. We k n o w  that Canadians have a 

highly developed sense of humour but are often at a 

loss to determine, j u s t  what it is, where it cornes 

from, and how it functions in social life. The 

diversity of Canadian demographics and geography seems 

to defy any attempt at defining what rnakes Canadian 

humour. Alan Gould, the author of T h e G r e a t  Bi? Book 

o f  C , offers some suggestions. Gould 

theorizes that Canadians (like ~ e w s ,  Catholics, 

Blacks,etc.)have always been outsiders in relation to 

the grand American Republic, the (formerly) great 



British Empire, and the glorious French Republic. By 

and large, and wishful thinking aside, we are not part 

of these large elite power systems. We are outsiders 

looking in, and can therefore see and ridicule the real 

or imagined affectations and foibles of our English and 

French brethren and U.S. cousins. Aïso, like classic 

Jewish humour, Canadian humour is self-deprecating, an 

elernent which Oould feels is a healthy and cleansing 

experience. By poking fun at our o n i  weaknesses and 

fo ib les ,  we admit our humanity, feel better and tend 

not to take ourselves as seriously as our aloof 

brothers and big cousins. 

Eric his 

nifference. mr describes the nature of Canada's 
relationship to the U.S. (and to the world, for that 

matter) in this defiant but self-deprecating manner: 

There is a small bladder fish that thwarts being 
swallowed by a larger fish by inflating itself. The 
big fish has t o  spit it out and possibly learns from 
the  experience. This is how Canada has discouraged the  
United States from swallowing our smaller nation - by 
inflating itself. The Fathers of Confederation al1 
inhaled together. Since then Canadian nationalism has 
been a matter of bladder control. (Nicol, cover). 



INTRODWCTION: CANADIAN MILITARY EXPERIBNCB AND HUMOUR 

Canadians are neither by tradition nor by nature a 

warrior race. Our history reveals little of the 

conqueror or the aggressor. Canadians by temperament 

are not easily driven to anger nor, it appears, do we 

covet Our neighboursl possessions. Despite this non- 

aggressive stance, Canada's fighting men have secured a 

noble war record. Once riled, few who have experienced 

the wrath of Canada's soldiery will deny that Canadians 

make a formidable foe. 

How is it that a benign, almost pacifist nation 

like Canada produces such men? What gives them their 

fabled fighting spirit? Did they fight for such 

esoteric principles as peace, freedom, and democracy. 

Did they fight for the great causes and ideas of 

mankind, such as human rights and social justice? In 

part, perhaps, but in reality they fought for their 

cornrades, for their sub-unit, or maybe their unit. 

They fought for a variety of emotionally tangible 

reasons, real to them. They fought because of love, 

fear, pride and because of the morale and esprit-de- 

corps that unit cohesiveness and honour instilled in 

each of them. And the grease that helped this whole 

machine work was humour, whose presence was constant 

and whose importance has always been underestimated. 
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Over the last century, C a n a d i a n  men and women have 

fought in four major wars. Canadian blood has been 

spilled in diverse locations throughout the w o r l d  and 

often for reasons w h i c h  made little sense to the front- 

line soldier. Yet, our countrymen have earned a 

reputation during these conflicts as fierce and 

determined fighters. 

Throughout this period, Canada has experienced its 

share of military disasters. Those with even the most 

rudimentary knowledge of Our history will recognize 

such infamous names as Hong Kong and Dieppe. In most 

of these slaughters (a better term escapes me), 

political expediency, ambition, vanity and not a little 

ineptness were involved to a greater or lesser degree. 

The actions or inaction of the Allied High Command, to 

which Canada's forces had been subordinated, have been 

the target of more and more criticism under the stark 

scrutiny of time. 

The stress and hardships that war brings with its 

tentacles of fear, deprivation, mutilation and death 

are al1 too familiar to the fighting soldier. To many 

who survived, humour was the only protective emotional 

mechanism that kept them from going over the edge. It 

functioned as nature's own cathartic process, offering 
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protection £rom the terrors of remembered trauma by 

camouflaging it with the soothing balm of humour. 

Veterans recall humour as a defense mechanism that 

salved the pain, a release valve that temporarily 

purged the fears and tensions of a brutal unforgiving 

environment. Generally, it is not the hardships that 

spring first to mind, or the wrenching terror, or the 

fear and trembling - it is the memory of humourous 

incidents. What could be more valuable in the 

soldier s arsenal than a good, healthy seise of humour, 

reinforced and nurtured by like-minded men? 

Canada's Armed Forces during WWII were a microcosm 

of Canadian society. The vast majority of Canadian 

soldiers were clearly outsiders when it came to dealing 

with the Army system of administration and strict 

discipline and with its necessary hierarchical, 

autocratic structure. The hardships and deprivations 

brought on by mobilization for total war could only 

exacerbate this feeling of anonymity, neglect and even 

abuse. Soldiers, however, like their civilian 

counterparts, would satirize the ubiquitous, oppressive 

military system with a w r y  self-drprecating wit which 

bonded troops together the camaraderie shared 

suffering. 



Canadian soldiers have laughed most derisively 

about the many things which intimately influenced their 

lives, even their survival. They laughed at the things 

that irritate them, things that annoy them, things that 

hurt them and things that scare them. They made fun of 

the hardships which dogged their heels from Sicily, 

through Italy and on to Normandy, the Scheldt and 

across the Rhine. Ill-fitting clothing axîd atrociously 

unreliable equipment that posed more danger to the user 

than the enemy received its share of well-aimed levity. 

Napoleon's Grand Army of The Republic may have marched 

on its stomach, but Canadian Herbies, (private soldiers 

also referred to as the rank and file) were less than 

enthralled with their culinary fare and reported such 

in s a t i r i c  style. Human necessities, such as 

defecation and bathing, w e r e  laughed at, especially in 

the absence of adequate facilities. Brass hats, which 

encompassed everything from Acting Lance 

Corporal(unpaid) to Field Marshall, were another 

mother-Iode of military mirth. The comic-opera of 

confusion that was the system is mercilessly derided. 

Rationing, which promoted a thriving black market, is 

ballyhooed. Discipline, which sometimes took the form 

of Ilchicken shitu (most often meted out by overly 
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exuberant and under-employed superiors) was 

sardonically lampooned. In addition, there was the 

time-honoured ribbing and teasing, usually in the form 

of practical jokes, that the experienced troops (old 

soldiers) reserved for recruits and replacements as a 

right-of-passage in the unit. Occasionally, new 

soldiers attempted to retaliate with somewhat limited 

success. The fairer sex was another target of much 

sniggering and faintly camouflaged sema1 innuendo, 

only recently restrained by political corzectness and 

affirmative action. 

In War, the threat of injury, sickness and the very 

real possibility of death and dismemberment were ever 

present. Interestingly, the stress and fear which 

accompanied mortal danger were also common targets of 

soldier humour. Mines, shelling, mortars and other 

things that go bang in the night received a healthy 

derision from veteran field-soldiers. At the same 

time, the bureaucratic attempts at promoting morale 

through entertainment and moral standards by limiting 

alcohol consumption were scathingly ridiculed. 

In order to structure the approach and examination 

of materials, this study is organized around five major 

divisions representing the main subject-focuses. These 



categories include the following: The System, The 

Hierarchy, Hardships, Morale and, as a catch-all, The 

Ridiculous. To give the reader something of the 

flavour of these materials, a selection has been 

included of humourous songs and cartoons. 

Finally, one should also note that, within each of 

the five divisions, my study has attempted to reflect 

something of the dominant range of tone fcund in the 

humour relating to the subject in question. That tone 

can range from light-hearted levity to bitter irony and 

al1 stops in between. Generally, it is the criticality 

of the subject and the acuteness of discornfort involved 

that dictates the dominant tone of the humour. 



THE SYSTEbd 

The support element in the army, euphemistically 

known as the lïsystem,w was given particularly special 

attention in the soldiers' penchant for a malignant 

mockery and indignant insult. Captain J.D. 

MacFarlanefs Herbie offers an observation that perhaps 

introduces the subject best: 

Pay parade was such a constant source of disappointment 
that t h  business of financing one's operations could 
become an excruciating experience when the bottom 
dropped out of the bully beef and blanket market. The 
dentist jammed uppers in mouths that needed lowers. 
The MO'S prescriptions were limited to No. 9's and a 
gargle that didnlt even taste like alcohol. (m, p. 
1 6  1 

The system is that great, amorphous, bureaucratic 

black hole, ostensibly designed to promote the 

soldiers' welfare and well-being while he is being 

trained, equipped and organized to fight, but which 

more often than not functions to annoy, aggravate and 

infuriate. It is seen as a faceless, secret society of 

sadists, sycophants and slackers whose main aim in life 

is to torment field-soldiers by making their life as 

miserable as possible. The logistics support-units and 

services looked after everything from pay, postings and 

promotions to medical matters, maintenance and 



movementç (including bowel). The whole lot came under 

the ubiquitous umbrella of administration and training, 

a catch-al1 term for al1 rear-echelon functions not 

under the direct control of front-line field 

operations. 

Rapid mobilization of masses of men during wartime 

understandably creates considerable mass confusion. 

The nature of the beast encompasses a great juggemaut 

of a force moving inexorably to war. The individual 

becomes a n  anonymoue number on the armyls leviathan 

ledger. In wartime, necessity becomes the mother of 

invention, but it also becomes the father of futility 

and the brother of frustration. 

Soldiers are first introduced to the system when 

they join up. At this point, they are most vulnerable 

to the whims of capricious corporals and officious 

officers. Shortly after induction, the soldier is 

introduced to discipline, initially in the guise of 

parade square drills and formal inspections, but soon 

graduating to sentry duty, military justice and contact 

with every soldieris favourite friend, the much- 

maligned military police. As the great juggernaut 

moves ponderously yet inexorably toward its object of 

winning the war, each portion of it (animal, mineral 

and vegetable), must be positioned, prepared, and 



pampered to play its part. Invariably, this process 

acquires a "hurry up and waittt character, which has 

been the soldiersr lot since Caesar. 

Mobilization of great amies and a combined effort 

on the home front has always produced shortages in 

food, fuel and most amenities enjoyed in peacetime. 

WwiI was no exception and, as in previous conflicts, 

human nature took over and, before long, a flourishing 

black market was in operation. It was the system that 

was 'againsttt sach individual soldier, and every 

soldier felt obliged to try to beat the system. In his 

S i x  W a r  Y e a r s  1939 - 3 9 4 5 ,  Barry Broadf oot recording 

veterans reminiscences, writes that, in the eyes of 

some, the system was not above using its own soldiers 

as guinea pigs to test new weapons in Canada: 

1 was just eighteen and when 1 finished training 
at Shilo (in Manitoba) they called out some names and 1 
was on it, and they told us to get Our kits and a 
sergeant marched us to the main drill hall. 1 found out 
from a corporal 1 know that we were going to Suffield. 
Suffield Camp or Camp Suffield was out on the bald 
bloody prairie near Medicine Hat, and it was where they 
tested gases, poisonous gases, chemicals, special 
weapons and al1 that sort of crap. Blister gas- Get it 
on you and goodbye skin. We were going to be guinea 
pigs. They had a lot of German prisoners there and 
Italians and they used them as camp workers, but good 
Canadian soldiers, we were going to be the guinea pigs. 
Thatls what the corporal said. That's what really tore 
my ass. That most of all. (Broadfoot, pp. 4-51 



� ut each of the many systems making up the w h o l e  

wanted a piece of the overseas soldiers, even the 

National Revenue System, as Jane Dewar, w h o  also 

chronicles veteransr stories, relates i n  her m e  

C a r l a d m  W a r  ~ t o r i  es 

Back in Ottawa, we were not forgotten. In 
early February, while still at Aldershot, 1 had 
received a form letter from the federal tax 
collection people, addressed to my Winnipeg home 
and forwarded to me, It counselled me t o  remember 
to file an income tax return for 1939, and then to 
pay Caesar his due- 

At that time still easily unhinged by 
official correspondence, 1 asked our battery 
commander what to do. With military crispness he 
said" "File it ." "File it? 1 havent t got files." 
"Here, 1'11 file it f o r  you," and threw it in to 
the fireplace, 

In October 1 received another letter from the 
national revenue department, It was filled with 
veiled menace. 1 had ignored their earlier 
warning, said the letter, more in anger than in 
sorrow. If 1 did not file an income tax return for 
1939, action would be taken. 1 could face grave 
consequences, 

By this time, many bombs had fallen in our 
area. As 1 read that letter, 1 could hear the bark 
and thunder of nearby anti-aircraft guns. Later, 
my own billet was to be hit, with four k i l l e d  and 
several badly hurt. In this environment, 1 felt 1 
could cope with threats from the tax collecter, 

1 flattered myself - and still do - that my 
reply was suave. 1 was interested in helping to 
win the war, 1 wrote smoothly, and wanted to co- 
operate.  For 1938, 1 explained, my income tax 
payment had corne to about $23, though 1 couldnft 
remember exactly. For 1939, it would naturally be 
somewhat less, for although 1 had received a $2-a- 



week raise that year, 1 had worked only nine 
months, being on the governrnent payroll for the 
final three months at a somewhat lower emolument. 

1 reiterated: 1 was most anxious to co- 
operate. But there was a difficulty. 1 didnrt 
really know how much 1 had earned in 1939. If the 
tax people could arrange for me to return to 
Canada where 1 could unravef my complicated 
financial affairs and make out a retum, a 
mutually satisfactory conclusion would result. 
(Dewar, pp. 119, 120)- 

An anonymous Home Guard m e m b e r  recorded by Joyce 

H i b b e r t  in her Fr-ts of W x  probably summed up the 

system best: 

Never in the history 
of human endeavour 

Have so many been 
buggered about 

By so few- 
for bugger-all. 
(Hibbert, p. 169). 

However, it was when a soldier first joined up that 

the initial and probably m o s t  severe and sustained 

buggering-about was experienced. 



The army system has been described as one of order, 

counter-order and disorder, especially during the 

initial enlistment. Most soldiers have a funny story 

about "joining up," the term commonly used to designate 

I!enlistingtl in Canadat s wartirne army. Archie Mimrns, in 

his ÇDam recounts his experience of being 

shunted from pillar to post during his first few months 

in the wartime army, describing a typical litany of 

disorder. A week after enlisting, his draft was in the 

process of being moved from the Horse Palace in Toronto 

to (rumour had it) points unknown at the front (or 

Australia, according to one theory) . Two hours later, 

however, they arrived at Basic Training Centre Brampton 

(more back than front.) After their tented camp was 

inundated by fa11 rains, they were sent on extended 

leave "until the area had dried or our new barracks 

were built , whichever came f irst " (Mimmis, p. 12) . Three 

weeks later, he was ordered back. 

The tents were gone. Newly constructed 
barracks awaited our pleasure. Rumour had it we 
would be here for months. I wasnlt back more than 
an hour, in fact 1 was just getting into bed when 
a three-striper hollered through the barracks "Get 
ready to move, now!" ( M i m m e ,  p. 1 5 ) .  



Their trains rumbled into the night. Rumours again 

were rampant. At 0730, they arrived in Kingston to a 

breakfast of flcornflakes on toast." At Montreal, 

several of the group disappeared; " L a t e r  they were 

picked up by MPs who didnlt want them to miss anythingN 

( M i n m i s ,  p. 16). 

On arriva1 in Halifax after midnight, they were 

uncerernoniously marched to the Citadel. The reception 

centre k n e w  nothing about them and herded them by truck 

to the docks to board a ship. I v W e  were sure we would 

be on a ship heading for England by morningIt ( M i n n n e ,  

p. 16) . The ship turned out to be the 

Halifax/Dartmouth ferry I1that runs every thirty 

minutes.Jr Not long a f t e r ,  they were deposited at camp 

A-23 and immediately began advanced training. "We did 

fatigues while the camp personnel watched." The Camp 

Commandant (something of a comedian) addressed them the 

next morning. "He said he was glad to see such a fine 

lot of well trained men ..... He asked the heavy anti- 
aircraft personnel to stand up. About 600 of us stood 

up hesitatingly. The Colonel said 'You are now light 

anti-aircraft personnel and please sit downfw (Mianna, p. 

18) . 
After three months of training on Bofors 40 mm and 

an offer frçm the Colonel to go to Kingston to become 



an officer and a gentleman (which he summarily 

refused), Mimms was returned on a draft to Woodstock, 

Ontario, for driver rnechanic training. By spring, they 

were driver mechanics. Shortly after, they w e r e  sent 

on another exotic trip to a holding camp at (guess 

where? ) Bedford 

22). 

M i m r n s  also 

Basin, just outside Halifax ( M i m m s ,  p. 

reminisces with amusement about h i s  

inquisition (indoctrination) at the Horse Palace in the 

Canadian National Exhibition Grounds in Toronto. ii A 

two-storey building of masonry and steel built to 

accommodate horses and horses onlyN (except when there 

is a w a r  going on; then troops are housed in it) (Mi-, 

p. 3). The medical examination, it  seems, was somewhat 

rudimentary: 

In  cubicle A w a s  a doctor who took m y  blood 
pressure and checked my eyes by asking i f  1 could 
see a l 1  r i g h t .  These men were highly qua l i f i ed .  
One of t he  doctors  who was examining m e  had a 
picture on h i s  desk of h i m  i n  a white coat  and a 
dog on an examination tab le .  We knew w e  were i n  
good hands. The other  doctor checked t o  see i f  m y  
hat w a s  on straight, although 1 f a i l e d  t o  see how 
he could from where he was looking- They wanted 
t o  know i f  you had matching f e e t .  The l a s t  doctor 
seemed very interested i n  whether 1 had a cold o r  
not.  H e  kept asking m e  t o  cough, though 1 didn't 
think he was going about it the  r i g h t  way, 
( M i m m a ,  p- 6 )  - 



In Farley Mowatts The R e m ,  he and his fellow 

soldiers are no better quartered (initially at least) 

than Mimmls group of recruits: 

Towards the end of September arrangements were made 
to concentrate the entire Regiment in Picton, and to 
this end squads of carpenters and masons set to 
preparing the dungeon-like cellars of the Armouries 
to accommodate nearly a thousand soldiers. Not far 
from the Armouries was the Tecumseh Canning Factory, 
and this was requisitloned, converted into a barracks 
and promptly named the "Chicken Coop . (Mowat, p. 9 )  - 

In his later book u m  S w  (ANBS) , Mowat tells 
of his encounters with military medical officials. 

After first being rejected by the Air Force for being 

four pounds underweight, his father, an old soldier, 

persuaded him to take an army medical, with better 

results : 

Since there now seemed nothing else for it, 1 was 
persuaded to take an army medical, Before weighing me, 
the elderly examining doctor, a good friend of my 
fathers, sent me off to drink as much water as 1 could 
hold. Well ballasted and gurgling like an overfull 
bath tub, 1 passed the examination with flying colors 
and was duly enlisted as a private soldier destined to 
spend the next several months serving as a batman 
(officer's servant) to a number of newly appointed 
lieutenants of about my own age. (ANBS, p. 6 ) .  



Broadfoot, too, records that, as the war 

progressed, particularly after D-Day, army standards 

got even less exacting: 

1 leaned against that tree for a few minutes 
and it was getting dusky and then 1 went home. 1 
didnft tell my parents and next day 1 didnlt tell 
my boss, but 1 took off from work at ten o'clock 
and rode my bike into t o m  and signed up. Not the 
air force and not the navy, The goddamned army. 1 
was under age by a bit, but 1 bluffed that and my 
eyes were rotten, but if you could see lightning 
and hear thunder you were in, and thatfs the way 1 
joined up. (Broadf oot, p. 19) . 

E v e n  P i e r r e  Berton in h i s  hahas an anecdotal 

version of how he joined the Army i n  1942 for 

upersonalu reasons: 

...No one was more eligible for compulsory 
military service than 1, 1 was just twenty-one, 
healthy, and without dependants. Others in the 
same category were rushing to volunteer for the 
air force or the navy - anything to keep out of 
the army. 1 didn't. That first flight into the 
Yukon in the Ford tri-motor had unnerved me* 1 
hadn1t been able to keep anything on my stomach 
for days. 1 saw myself being constantly sick or 
an object of derision during a bomber flight over 
Berlin or on the deck of a heaving battleship, 
and so 1 opted for the army, spent thirty-four 
months in uniform, and ended up having a pretty 
good time. (Berton, p. 188) . 

O n  the other hand, some enlistees were more anxious 

than others to don the uniform of Canada's rnobilized 

army. Mowat notes: 



Within two hours of the telegram' s arriva1 at 
Picton, mobilization had begun and within two days 
enlistrnents were mounting rapidly towards the unit 
goal. On a picnic beach near Lake Ontario, a 
twenty-two year-old Company sergeant-major was 
dallying with a pretty girl. ft was a day and 
hour for unhurried romance. A stranger approached 
suddenly and muttered half a dozen words. The 
young man leapt to his feet, abandoned love, and 
drove off with the stranger leaving his maiden 
marooned and far from home. An h c u r  later, in 
full uniform, he was reporting on parade - and for 
six years he did not doff that uniform again 
( M o w a t ,  p. 5 )  . 

Interestingly, the initial enlistments in the 

Korean War w e r 2  even somewhat more hurried and less 

circumspect than those of WWII. As Jacket Coates 

testifies in H.F. Woodfs novel The Private H a r  of 

1 looked around me with a new understanding. 
The Minister's hurry-up orders had produced some 
interesting results- Just about anyone who had 
shown interest in the Korean War, to the extent of 
getting within a block of the recruiting centre, 
had ended up on this train. 1 overheard a couple 
of guys wondering how they were going to break the 
news to the little women, and one character was 
kind of desperate about his milk truck, which held 
parked by a fire hydrant while he went in to find 
out the score. The happiest guy in our car was an 
old codger who was walking up and down the aisle 
talking at the top of his lungs about his 
experiences in the South African W a r  and asking if 
anyone had a drink. (Wood, p. 8). 



Certainly, the recruiting depot wasted no time: 

.,.I was shot like a bullet into a room where a 
little bastard of a PSO, his world upset by the 
Minister's new rules, asked me my name. 1 gave it 
and he had only time to ask what were obviously 
his favourite questions, to which 1 replied that 1 
had never had any hostile feelings towards my 
mother, and had never noticed whether my stool 
looked al1 black and horrid some mornings; and 
then the sergeant-major was standing in the door 
with a frown on his face and 1 was dismissed and 
hurried into the next room. 

The MO had the message too- He tapped my 
chest, looked into my mouth, shudlered, and asked 
if 1 had ever contracted any contâgious diseases, 
In this new atmosphere 1 was playing it straight, 
but cozy. I didnlt mention the clap in Italy or 
the crabs in France, since these diseases seem to 
excite MOs. 1 just stood there in my shorts and 
asked, "Like what , sir? " 

"Like diphtheria or srnallp~x.~ 
Wo, sir! 1 replied firmly-and that was 

that . (Wood, p. 5 ) .  

During wartime, particularly the initial stages of 

mobilization, creature comforts are conspicuous by 

there absence. During his basic training, Earle 

Birneyls Thomas Leadbeater Topsy Turvey (the central 

character his classic military burlesque 

introduced to the soldier's lot: 

Monday morning he was shaving by 0550 hrs, in 
water so cold he was surprised it could run. 
After rollcall at 0610, then breakfast, he doused 
his tools in a barre1 of greasy water (he was 
about 180th in the queue), and leamed a n e w  way 
to line-up beds and kits with the aid of a long 
string and two lance-corporals. Then Turvey and 



his hutmates, with rifles and full marching kit, 
joined the general ciraft on the parade square. 
( B i r a e y ,  p. 21). 

Turvey is later injured during basic t r a in ing  as a 

result of a stupid mistake by his aging "stumpy morose 

sergeant," abetted by the  incornpetence of his novice 

platoon commander. With a number of h i s  mates, he is 

put in hospital with a broken ankle. His reception by 

medical personnel is typical: 

Tome on lug. Open up your traptn lift that 
tongue. 

Turvey awoke in time to gag before the little 
icicle of a thermometer could slide down his 
throat. The orderly, who had been holding 
Turveyls wrist with a thumb and forefinger as if 
it were a piece of bad meat, dropped it. The time 
was 0600 hrs. Turvey began his thirteenth day in 
Ward Two of Number Umpteen Basic Training Centre 
Hospital. (Bizney, p. 2 8 ) .  

The attending MO, Capt S. Hart, typified the deep 

concern that medical services showed for their charges. 

... At 0830 hrs., the overworked M.O., made his 
usual lightning visit. There was a belief that 
his initial stood for Stone but he was popular 
despite - or because of his apparent toughness. 
His technique was to assume each day that every 
man had got completely well over night, appear to 
pay no attention to even the most dramatic of 
complaints, and hum cheerfully to himself while he 
examined the evidence of malaise or injury bared 
to him. Consequently he stirred up a mass fear of 
expulsion from what, compared to the Basic 



Training routine, was paradise now. Today, as on 
previous occasions when the captain had loped out 
whistling, everyone felt lucky he was still a 
casualty for at least another twenty-four hours. 
(Biraey, p. 31) . 

Berton's sick parade was similarly handled: 

..-A man could be shaking with ague or burning 
with fever, but he stifl had to get fully dressed, 
put on his greatcoat, shoulder his pack, and march 
off in step to the Medical Inspection Roorn, 
There, the air was blue with invalids cursing, 
coughing, and spitting. The chances were that if 
you werengt sick when you arrived you certainly 
were when you left. (Berton, p. 197). 

It appears that anyone with the least bit of 

medical training was quickly captured by the Army 

Medical Service, often with sometimes hilarious 

consequences: 

... Clarence was the hospital butt, a fat toothy 
youth crowned with a tough stand of bristly 
badger-coloured hair; he talked with an adenoidal 
snuffle. Turvey rather liked him because he was 
full of beans and was always willing to do things 
for the boys, even if what he did was seldom 
right. He had a great knack for tripping over 
bedposts, slopping the bedpans, àropping 
thennometers, mixing up medicines. But he also had 
a St. John Ambulance Certificate and any soldier 
with the slightest paper daim to medical lore was 
never transfewred from hospital duties short of 
death to himself or his patients. (Birney, p. 
36). 



Turvey learns first-hand of this ineptness when he 

is the hapless recipient of a vD prophylaxes front the 

well-intentioned medic: 

..-Turvey clutched himself as if he were shot and 
rolled on the floor. 
Woly jeezis," said Clarence, for the first time 
looking closely at two bottles on the stretcher 
table, IfI bust have given you perbagadate by 
mistake. O dear, I 1 b  so sorry. Wait! Tops! 1 
got to fide you a addidote --" 
It was indeed the purple rather tkm the violet 
bottle which had been brought into use and since 
it was a concentrated solution, only for bathing 
athletels foot after considerable dilution. 
Turvey became the howling vortex of an alarmed 
hospital. (Birney, p. 42) . 

In like manner, Jacket Coates outlines 

international cooperation in an attempt to quel1 the 

venerable VD plague in Korea: 

"The padre finished and out came the V.D. 
Control Officer. Have you ever heard an 
Australian talk? If 

l8Not really. 
"Weil, he sounded like a British music-hall 

comic. He said, Waow cobbahs, Oi've bin arsked 
to give yew the staight gen on a problem very 
close to or1 of us, nymely vynereal dysease.'" 

"1 don't believe it." 
Yew got to-1 mean you got to. He w e n t  on 

like that. He said, INaow, vynereal dysease comes 
in severeal fohms. Fihst we 'ave syefilis wich 
will score you somepin awful if you lands wiv it. 
Second, wetave gonnohria wich many laffs at but 
wech is a troublesome and narsty infection wot kin 
cripple you, And lawstly welave a fohm of non- 
spycific utethrytis wech is special to the 
H1orient and a devil's own problem to cure and 



wich is causinr much 'ead shakinv in medical 
cihcles. We lave 'ad to perfohm severeal 
htembarrisinl and constrictin' operytions in 
comection with this 'ere dyngerous infection- 
Naow, 1 arsks you, is it worf it? 1 sees you 
blanchint as you finks of it and 1 knaows you are 
arskinf yourselves, wot can be done? IOw can 1 
escype? Well, cobbahs, w y  not be realistic? In 
such a fix, is strokinl the old turkey such a sin? 
OL thank you and good awftem~on.~(Wood, pp. 107, 
108). 

Clerks with any sort of administrative or office 

training w e r e  equal ly coveted COS and adjutants 

paramedics were by hospitals. And they w e r e  just as 

often dragooned as their medical counterparts. As 

Birney notes: 

After a while, he grew chummy with Wilcox, 
one of the O-R, clerks, a fat solemn fellow who 
had in common with Turvey an unsatisfied hunger to 
be admitted into the family of an infantry 
regiment...,.u 
... Itfs this - this awful army. They just wonrt 
let me be anything else but a clerk. Ir He jerked 
his head angrily. 
"My pal, Mac, is goin to get me into the Okanagan 
Rangers-" "You believe it when you see it." 
Wilcox frowned portentously- "Look what happened 
to me. 1 asked to go to the Royal Timawgani Rifles 
when 1 enlisted. The very next day they put me in 
Documentations at the Depot. It was four months 
before 1 could talk rny way out of that dreadful 
place to get Basic Training. And when 1 was only 
half through Basic the adjutant said there was a 
shortage of clerks and took me off the field and 
into his darned old Orderly Room. . . . . 

So then you bet they listened to me, and the 
C O .  sent me here to get full infantry training. 
But, wouldntt you know it, right away they gxabbed 



me for the O.R. Told me it would be just for a 
few days till they got a clerk from H.Q. Humph!," 
He picked up a rubber stamp. "That was six months 
ago. It ( B i r a e y ,  pp. 110 -112) . 

Finally, the military bureaucracy's method of 

selecting officer candidates for  f ie ld  commissioning 

from the combat arms units is a mystery to all. 

Turvey's pa l  Mac gives one possible explanation: 

I1Applications go up to CMHQ, see, masses of em, 
every overseas unit. Pile up in hallways. Fatter 
brigs can't get past. Complain. Junior officer 
told to sort out recommended files, stack rest in 
basement. So makes clerk do it. Long job. 
Teatime, clerk bored rigid, wool-gathering, shoves 
rejected Okey Rangers in accepted heap, puts 
C.O.Is recs in basement. Right? Only hole in 
theory is - C-0. must have passed me over. 
Improbable, I suppose, except, yes, of course - he 
wanted to keep best sergeants with regiment! 
Explains how my dear old Mucking-in Pal Turveyrs 
with us, and I won't have a word against him." 
"By God, I' said Crane slowly, "it could be. " 
(Birney, p. 131) . 

Berton also had a theory for his longevity in 

training. 

It has always been my fancy that by the end 
of the war I was the best-trained soldier in the 
Canadian army. Millions of dollars must have been 
spent sending me on course after course until so 
much was invested in me that it would have been 
fiscally irresponsible to waste me in action. 
(Berton, p. 207). 



His theory on the plethora of officers was no less 

credible than Turveyls pal: 

The army, it was said, had created too rnany 
officers. There was a rumour that some 
incompetent clerk in some bureaucratic office had 
mistakenly added an extra zero to the number 
needed- (Berton, pp- 220, 221). 

Even the official War Diary of the 8th Canadian 

Hussars (Princess Louisers) has an interesting entry 

pertinent to this subject. It recorded the following 8 

Feb 1942 at 1030 hrs: 

Two officers and four other ranks of the Personnel 
Selection Service arrived to be attached to this unit. 
They will conduct a survey of al1 ranks up to and 
including Lieuts. for learning ability and suitability 
for the positions in the army which they now occupy. 
(8CH War Diary 1940-1945, p. 107). 

The tone of the humour here tends to be relatively 

light. The descriptions revel in the ironies, 

contradictions, confusions, and inanities of a h u m a n  

endeavour stumbling along under considerable pressure, 

but an endeavour that is, after all, producing an army 

and that is faced with combatting a real, serious 

crisis somewhere beyond the reach of this initial stage 

in the process. Circumstances in part explain the 

disorder, and humour becomes a mechanism for venting 

and coping with the frustrations that flow from 



bureaucratic inefficiencies. In fact, looking back, 

there is a certain delight taken in the farcical 

qyality of the experience described, for this aspect 

military experience is clearly not viewed as being 

life-threatening. It is a relatively innocuous form 

shared discornfort for the war generation, even 

universal in some of its attributes, but importantly, 

it speaks to a human reality which is temporary and 

survivable. The humour at the time and the humourous 

treatment in retrospect recognize the non-threatening 

nature of the experience and reflect that in their 

tone. 



DISCIPLINB 

To the uninitiated, drill and parades are a 

hilarious pantomime reminiscent of the antics of the 

Keystone Cops in early films. At first, the tiresome 

repetition of robotic movements is exhausting for the 

new soldier. Soon, it becomes annoying, but as he 

matures he succumbs to the necessity of drill in its 

many forms and nuances. The most pragmatic explanation 

of the utility of drill is to discipline or condition 

troops for automatic, immediate and appropriate 

response to crisis when engaged in battle. The theory, 

with strong historical support, contends that soldiers 

will revert to ingrained, instinctive drill 

movements/actions during times of severe stress and 

trauma such as enemy attack. The nature of drill 

instruction, which puts one superior in charge of 

several if not hundreds of subordinates who must obey 

his every cornmand, creates great opportunities for 

cornic treatment. 

Farley Mowat illustrates the comic potential of 

Drill was carried out in the open spaces of 
the Picton fair Grounds and one October morning a 
drill instructor, af ter much trouble, manoeuvred 
an entire company into marching column. Now a 
company being àrilled is in some ways like a large 
elephant on a lead; an amenable elephant with no 



will of its own, that must be directed clearly and 
accurately, or trouble follows. That day the 
instructor saw his column coming perilously close 
to a building, and in panic he ordered a right 
turn without pausing to consider his own relative 
position, As one, the hundred and fifty marching 
men turned on him. He tried to scramble out of 
the way, but tripped and fell, and the Company 
solidly marched over him without, let it be said, 
so much as breaking step, (Mowat, p. 11) . 

Berton humourously remembers his first parade: 

1 have a confused impression of that first 
morning, when we discarded our civilian clothes 
forever and were herded, shambling and bleating, 
orto the parade square in the heart of that grey 
and sombre camp in the rolling Okanagan hills. 
There we stood, with the fuzzy new battledress 
hanging slackly on our frames, the service caps 
sitting uneasily on our heads like fezzes, the 
gaiters buckled backward, the webbing hopelessly 
tangled, and the freshly greased rifles carried 
like truncheons. (Berton, p. 191) . 

H i s  first introduction to drill was not unlike that of 

others : 

... Al1 that morning werd been taking close order 
drill, accustoming ourselves to the staccato 
tongues of the instructors as they assailed us 
with the curious jargon of command: "Atten-CHOP! 
Slow-ap HIPE! Pick it up, that man! Abow-at CHAP! 
Quee-ak MATCH! Take that man's name! On your feet- 
MCVE! Wipe the smile off your face, that man! 
Stan-at HAIZE! Stan HAIZAY! " (Berton, p. 195) - 



Another of Mowatrs drill stories takes place in 

Aldershot, England, where the CO decreed to drilling 

NCOs that lrhenceforward, he would stand at a given spot 

and control his moving squad while himself remaining 

perf ectly immobile. lr (Berton, p. 22)  . One hapless 

sergeant-major gets i n t o  severe trouble when a platoon 

got out of earshot: 

After an interminable tirne the intruding 
Company withàrew and the sergeant major raised hiç 
cracking voice in one last despaiz-ing effort and 
set it after his vanishing platoon- "Aibo-O-O-O-t 
TURN! he bellowed. 

The last six men in the platuon heard him 
correctly and swing smartly about, The next six 
men were sure they heard 'Right Turnf - and they 
obeyed, T h r e e  or four others were equally sure 
that they had heard 'Left Turn'. The rest heard 
nothing and marched straight on. 

And Yearwood, with visions of his 
disappearing rank as real as the sight of his 
disappearing platoon, was stricken by a final 
blow, he lost his voice. 

He did not regain it when the tiger sauntered 
up to him, smiled easily and said, "Well, Sergeant 
Major, 1 suppose youlll want that platoon back 
again some day. You misht try telegrams." 
(p. 22)  

Ray Stevens, a bandsman, relates a drill square 

story about one of h i s  famous RSMs: 

On parade, his fierce tenor would rise to the 
heights as he cautioned, "BATTALION! !BATTALION! !," 
followed by his second command, a long, sustained 
l1Attexmrmumm. . .HAH! ! 



Hundreds of hobnailed boots crashed to the 
asphalt-surfaced parade square and, as the 
vibrations subsided into the surrounding hills, 
al1 would be still excegt for the falling body of 
an untrained recruit, stunned by the intensity of 
the command. As the frightened birds fluttered in 
nearby trees, M r .  Gardner would resort to voice 
number two, pitched two octaves below voice number 
one, yet with similar clarity and the capacity of 
being heard equally as far. 

"Stand still in the second rôrrk!" (This was 
understandable.) 

"STAND STI LL ! THE BLOODY BAND ! ! 

This we could never understand, for were we 
not trained soldiers, starch-stiff as any other 
military robot? Or, as one of the older clar ine t  
players was wont Say, "If 1 stood any Stiller, the 
cheekç of my arse would fuse. (Stephens, p. 17) . 

Later, when al1 bands w e r e  turned into fighting 

infantry for a tirne, Stephens had the opportunity to 

question the R S M r s  technique: 

With the outbreak of war in 1939 they took my 
band-harp off my sleeve and gave me a stripe which 
eventually grew into three, making me a sergeant 
and also a messmate of RSM Gardner, both of us 
now, in a pleasant village in England. It was my 
chance to ask that question which had bothered me 
for so long, 

"You do not salute Warrant Officers, Sergeant 
Stone. 

T e s  , sir. . , sorry, sir. " 
I Y O U  are not af raid of me, are you, 

sergeant ! 
IlNo, sir.--1 mean, yes, sir ... well ..." 
"Good. Now what do you wish of me?" 



"Well, sir, when 1 used to be in the band in 
Canada, you used to Say 'Stand still, the bloody 
band. ' Yes, sir, that ' s what you used to say, and 
1 could never understand why you picked on the 
band like that- " 

@'The band? Ah, yes, so 1 did. So 1 did 
indeed. Stand still in the bloody band ..." 

T t  was 'Stand still, the bloody band,' not 
i in l Il 

I1Yes, of course, bloody band. How long ago it 
al1 seems now," 

"But why did you Say it?" 
"Because i t sounded good . 
"You mean because it had a psychological 

ef f ect?I1 
"1 said, because it sounded zood! If He bared 

his pearly-white teeth at me and glared d o m  frorn 
his six-foot-four ramrod frame but, knowing his 
love for opera, 1 felt unafraid. 1 was, after all, 
a sergeant. 

"You see, Stone, when 1 say 'Stand still in 
the second rank,' it isn't really because 1 see 
anyone moving back there but 1 know therets a 
horrible little soldier picking his nose or 
likewise whispering to his mate. He thinks Irve 
seen him, the Adjutant thinks I've seen him, the 
Colonel thinks Ivve seen him and, in fact, the 
whole bloody army thinks I've seen him. But 1 
havengt, have 1, sergeant?" 

"NO, sir." 
"And the same goes for the band. 1 canlt see 

any of you song-plucking musicians from behind 
those horns but 1 know that some dear old clarinet 
player is figging with his  valve^.^ 

"Trumpets have valves, sir. 
"Or one of those jazzed-up types is messing 

about with his music as if he couldn't remember it 
after playing it for the last ten years. So you 
see, Stone, 1 just know. And that is why 1 Say, 
'Stand still, the bloody band! ' l1 (Stephens, pp. 
17, 18) . 



Dress and deportment as related to discipline have 

been the subject of much debate and not a little 

and disgruntlement military circles. 

Regulations concerning facial hair and haircuts are 

often closely monitored. Mowat describes his first 

attempt at growing a moustache: 

"Mister Mowat ! " lgSir?gl 
"What in hell's that on your upper lip?" 
rrMoustache. . . sir. Ir 

%ord Jesus Christ! Thatls no moustache ... 
itls a disgrace! A baby could grow a better 
crop or her pussy! Shave it off!? (ANBS pp. 17, 18) . 

Berton also attempted to grow a moustache (also 

with limited success): 

Alas, this subconscious attempt at 
nonconformity in a khaki world failed miserably. 
Since we each had a moustache, we looked even more 
alike; it became as much a part of Our uniform as 
our battledress, and so we stepped off the boat 
looking like a bunch of clones. My own moustache, 
by dint of much waxing, was drawn into two points, 
rather like the whiskers on a cartoon rabbit, 
That did not pass unnoticed. By the time 1 
reached Liverpool 1 was known to al1 as Bugs Bunny 
Berton - not the best kind of nickname for an 
eager young subaltern intent on setting an example 
to his men. By the time 1 reached Canadian 
Infantry Training Centre No. 6 at Petworth in 
Sussex, 1 had trimmed my moustache to a reasonably 
accurate facsimile of Clark Gable's, Now, at 
last, I was ready to face the foe. (Berton, p. 
2 4 0 ) -  

Herbert Hoskin, however, introduces more serious 
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questions of discipline when comrnenting on military 

justice his chronicle 

the Westminster Regiment (Motor). There is a 

disturbing irony in his description of one officerrs 

application of magnanimity: 

... One of our unnamed senior officers was 
nicknamed "Februaryow because he gave everyone 28 
days, the maximum allowable. In fact, he. was so 
compassionate that he never asked f o r  an amendment 
to King's Regs. (Canada) to allow him to increase 
the sentence to 29 days each Leap Year. (P. 31). 

Flaunting authority is like playing with fire: 

there is a pernicious force at play which could become 

cruel at any point. The humour lies in managing and 

evading a harsh outcome. Making light of an NCO's 

authority, for example, put more than one soldier in 

the canine abode: 

HOPEFWL 
Private Pashkoodnik is in the dog house again. The 
other day he approached his  sergeant and enquired: 
"Sarge, would you blame me for something 1 didnJt 
do?" 
"Of course notw, replied the Sergeant- 
"That ' s very nice", munnured Pashkoodnik, "yg see, 
1 didn8t get up for reveille." Khaki, 1 9 4 4 4 9 4 5  
(Maneikka, p. 2 7 )  - 

Birney also tells how Turvey and his irascible friend 

Ballard ran afoul of the military system of good order 

and discipline nominally designed to judiciously mete 

out punishment both fairly and quickly. But from 



previous experience, Ballard has learned something 

about the vagaries of milita- justice: 

... The tone of his voice when he asked Ballard if 
he too would accept C.0.l~ punishment was almost 
an entreaty. Ballard looked very cunning, and 
refused. l1Them1 s serious charges - takin a miltry 
vefcle 'thout consent, 'cessive speed, an so on. 
How much 'ud yuh gimme, colonel?" 

T t  will have to be twenty-eight days, 
Ballard. But camp detention only. Itvs a nice 
clean brig , 

"1 know. But 1'11 take my chance wit a 
court-martial jus a same. Figger 1 might swing 

I1You know d a m  well you wont,I1 said the C.O. 
"With your record itlll be three months back 

in the Glasshouse. You dont want that. And 1 dont 
want my officersl time taken up with court- 
martialling you again. Tell you what, 1'11 let 
you off with fifteen days-n 

InMake it seven." 
Tifteen. And Say 'sir1 to an officer ."  
ilYou'll hafta crime the M . T .  corp fer leavin 

the grage unguawded - sir. An the gate-guard fer 
lettin us outa camp without no check-up, - sir. 
An the Don/R fer leavin the key in his bike, - 
sir. An yuh let Turvey down easy, - sir. 1'11 
take a flyer on a court-martial comin unstuck. 
Sir, l1 

"Severi days," breathed the C.O. wearily, and 
they were paraded out again, Turvey reflecting 
that he had much to learn about dealing with 
Commanding Officers. (Birriey, pp. 108,109). 

Even Bandsmen were also brought up on charge, but 

normally for musical mayhem: 

We stomped in on the double and right faced the 
C.O., who sat reading the report handed him by his 
staff sergeant, 



I9Carry on, sergeant - " The C.0, said to me IfRead 
the charges - " 

"Yes, sir.,,Bandsman Ruggles was blowing...er-..I 
m e a n  he blew Col -.,. well ...." 

"Speak up, sergeant! This is the army, you know, 
and if you have a rank such as yours, even in a band, 
you must learn how to be a soldier and speak up."  
My experiences with Sergeant Major Gardner came to my 
rescue , 

"SAH, THE ACCUSED, BANDSMAN RUGGLES, WAS PLAYING 
"COLONEL BOGEY" WHILE TKE REST OF THE BAND WERE PLAYING 
S C I P I O "  BY HANDEL!SAH!" 

"No need to shout, sergeant. 1 am not deaf you 
know. Hmm . . . p  laying Colonel Bogey you say...yes 
indeed ... ? "  He held a whispered consu1:ation with his 
staff sergeant who shook his head over the puzzle. Tou 
did Say that he was playing Tolonel BogeyI1 while the 
rest of the band played Skipit.. -?IV 

"Scipio, sir. " 1 corrected. 
l l S ~ i p i ~ ?  
"Yes, sirw 1 added. "Handel." 
ItHandle? Of course 1 can handle this case! Are you 

questioning my authority, sergeant?" 
1 knew my many years of playing toy soldiers were 

drawing to a close- 
"NO, sir- " 
"Good! And you, bandsman, what have you to say?" 
"Nothing, sir." Ruggles was doing as 1 had told 

h i m .  
"Then you plead guilty. Seven days confined to 

barracks and seven days pay . (Stephens, p. 31) . 

~lthough perhaps only tenuously related to 

discipline, llchickenshitlt (the term for  

incomprehensible regulations and orders given by 

uptight, overly officious superiors) could be the bane 

of the soldiers' existence. 

Mimms, for example, describes the local method fo r  



re-supplying anti-tank ammunition in Belgium: 

1'11 bet you didnft know that every time we 
fired our six-pounder, we had to collect the 
empty shellcasings and turn them in, or we didnlt 
get any live ones, unless of course you had a good 
excuse for where the empties went. (M-, p. 
78) . 

Mimms also makes wry reference to bath parades at 

the Mobile Bath and laundry unit or MBLU (sounds like a 

new rap group) . 
On bath parades, which we were able to get 

every 2 or 3 weeks, we were limited to how much 
hot water we got, Whoever figured it out must 
hsve been three feet ta11 and weighed about 
seventy-five pourids. (p. 7 8 ) .  

Somewhere between chickenshit and military 

necessity, sentry duty is one of those dreaded 

responsibilities of wartime service that, like drill 

and military justice, al1 soldiers become familiar 

with. The sentry allows the bulk of the force to rest 

and prepare for further action while a few watch and 

guard against any surprises. Like al1 typical army 

activity, sentry duty lends i tself  to going awry. 

During the tense months after the fa11 of France, 

Mowatls unit readiness was kept at fever-pitch 

intensity. 

But the expectation of battle was being 
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maintained at too high a level and the lack of 
real action began to have its inevitable effects. 
The unit was on permanent call, so that there 
could be no complete escape from tension. One 
night a section guarding the ammunition trucks 
heard suspicious noises. Challenges were given, 
and ignored. A burst of fire shattered the calm 
Scrrey night and in the morning the interloper was 
found, quite dead. That horse cost the Regiment a 
hundred and sixty pounds sterling since, 
naturally, it was the finest horse in England. (p. 
38). 

Major Retld Tim Ellis, D.S.O. in his hilarious 

Hussar R e m e m b c r s ,  tells his own password story f r o m  

Italy: 

Some time later in the night our boy, who was 
now - not to put too fine a point on it - loaded, 
started back to rejoin his troop. In the darkness 
he got his directions a bit mixed up - it happened 
to better men than him, and sober ones at that - 
and came up against the British outfit alongside 
us. The password was "Agrafl and the counter-sign 
uDelhiw. The first Brit sentry to challenge our 
lad received no reply; the latter was searching 
his memory for the required information but 
without success, and was not at al1 sure the 
challenge would be repeated before the lead 
started to fly. He knew he had to act fast, and 
he did- He shouted l'BINGO! II. The reply - "Pass, 
Canadian; no one else would Say that!" ( E l l i e ,  p. 
40 ) .  

Some soldiers took their duty more seriously than 

others : 



A soldier on his first guard duty halts the 
officer of the day for routine recognition, 
What would you have done if 1 hadnlt halted?" the 
officer asked. 
Why, I 1 d  have called the corporal of the guard, 
sir." 
"The corporal of the guard? What for?" 
"Well, I1d have called him to help haul your dead 
carcass away," Khaki, 1943-1944 (Maaeikka, p. 
9 8 ) .  

Some were extremely serious: 

The sentry challenged a uniformed figure 
entering the camp. 

V2olonel Rogers," came the reply. 
 SOT^^^ sir,I1 said the sentry, "1 canlt let 

you proceed without the password." 
The other snorted. "Good heavens, man, I1ve 

forgotten it, but you know me well enoughw. 
The sentry persisted, doing his duty. "Canrt 

help it sir, 1 must have the passwordI1. 
"Donlt stand there arguinl al1 night, Bill!" 

came a voice from the guardhouse. "Shoot him!I1 
Khaki, 1943-1944 (Maneikka, p. 105). 

In light of these anecdotes, Birney seems hardly to 

violate the line between fact and fiction when he 

describes Turveyls adventure while on sentry duty in 

Hastily, as he wheeled, he saw the man at his 
back, climbing d o m  from the gate without a sound. 
The face was hidden but he could see the whole 
length of his overcoat. Turvey took no time to 
recall how to make a formal challenge: 
"Hey, you, halt! You wanna get shot? Hands, 
hands up! rt 



But the Figure made neither sound nor 
movement and, so far as Turvey could make out, 
seemed poised to leap straight on him from the 
gate. Before he knew what had happened Turveyfs 
gun went off with an uproar that temporarily 
numbed his wits; he remembered only to keep 
pulling the Sten d o m  so that the leaden spate 
held straight at the Figure, before the long burst 
was over and the magazine empty. 

And now, for the first time in his rational 
if picaresque l i f e ,  horror was visited upon 
Turvey- Even though he had seen the cloth of the 
greatcoat flying where the bullets hit, it now, 
terribly, slowly, sank in upon him that the Figure 
had scarcely stirred, was in fact, with twenty 
slugs through its body, still arcted to leap upon 
him. As shouts rose in the night and footsteps 
came rurining from both ends of the lane, Turvey 
made his last heroic attack. Seizing the Sten by 
its butt he hammered with mounting savagery the 
Thing on the fence until the gunstock broke in his 
hands and he fled yelling into the shaky arms of 
Sergeant Swingle and Private Morrison. As he was 
bxought to earth, one part of his mind began to 
xegister the fact that he wasn't wearing his 
greatcoat. ( B i r n e y ,  pp. 202, 203). 

Like training fiascos and system absurdities, 

parades, drill, summary tr ials  

aggravations and are 

and sentry 

treated 

duty were 

humour. Should the soldier step out of l ine  and 

through 

seriously con£ ront the 

with the maligned 

syçtem, 

potentates 

would have 

pain, the 

Police. 



Military Police (commonly referred t o  as MPs) were 

the only Corps during the war who fought regularly 

against both sides. Though despised by the troops, t h e  

MPs were a necessary evil, responsible for enforcing 

regulations of discipline, dress and deportment. They 

also did route control, picked up individuals Absent 

Without Official Leave (AWOLs), arrested deserters, and 

generally annoyed (or harrassed) soldiers. 

In some ccaes, the Canadian Army in the UK was 

obliged to use British facilities such as detention 

barracks. Ballard, one of Turveyfs comrades-at-arms, 

is not impressed. He describes his stay with Her 

Majestyls Royal Military Police in his own inimitable 

f ashion : 

...These limey cooties are twicet as big. An 
nothin but burn' beans fer supper, fer sixty 
fuckin suppers. An java outa the same beans. 
E x c e p  wen 1 got their Number One Diet." 

"Was that for Sundays?" Tunrey asked 
imocently, his  mind partly on a slit-skirted 
maiden cyclist he had slowed up to pass. 

Wunday, shit." Ballard lit his second 
cigarette from the butt of the first. "Thas wen 1 
griped to the brass on account a the rats bitin me 
nights, 1 shoulda knew better'n start beatin my 
gums. IThere1ll be an Inspecting Hofficer's 
paride this aftern~on,~ the guard says. 'Hel11 
ask if there1s any complynts. And if any son of a 
'ore makes a complynt le knows what leIll get from 
me when le's back in lis cell.' So 1 opened my 
fuckin trap jus the same, and the shit of a 



thought 

Commandant he says right away to the 1.0.: 'Aow, 
we've neveh had a complaint about rats befoh. Ail 
we've got heah, majaw, is human rats.' And he 
gimme the old scowl. 'This man's a trouble- 
makah.' An so the 1-0. mites sompn in his little 
book, see, and the fuckin parade's over. An wen 1 
dcuble back ta my hutch, that fuckin guard kicks 
my knackers up to me neck, and the Commandant puts 
me on bread an water in the spudhole fer six 
fuckin days. Thas Number One Diet, my frand. Yer 
belly thinks yer throat's cut." (Birney, p. 107) 

succinctly what 

the vaunted Police : 

his Regiment 

Soon the two provosts arrive?. White web, 
gauntlets, black armbands with the red MP, and 
that single hook that gave them more authority 
than the Almighty, A dignified pair, each looking 
as if he might arrest his own grandmother if she 
dropped a stitch. (Ellie, pm 1) . 

conf irms this assessment with unres trained 

vitriol when the provost escort gets his squadron l o s t :  

"What kept you?" George asked when we finally 
arrived. 1 replied "We got diverted, sirN. Never 
complain; never explain; never apologize. The 
provosts? 1 never saw them again- One thing for 
sure in my mind, though, the parents of both them 
were unwed. (Ellis, p. 3) 

This sentiment is presented even more sharply when, 

re-enlisting for the  Korea War, Wood's Jacket Coates is 

re-introduced to the MP establishment: 

There were two meat-heads guarding the door 
of the place and 1 almost quit then and there as 1 
took in those white belts and what they stood for, 
which was bloody little. They were red-faced, 
bull-necked and chicken-livered, as of old, and 
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were hollering "Move along now, move along now, 
step lively," j u s t  as they used to in my favourite 
detention camps. But 1 wiped the snarl off my 
face, untied the knot in my gut and marched 
bravely past them, humming that old wartime 
refrain, V 1 d  rather my sister was a common whore 
than my brother a provost sergeant-" 
(Wood, p. 2) . 

In fact, when the MP casualty rate was reported to have 

been unusually high, a wry explmation is offered: 

A veteran who had served with the Military 
Police was trying to convince another vet of the 
merits of his branch of the service, Vifter ail," 
s2Fd the ex-MP, "we suffered more casualties than 
any other branch." 

"And why shouldn't you have," sniffed the 
other vet, "with enemies on both sides?" (- 

fom, p. 93) 

The intensity and relative harshness of the humour 

here reflects the depth of emotional distaste and 

distrust in the ordinary soldierfs perception of the 

MPs and the soldierfs lack of confidence in the way the 

M P s  exercised their authority. More that , 
suggests that the MPs represent the sharp end of a 

punitive disciplinary system that could do real damage 

to one's life without much recourse to addressing 

injustices. In this context, the inequities, disorder, 

and stupidity that were the focus of light humour in 

other areas of military experience could well become 

lethal, even fatal. As a result, the humour here is 



darker and fraught with disturbing images of anger and 

violence, even though (ironically) that anger and 

violence is directed toward the butts of the jokes. 



HURRY OP AND WAIT 

Mass mobilization of a vast army and a strict 

system of administration and discipline resulted in the 

inevitable Situation Normal Al1 Fouled Up (SNAFUs) . 
"Hurry up and waitu appeared to be the order of the day 

as orders and couriter-orders turned into disorder. 

Herbie did his share of waiting: 

He travelled a lot, saw a lot, talked a lot, listened a 
lot. He trained and waited, trained and waited and 
waited, fought and waited and waited and waited, fought 
and waited and waited and waited and waited. Hurry up 
and wait. (m, p. 18). 

Mimms produces a delightfully satiric l ist  of a 

so ld ie r  ' s normal routine : 

HOW A SOLDIER SPENDS HIS TIME 

Sleeping 
Drilling 
Polishing, cleaning, blancoing kit 
Going out with girls (more if Canadian 
or Polish) 
Queuing 
Eating 
Drinking beer 
Writing letters 
Reading 
Shaving 
Fighting 

He somehow sews on 300 buttons using 166 yards of 
thread; swears 144 times a day, stamps his feet 200 
times a day, wearing out 4.7% inches of leather in a 
year, laughs 58 times a day, and salutes 84 times a 
day. (Mimmri ,  p 2 5 ) .  



L a t e r ,  after he fought through France intc Belgium, he 

expanded on this list: 

Our work was mainly waiting; 1 think 90'1; of 
the time was spent waiting. We waited for our 
food, mail, orders, parts, rest, entertainment and 
action. W e  waited in the day-time and at night; 
on the roads, in the fields and in buildings. 
Waiting had a triple A priority; you even had to 
wait to go to the bathroom. But very few people 
ever told us to wait; it was 'lIrll just check 
that;" " P d  btter see what he means;I1 "1 woulitnt t 
do that without the proper author:.ty;I1 "1'11 find 
out;"  "Dontt pass this point;" "Stand steady;" 
ItHold your fire;" wait, wait, wait, wait! (p.82) 

Even back in Canada, Berton, too, experiences the 

"Hurry up and Wattu syndrome: 

.. .Tirne and again an overseas draft was amounced 
and then cancelled. Meanwhile we'd al1 go off on 
the mandatory embarkation leave, As these leaves 
mounted up it began to be embarrassing Friends no 
longer crowded to the station to press gifts and 
bottles upon me and make strained remarks about 
giving their regards to M r  Hitler, Acquaintances 
meeting me on the street couldntt believe 1 was 
again on embarkation leave, One said dryly that 
he hadnlt realized embarkation have lasted for a 
year. (Berton, p. 229) . 

But perhaps the fullest depictions are the fictional 

accounts found in Eari Birneyis Tyyvev: 

Turvey found that the week-end was a concentrated 
repetition of his days at the Depot. With the 
other truckloads of fresh battledress, he was 
fallen out, warned that he was confined to camp 
until after supper- Monday, fallen in for lunch 
parade, lined up to wash implements, fallen in for 



a sergeant-major's parade to hear eight pages of 
Camp Standing Orders, fallen out to wait an hour 
under the hot sun for a missing nominal roll, 
fallen in when it arrived, marched north to a 
blanket parade, which came to nothing, marched 
east with his pack and havexsack into a board hut 
furnished so compactly with double-tiered bunks it 
looked more like a warehouse than a place to live, 
marched back again on the double because it was 
some other squad's, marched West to an even more 
crowded one where he left his kit, brought back to 
a line-up, given blankets at last, sent to the hut 
to make h i s  bed but whisked away south irnmediately 
into a longer line-up for supper, and another to 
wash his mug and billytin, and another at the 
Idcrine, and another for sunburn oil at the Sally 
Ann. Then he was ordered back to h i s  hut for the 
night . (Birney, p. 2 0 )  . 

L a t e r ,  after he is a trained s o l d i e r ,  he is readied fox 

action countless times, only to be turned off f o r  

unknown reasons: 

.,,The hysterical corporal, as usual, exploded in 
the doorway: 

"Fail in! On a double! Outside! Hurree, 
Embarkation Order! Packs on! This is IT, 
fellahs ! ". , . 

Turvey swarmed painfully, with inoculated 
muscles, into a tangled octopus of webbing that 
led to his respirator, waterbottle, belt, 
haversack, and great pack. He and the whole 
cumbrous little army heaved and staggered outside, 
formed up, and clumped down a familiar mile of 
pavement through a sudden September heat,.. 

Then, after they had massed into the 
Entrainment Point, a little cobbled rectangle 
behind another set of barracks and nowhere near a 
train, there was, as usual, an hourrs wait in the 
midst of a bawling flurry of orders and backing 
trucks and dithering officers. Fmally another 
corporal appeared, intoned their names, and 



singled out certain victims for the M.0- or the 
etemal line-up at QM Stores. The rest, including 
Turvey, still in full christmas tree, were stood 
"easyU for uncounted minutes and then marched back 
to their barracks, not quite too late for the fag- 
end of lunch. 

The next day they were shambling through the 
same routine in the cobbled rectangle when 
suddenly a string of empty lorries began backing 
into the yard, squeezing the warriors against the 
side-walls. There was a delay, then a rollcall, 
another delay, another rollcall and al1 the A r s  to 
W r s  were ordered into the farthesn: truck. The 1 
to M including the Macs clambered painfully into 
another vehicle, Just when they gat to r*Tn, and 
Turvey had wedged his blanket roll again, ready to 
climb on, a Despatch Rider came roaring into the 
yard, and scurried into the 0rderl.y Room. A few 
minutes later al1 the men were ordered out of the 
trucks and the whole draft marched back to the 
barracks without a clue. (Birney, pp. 148, 149) . 

Even in the Theatre of Operations not much 

changes : 

There was much speculation about the kind of 
train they were waiting for by the empty platform 
since most of the visible track was twisted around 
bombholes. But it tumed out that they had been 
marched to the wrong place, and they were marched 
out again, through another mile or two and into a 
courtyard. Here, eventually, they were bundled 
into sixty-hundredweights and went rattling off 
south. . . 

After two hungry hours, the convoy swerved 
off the cement highway, bumped and clanged over 
cobblestones through winding uphill streets, and 
halted, long past lunch, in the middle of a huge 
courtyard. Here they were disgorged, bewildered 
and hollow, to stand or squat once more, now on 



damp paving stones surrounded by a square of brick 
buildings so grim and dirty as to be obviously a 
military barracks. 

And barracks they were, none less than the 
Royal Albert of Ghent, temporarily at the disposa1 
of the Base Headquarters of the Canadian Army of 
the Twenty-First Army Group of the North-West 
Theatre. 

By the ninth day of his imprisonment in one 
of its smellier basements, from whose walls more 
water oozed steadily than could be wrung from the 
greasy taps in the Ablution Room, Turvey was quite 
sure they were the rnost uncornfortable of the long 
panorama of barracks he had corne to know.-. 

Each morning, after the coldwater shave and 
the issue of semi-cooked sawdust-sausages looking 
as putty-pale as the one potato beside them, he 
would line up for rollcall with several hundred 
others and hear the names of the fortunates who 
were to be released to various units in the 
Theatre. (Turvey, pp. 158, 159) . 

The tone of the humour here, particularly where it 

suggests that the 'hurry up and wait" pattern is a 

chronic problem of military organization, seems t o  go 

beyond addressing frustrating systemic ineptitude. 

While the problem is innocuous enough on the surface, 

it suggests an erosion of confidence in the purpose and 

direction of the enterprise as a whole, and 

particularly in the abilities of those who are 

presumably planning and managing it. T h a t  kind 

breakdown of trust points to a growing awareness of a 

much more profound element of uncontrollable chaos in 

human affairs, a chaos which, in the affairs of war, 



can cost enormous numbers of lives. There seems to be 

an underlying comection here between lost and wasted 

time and loss and waste of life. As a result, the 

humour here suggests an underlying corruption of 

purpose that is difficult to identify clearly. 

Interestingly, the 

often described in 

examples of "hurry up and waitN are 

considerable detail, marked by a 

sense of puzzlement. Ironic humour becomrs an 

important way of coping with inexplicable and illogical 

delay in the midst of acknowledged crisis. 



Wartime rationing created a scarcity of almost 

everything. Ships were sunk; supply convoys were 

delayed. Trading, bartering, scrounging and outright 

stealing became the nom. Prices in the U.K. soared; 

millions of Allied troops crowded onto Mother England 

to the point where some alarmist wags predicted it was 

in danger of sinking. The black market in everything 

from services to cigarettes, soap to bully beef and 

blankets, thrived and flourished throughout the war. 

The average Canadian soldier earned $1.50 per day. 

Under these conditions, it was a rare soldier who did 

not dabble in the market. Moreover, incensed by Army 

discipline and exasperated by the frustrations of 

"hurry up and waitfm soldiers t m e d  their many latent 

talents to entrepreneurial pursuits. As Herbie 

elaborates: 

It was not long before inflation had reared 
its ugly head so high it could look with 
condescension on Big Ben. A goodly number of 
free-spending Canadians strove mightily to meet 
this challenge. Some went to the dogs at White 
City. Some went to push-ha'pemy night school. 
Some were even silly enough to m i t e  home for 
money . 



Men of the mobile laundries were starting to 
take in the pub-keepers washing. The owdnance 
johnnies were apprenticing themselves to the 
village smithy. Civilian cars started to pop up 
on the base workshop assembly lines. (m, pp. 
74-76). 

Mowat comments on the art of scrounging which is 

sometimes interdicted by circumstance: 

The spring again brought its wave of schemes- 
But schemes had some compensations, notably the 
opportunity for scrounging extra ~ations. 

Chickens appeared in most unlikely places, 
often of their own volition. One morning an 
officer happened to peer into the driver's 
cornpartment of one of the carriers and his glance 
was met by the beady gaze of a large rooster. The 
carrier driver became aware of the unwelcome 
presence of the officer at that moment and with 
magnificent savoir-faire turned on the bird beside 
him and exclaimed in aggrieved tones: W h y  you 
little feathered bastard - how did you get in 
here?" (Mowat, p. 4 8 ) .  

Later, when Mowat's Regiment moved to Scotland for 

combined operations training, other opportunities to 

supplement their monotonous rations presented 

themselves: 

There were interludes. The camp was on the 
estate of the Duke of Argyll, and the presence of 
the Duke's deer proved too much for the long- 
repressed instincts of the hunters from the 
Bancroft hills. There were trout fishermen 
amongst the men as well, but their equipment 
consisted of Mills grenades - far more efficient 
than f ly rods . (Mowat, p. 51) . 



The move to invade Sicily seemed to offer a 

reprieve from monetary woes. But the chief paymaster 

restricted the pay of al1 Canadian troops to a stipend 

per month. Out of sheer desperation, many young and 

not so young soldiers embraced the market. 

... The amount of $4.47 still produced only one 
pound Sterling which only produced 400 lire 
Italian which didnft produce much- The fact that 
even a blind Italian before long could tell a Vin 
cigarette butt at 20 paces was rather discouraging 
a+ the outset, but the market held up well for the 
boys whose boots and blankets mysteriously became 
battle casualties. 
(-8 PP- 7 8 - 8 0 )  - 

Bartering or scrounging was a common practice in 

Italy. Although prohibited by higher Headquarters, 

scrounging was considered the right of a fighting 

soldier, not only for comfort but often survival. 

Mowat elaborates somewhat: 

Division had ruled that scrounging was a version 
of looting and looting was forbidden under 
penalties of as much as ten yearsl imprisonment. 
This was grossly unfair, for while looting was 
outright theft, scrounging normally entailed some 
kind of barter- Sergeant Bates spoke for every 
fighting man when he proclaimed: "If they clobber 
us for scrounging they can kiss their godamn army 
bye-byes. If we gotta live on the issue crap they 
feed us, any ten-year-old wop with his hands tied 
behind his backfll be able to kick the living 
Jesus  OU^ of US ! " (M=t8 p.  6 7 ) -  



But as the Italian campaign progressed, however, 

barter became a m o r e  accepted fact of life: 

We get most of this stuff by exchange whereby 
the Eyeties get our bully, margarine, hardtack and 
other inedibles, which they seem to relish, though 
maybe they feed it to their mules, Last week we 
had a suckling pig which cost two pair of issue 
boots and one rather holey blanket. For a pack of 
issue Victory cigs, the kind made in India of 
came1 dung, troop-for-the-use-of, we get a basket 
full of cactus apples, green figs and tangerines. 
Al1 totally illegal of course, which makes it 
twice as good. . . . (Mowat, p. 123) . 

A t  Castropignano (I1castro p ig  facem t o  the troops) i n  

Italy, other opportunities arise: 

The collecter's instinct - it is not really 
fair to cal1 it looting - had a chance to flower 
and it led to some strange incidents. There was a 
man whose first name was Alf, and Aïf was billeted 
in the ruins of what had been a chapel. Two 
beautiful candlesticks standing on the altar had 
escaped destruction, and for ten days Alf stared 
at these fine trophies and tried to control 
temptation. He fought a good fight, but a losing 
one. Jumping to his feet one day he snatched the 
candlesticks and was stowing them in his kit when 
an old friend, and Irishman and a good Catholic, 
chose to visit AlE and caught him in the act. 
Lightning flew, and under the tirade that 
followed, poor Alf wilted and reluctantly dragged 
the candlesticks out of his bag and set them on 
the altar. Thoroughly chastened he left the 
billet to seek solace in vino. 

He retumed half an hour later to discover 
that the entire roof of the chapel had collapsed 
in his absence. Shaken to the core, Alf took it 
as a stem warning from on high, and for at least 



a month he was one of the most devoted followers 
the padre had in al1 the Regiment. (Mowat, p. 
133) - 

While the W q e  languished in Italy 

[according to Lady Astor), the Nomandy landing troops 

were not long in testing the market skills of Sol- 

Canad~ en, 

That they were not long in getting into the 
spirit of the thing, however, was indicated in a 
Paris fashion show the following spring when it 
was discovered that the most brilliant ensemble on 
display was a bathing suit consisting of two 
epaulets from a Canadian battle-dress and the 
pocket of a gas cape. (Herbie, p. 86) .  

In Holland, one of Berton's friends reported that even 

padres were not above scrounging when the opportunity 

presented itself: 

...Shortly thereafter, Filion himself was wounded. 
At the Regirnental Aid Post a Roman Catholic padre 
examined his dog tags and tried to give him the 
last rites. "Bugger off," said Filion. "Irm not 
bloody dying." Whereupon the padre pulled off 
Filionfs prized pair of boots and vanished with 
them. This loss, it appeared, bothered hirn more 
than the wound in the a m .  (Berton, p. 236). 

The humour that flows from outwitting the system 

and spotlighting its deficiencies is not simply a f o m  

of entertainment and amusement. It appears to be an 

integral part of human emotional strategies designed to 

deal with frustration, dislocation, and deprivation in 



a relatively innocuous way. As such, it offers three 

very important benefits to the functioning of military 

organizations, particularly in wartime. First, it is 

an on-going means of relieving the build-up of tensions 

that naturally develop where large groups of men must 

live and work closely together in less than ideal 

circumstances. ft focuses frustrations away from 

nearby individuals and ont0 "the system", a nebulous, 

more distant point of contention. Second, although the 

system is the focus of irritation, humour creates a 

greater tolerance toward the deficiencies of 

unavoidable circumstances by cloaking them in comedic 

terms- Third, to the extent that humour and sense of 

humour are shared, they become a mechanism for 

socialization within the group and a part of group 

identification. Without humour, the entry into the 

world of the military and the world of war, with the 

continuing accommodations both demand, would have been 

individually and collectively intolerable to the 

thousands of young men and women who got caught up in 

the need to maintain the nation's defence. 



CEAPTBR 1 x 1  
THE HIERARCHY 

Superiors to a private soldier include everybody 

from a senior soldier (who might have two days more 

time-in) through the capricious lance corporal to the 

ubiquitous second lieutenant (90 day wonders) and on up 

to the rarified "red-tabM ranks of Colonel and General. 

Each in some way had power over life and limb of the 

hapless herbie. The Brass, as superiors w e r e  called, 

were seen as having been given unfair perquisites and 

holding undue authority over their overworked, 

underpaid, unappreciated subordinates . It was open 

season (at least in thought) on superior officers and 

NCOs. Nothing pleased the humour of the rank and file 

more than to bring them d o m  off their "high horse. 

The staff of the higher echelons who were 

responsible for much of the workings of the system were 

given special MID (mentioned in derision). Even old 

soldiers assumed an elevated position in the local food 

chain. And Batmen who served as servants to officers 

were the source of interesting comment. And the 

Allies, now they were another story. 



SUPERIORS 

Coughlinrs Herbie looked on his superiors with 

almost poetic witticism: 

To him, al1 brass was tarnished, particularly any 
associated with hats. The sergeant-major was a bastard 
whose ancestry was somehow hooked up with Romulus and 
Remus. Anybody with hooks on his sleeve was a public 
menace and shoulder adornment was something to be 
shunned- (ffQrbie, p. 16) . 

To many soldiers, the hierarchial structure of the rank 

systems implied other inequities. Most were convinced 

that their l o t  was to do al1 the " ~ o r k . ~ ~  

A brigadier, a colonel and a major were having a heated 
argument one night on the subject of matrimony. The 
brigadier maintained that marriage was 60% work and 40% 
fun- The colonel said it was 75% work and 25% fun. The 
major insisted that it was 90% work and 10% fun. At the 
height of the argument an orderly appeared at the door - 
"Let's leave it to him,I1 said the major. The orderly 
listened carefully to the argument and said with an air 
of absolute finality: 

'If you will pardon me, sirs, matrimony is 100% 
fun and no work at allr". 

'How do you figure thatf "?  asked the astonished 
off icers . 

'Itls very simple, replied the orderly. "If there 
was any work in it at all, you guys would have me doing 
i t , f ' r  maki ,  2 943 -1944 (btaaeikka, p. 105) .  

Occasionally, some soldiers got a chance to get 

"theirs" back: 



AT LAST 

A private was paraded to his OC and requested a forty- 
eight hour pass. When asked for a reason he replied 
that his wife had just been made a RSM in the CWAC. 

'Thatfs ail very fine,' remarked the officer, 'but 
why should that get you a forty-eight?' 

'Sir,' replied the soldier earnestly, '1 want to 
do something that every private has dreamed of doing 
for the past hundred yearslf Khaki, 1943-1944 
(Mansikka, p. 3 7 ) .  

Soldiers were also sensitive to their officersf 

desires f o r  promotion. Some young officers tended to 

be overzealous in their quest for  promotion, but .... 
The general conducting a staff meeting at his 
headquarters was trying his best to be tolerant of a 
brash young captain, bucking hard for promotion, who 
kept interjecting his own opinions and brushing off 
those of al1 the others present. After a tirade from 
the captain, the general said, "Young man, sometirnes it 
pays to listen to other opinions even though they may 
differ from your own. " 

'But, sir, ' " he replied unabashed, ' 1 dare Say 
thatfs not how you 'made general.'" 

'NO, itls not,'" said the general tartly. 'But 
it's d a m  well how 1 made major!'" (w, 
p. 23). 

Others were found out: 

1 happened to be in the adjutantls office when a 
visiting general arrived to make an inspection. He soon 
discovered that the adjutant, a first lieutenant, 



didrift know too much about his job and office. "mat 
were you before you became an ~fficer?~' the general 
asked . 

The lieutenant replied, '1 was a staff sergeant, 
sir- 

'Well, ' said the general, ' 1 can understand how 
you made first lieutenant, but 1'11 be darned if 1 know 
how you ever made staff sergeant!' 
( - J L  p- 2 5 ) .  

Equally irritating to the soldier was the sometimes 

overly strict insistence on military regulation and 

deportment : 

A private, passing a second lieutenant, forgot to 
salute. The lieutenant called him back, commanded him 
to stand at attention and salute 150 tirnes. 

'Just a minute,'" said a major who had witnessed 
the exhibition. 'Donlt you h o w  that every salute 
should be returned? Get going lieutenant.'" 

When the major departed, the shave-tail had reeled 
off about 20 snappy salutes, the private counting out 
loud. 
The Tank (Mansikka, p. 4 2 ) .  

Since he had had some COTC training, Berton was one of 

the few who had an inkling of what to expect when he 

arrived at basic training. 

There 1 had seen my classrnates transformed into 
screaming martinets as they tried to teach us the 
rudiments of close order drill. 1 remember how 
startled 1 was the first time when an Honours English 
student stared straight into my face from a distance of 
only a few inches and bellowed at me to smarten up. So 
1 had a fair idea of what we were in for, 
(Berton, p- 190). 



Higher ranks created their own kind of frustration. 

It was strange to see what the addition of a 
couple of pieces of red cloth and a bit of gold braid 
to a uniform could do to some hitherto harmless 
characters. It set them apart and, in many cases, the 
farther apart the better. But they wouldnft stay 
there. They insisted on mingling with any troops that 
happened to be handy at the most inconvenient moments, 
particularly in rest, And there's nothing like a 
restful little inspection by the brass to keep the boys 
happy - 

A tank regiment from out of the West, noted for 
the ingenuity of its comrnanding officer, figured out a 
new system for welcoming high priority performers. 
There were three roads linking their area in Holland to 
the outside world- Two of them they worked over with 
Sherman tanks until the potholes were small canyons. At 
a strategic point on the third, they erected a sign: 
"Danger! Mines! Closed to AL1 Txaffic!" Peace it was 
wonderful . (-, p. 166) . 

To the ordinary soldier, the consequences f o r  

inefficiency and incornpetence also seemed to be 

organized on an invented scale: 

If a private soldier was inefficient, he caught hell 
and was probably sent on a course. If an NCO was 
inefficient, he was bust. If a junior officer was 
inefficient, he got an adverse report and was 
transferred to some job where he couldnft do much 
damage. If a senior officer was inefficient, he was 
moved..,often promoted ..., and/or given a nice cushy job 
at home, The army, is one of the few organizations 
which have an attractive consolation prize for 
incornpetency. (p. 168) . 



Indeed, the higher the authority, the greater was its 

capacity for inefficiency and the more bizarre its 

results Mimms notes the efficiency of the Federal 

Government: 

W e  used t o  Say w e  had t o  read the  Toronto S t a r  t o  f ind  
out how we w e r e  doing. If t h e  Government wanted t o  
sel1 bonds w e  were having a h e l l  of a t i m e ;  shor t  of 
men, ammo and food. If t he re  wasnlt  a bond r a l l y  on, 
things went well f o r  us. (Mhma, p . 6 3 )  . 

At one point, he was even ordered to join the navy 

brief ly: 

Orders were given t o  us one day to move i n t o  the  dock 
area for a shoot. Now t h i s  i s n l t  a misprint - w e  w e r e  
owdered t o  shoot subrnarines. Our gun was set up a t  the  
end of a p ie r  overlooking the harbour of Antwerp. 
Someone upsta i rs ,  must have been 'h igh l , f igured  there  
j u s t  might be a German submarine i n  the  harbour which 
might surface to f i r e  on the  docked ships. That w a s  
about t he  best job we ever had; nothing t o  do and a l 1  
day t o  do i t ,  and no d i t  trenches. (p. 87).  

As a result of these general suspicions, leaving 

the ranks to become an officer was a traumatic 

experience for some. After his qualification at 

officerls training, Mowat, to his chagrin, is retained 

as an instructor for a while: 

1 put i n  a ro t ten  winter, during which my f a i t h  i n  the  
Army began t o  be clouded by the  suspicion t h a t  p a r t  of 
i t ,  a t  any r a t e ,  was run by a buich of s tupid  old 
fogies who d i d n ' t  know t h e i r  ass from a hole i n  the  
ground. (m p. 9 ) .  



Berton, to his astonishrnent, was suddenly comrnissioned 

from the ranks; he offers a typical reaction: 

1 walked out of the office in a daze, as the Regimentai 
Sergeant Major sprang to attention, saluted, and in an 
overly loud voice shouted: "Sir!" 1 really didnlt know 
what to do. Suddenly, by the addition of a single bit 
of cloth to each shoulder, 1 had been turned into a 
dif f erent kind of person. (Berton, p. 210) . 

But his officer training produced a few surprises: 

At last, in late March the army let me off the hook and 
shipped me off to a proper officersl training course, 
where 1 was reduced in a twinkling to the status of 
cadet, a rank slightly lower than that of a worm. Here 
1 was again subjected to al1 the abuse, humiliation, 
and travail that the army lavishes on its trainees. 
(Berton, p. 212). 

His introduction the off icers l 

mess is similar to Mowatfs: 

The Officersl Mess resembled a large residential hotel, 
with its magnificent drawing rooms, sumptuous bar, big 
dining room, stuffed moose heads, long glass-covered 
verandah, and huge billiard room. Some of the older 
inmates seemed contemporary with the stuffed trophies. 
These were the veteran officers of the regiment, no 
longer fit for battle. To us they were fossils £ r o m  
another age, old sweats from an old war, unfamiliar 
with the new army manuals and unwilling to learn - 
Saturday-night militiamen who had stayed on in the 
reserve army for social reasons, only barely competent 
to handle the complicated training required for the new 
conflict. To them, of course, we ''reinforcement 
~fficers~~ were a temporary nuisance who invaded the 
sanctity of their mess, disturbed the even tenor of 
their ways, but could be suffered because our stay 
would be brief-or so they thought. (Berton, p. 217). 



While some superiors were arrogant and affected, 

others w e r e  modest and somewhat disarming. Mowat 

describes the arriva1 of one of the latter: 

..-The new CO displayed his character on his first 
day in command. That night a soldier happened upon his 
Company commander in a pub. The officer was 
accompanied by a stranger in civilian clothes. The new 
soldier was feeling convivial. Sauntering up to the 
paix he threw his arms affectionately around his 
captain's shoulders, and insisted on buying drinks al1 
round until, at Length, he ceased to have much fur ther  
interest in the world. It was the stranger who 
eventually drove the intoxicated one back to his 
Company lines and the soldier had just sufficient 
consciousness remaining to press a half-crown on his 
obliging, but unknown, benefactor. 

He was a shaken man the following morning on 
battalion parade when the new commanding officer, Lt.- 
Col. Howard Graham, paused in his inspection of the 
ranks, produced the half-crown, and pressed it on the 
private with the dry remark: "1 think perhaps your need 
is greater than my own." (Mowat, pp. 38, 39). 

O t h e r  experiences, however, were not so pleasant. 

During a lu11 in the Sicilian campaigns, Mowat comments 

on some other f riendly" tomentors : 

... ~emporarily the war with the Germans waç at an 
end, but in its place there was a new round of 
hostilities with the rear echelons of an army 
stretching back to England and across the ocean to 
Canada itself. 

Many of these were non-combatant officers. They 
descended on the Regiment and subjected it to what 
seemed to the men to be a pointless persecution, 
beginriing with detailed inspections of everything from 
carburettors to foreskins. When they grew tired of 
examining latrines and cook-houses, they arranged for 



ceremonial inspections of the troops - inspections that 
often called for days of preparation, terminating in 
long hours spent standing in the blinding sun while 
emissaries of the staff examined the sweating soldiers 
as if they were no more than parade-grotmci mannequins- 
(Mowat, pp. 102, 103). 

This broad distrust of the officer not only 

lasted through the war but even on the repatriation 

ship the officers corne in for a final b i t  of well-aimed 

deriçion from Mirnms:  

We complained about the officers being allowed to 
store their gear in the hold of the ship while we had 
to keep ours with us. About half-way across the 
Atlantic we ran into a beautiful storm. One of the 
holds filled with water. Right, you guessed it, the 
one with the officer's equipment. We felt much better. 
(Minmm pp. 152, 153) . 

And while superiors in general were soundly drubbed by 

the rank and file, it was the "staff," those 

responsible for the operation and administration of the 

System, who were singled out for special treatment by 

the recipients of real and imagined SNAFUS. 



THE STAFF 

E a r l y  on, Mowat derides the officiousness and 

sententiousness of "staffM officials whose main 

function, it was widely believed, was to make life 

miserable for the units: 

In the battalion and Company orderly-rooms, staff- 
sergeants and corporal clerks wrestled hopelessly with 
the flood of paper that became know later in the war as 
;bumphFc The term was apt- It is beycnd question that 
more time, energy and m o n e y  was spent on returns, 
proformas, forms, statements and tabulations during 
those early months, than was spent on ~oldiering in al1 
of its real aspects. The administrative personnel had 
much to learn, and their primary task was to discover 
h o w  nine-tenths of the "bumphil could be diverted 
elsewhere, (Mowat, pp. 11, 12) . 

The priorities of the Administrative system were 

suspect to Say the least. As one wag quilled: 

THE= ARE: FILES THAT MAKE ME HAPPY 
THE= ARE FILES THAT MAKE ME GAY 
BUT THE FILES THAT GET MY NANNY 
ARE THE FILES 1 P-A,!!!!! 
(Apologies ta numerous songwriters.) 
The Beaver Quill, 1942 (Maneikka, p. 4 9 ) .  

In Mowat s view, the 'rpompous paper pushers of 

behind-the-lines bureaucracyu w e r e  only sent to 

irritate and aggravate fighting soldiers: 

O n e  such was a pasty-faced, potbellied major from 
some arcane financial section who appeared every time 
we withdrew into reserve, but never came near when we 
w e r e  within artillery range of the enemy. He pursued 
us with dogged tenacity through Sicily and Italy for 
six months demanding that we rectify a discrepancy in 



The 

the officersl mess accounts amounting to the horrendous 
sum of three pounds, nine shillings and six pence. He 
would not accept my explanation (1 was mess secretary 
during much of this period) that my predecessor had 
been blown to bits together with the account books and 
the mess funds, themselves when a landmine went off 
beneath his truck, 

'IThat just wonlt do - won't do at all,I1 the major 
huff ed , 

"He should have been blown up by a two-ton bomb 
instead?I1 1 asked innocently. 

Tke major glared angrily- "There should have been 
copies of the mess accounts kept in a safe place. The 
missing monies must be accounted for or you will be 
held personally answerable to the auditor-general!" 

He demanded that 1 institute a full-scale court of 
inquiry to trace the missing funds, What 1 actually 
did was lead him a rnerry chase for months, until 1 got 
so sick of his face that 1 collected the equivalent of 
the missing sum in captured German marks and sent it 
off to him. In due course 1 received his official 
receipt, properly stamped and signed, in quintuplicate. 
(Mowat, ANBS p. 122). 

maligned senior staff came f o r  similar 

vitriol when the unit finally got  rest: 

During our stay in Castropignano some of us w e r e  
actually given leave - the first since Our departure 
from Scotland. Of its nearly nine hundred men, each 
infantry regiment in the division was permitted to send 
twenty-eight at a time on a two-day pass to Campobasso, 
which the staff had now grandiloquently renamed Canada 
Town. 

... Only a dozen of the forty or so officers who 
landed on the beaches are still with us. The rest are 
dead or wounded or sick and invalided back to Canada or 
England. This week some of the survivors, including 
yours truly, got leave in recognition of long service, 
Al Park and 1 got a 48-hour leave to Canada Town- 
There we were able to luxuriate under a lukewarm 
shower, drink rotgut vino, watch a British Service 



concert that might have amused me when 1 was still in 
kinder~arten, wander about in Company with several 
hundred other bored soldati and, for sex, sit around 
and pull our puds- Hellls bloody bells! We can do 
al1 those things to better advantage and in a lot more 
comfort up in Castropigface! And it doesnlt make things 
any better either to know the gilded (gelded?) lilies 
of the staff have mostly departed from Campobasso on 
extended leaves to the real flesh pots in Naples and 
Salerno- 1 hope Like hell they al1 pick up a colossal 
dose ! (Mowat, ANBS p. 158). 

Part of the problem w a s  that  the High cornmand was 

often out of touch, as Broadfoot sardonically notes: 

Our encampment was a wallow. A wallow. Up in San 
Vieto some of our guys were living in warm buildings 
and cleaning their teeth every morning with vino, but 
out on the line, we were in mucky, muck, muck mud. 

rn-yway, this day wel re paraded. Covered up to our 
gudgeons in mud, snow filtering down Our necks, 
shivering from the winds off the sea and wondering what 
the hell the high command was up to this time. 

What it was up to was eminently sensible in a way. 
High command was in Rome. Rome was suriny. The 
Mediterranean was blue- The flowers were blooming. The 
farmers were planting and the girls looked so pretty 
that somebody in high command said it was time to issue 
the men in the field their sumrner kit. The parade, in 
short, was called to issue one and al1 with the dicky 
little shorts and sundry other summer kit which was 
just fine for Saskatchewan on a hot July day but in San 
Vieto, murder! Snow, wind and mud, and we had to change 
into summer kit because the high command in Rome said 
since it was such beautiful weather, the troops must be 
in summer kit. My God! (Broadfoot, pp. 94, 9 5 ) .  

Major Ellis reports thus on one CO'S cryptic reply to 

an overzealous Brigade Headquarters: 



"Upn was back into the line somewhere north of Rimini 
on Italy's Adriatic coast. The time was October, 1944; 
the regiment had been resting and refitting in Riccione 
after the fighting on the Rubicon River (where Boyd 
Somerville had been bugged by his brigade headquarters 
because his Cape Breton Highlanders were not advancing 
fast enough; his rasping reply - 'Julius Caesar had 
trouble here, and 1 hear he was a pretty good man') 
( E l l i a ,  p. 1) . 

At times, it is the personal stupidity of an 

individual s t a f f  o f f i ce r  which seems to represent t h e m  

Still ... there was that staff officer in England who 
told me there was risk of frost and asked if 1 had 
drained the radiators on the Ram tanks we were loading 
on flatcars for live firing at Linney Head in Wales. 1 
assured him, as he nervously flailed about with his 
swaggerstick, that al1 necessary frost precautions had 
been taken; 1 could see nothing to be gained by 
explaining that the Rams were powered by air-cooled 
aircraft engines. ( E l l i s ,  p. 13) . 

Brass hats and superiors with formal rank were 

difficult enough to deal with from the viewpoint of the 

common dog-f ace soldier . However, coping with llSeniorll 

or old soldiers  (those with three months more tirne in 

the army) was more frequent and more aggravating, as 

the following section suggests. 



OLD/NEW SOLDIER 

~f you cm ' t take a j oke, you shouldn ' t have 
joined up.I1 Old soldiers (those with more than three 

months in the army) tend to form an unofficial 

hierarchy i n  the army, often for kicks or just plain 

hellery, and is designed to have new soldiers "on." In 

most units, this activity is considered a rite-of- 

passage f o r  the new soldier, and an earned "right" for  

the old soldier. S o r n e t i m e s ,  these initiations ( in  

retrospect ) are hilarious. 

Archie Mimms records an interesting conversation 

with a platoon veteran, when he first joined his combat 

unit  i n  France af ter  the Normandy invasion: 

llBefore he left 1 asked where the regular driver was 
that 1 was replacing , " 
"An 88 took his head off two days -ago.I1 (Mimms, p. 5 9 ) .  

Herbert Hoskin also recounts the philosophical 

differences between young and long-in-the-tooth 

soldiers during imminent danger. The Allied offensive 

against the German Gustav and Hitler lines in Italy was 

about to begin: 

When everything was ready Pop and his men sat 
around in the shadow of their carriers lshooting the 
breeze'. Of course with al1 soldiers sooner or later a 
debate always developed. This tirne the crew, being at 
least fwenty years younger, were bitching about 
tomorrow, saying that, unlike Pop, if they packed it in 
they woulànlt have seen very much of the world or 



experienced many of its pleasures. Pop on the other 
hand, punctuating his remarks with wild flourishes of 
his ubiquitous cigar argued that it was old timers like 
him that should worry because he knew what he would be 
missing and they didn't. He suggested that tomorrow 
didnlt mean very much to them and theyld better try to 
get some sleep. (Hoskin, p. 26) . 

Sometimes, age and Great War experience gave "the old 

the appearance authori ty and certain 

..-A WWI veteran, Al was in bis forties and held 
the rank of lance-bombadier without pay in charge of 
sanitation. He knew his way axound and sometimes this 
benefitted the gunners. 

'When we were in Nissen huts at Summerts Place the 
other huts were always short of hot water but we had it 
twenty-four hours a day,' recalls Merton Bailey. V 4 l  
somehow scrounged the extra coal or coke that kept Our 
boiler going. One day an officer stalked into the hut 
demanding to speak to someone with a little authority. 
Up spoke Al. IThatts me. Itve got as little authority 
as anybody," he quipped. (Hibbert, pp, 87 ,  8 8 ) .  

At times, old soldiers emerge as protectors, 

helping their younger comrades-at-arms, as Dewar 

records her 

1 was an escort at the court martial of one of the 
men in the battery, accused of taking a 15-cwt. truck 
without authority, driving it without authority and, 
finally, wrapping it around a lamp-post and walking 
off, also without authority. The star witness was a 
civilian who had seen the mishap, and the offending 
soldier walking away from the truck. The other 
potential witnesses werenft of much use to the 
prosecution, being the soldierrs pals who lived in the 
same billet and who, like the traditional three 



monkeys, had seen no evil, heard no evil and could 
speak no evil. 

Finally, the star witness was brought in. In his 
early questioning the prosecuting officer established 
that the m a n  had, indeed, been at the scene of the 
accident, and had seen the  soldier-driver get out and 
walk away. 

'New,' asked the officer, 'can you identify this 
man? Do you see h i m  in this room?' 

The civilian, who had served in the British anny 
during WWI and clearly knew sornething about courts 
martial, swept the roorn with his eyes- Then he peered 
intently into the face of each man i n  t he  roorn, 
including that of the presiding officer, a colonel. He 
again did a sweeping look around. Again he peered into 
the face of the presiding officer, more closely than 
ever. The colonel began to fidget uneasily. 

Satisfied that fie had done his best to identify 
the offender, the witness snapped to attention and 
testified: ' I ' m  sorry, sir, but al1 Canadians look 
alike to me!' (Dewar, pp. 132, 133). 

comic characters, the old soldier of ten 

depicted as irasible and contankenous but wise and 

generally well-meaning. Most irnportantly, he is a 

survivor both of the hostility of war and the vagaries 

of the system. He survives by his wits, and his wit is 

evidence that survival possible, and for how 

to pursue survival. Another important comic military 

character, based sometimes on the tradition of 'the 

clever servant" and other bumpkin, " 

the officerfs batman. 



Batmen were probably the best example of the 

informal c h a h  of cornand, the hidden authority 

structure on which amies run. They enjoyed both 

priviledge and protection from the superior officers 

they worked for. The best batmen were the older, more 

experienced, soldiers. Doc MacDonald, Mowatls infamous 

irascible batman during the war years, was a firçt- 

class scrounger. He could procure just about anything 

for the officer he served, but with one caveat. It was 

best to ask no questions: 

Doc was glad to be back with me. "Jeez, boss, 1 
couldnlt stand that lot. They got no sense of humour 
there." This was in reference to Docls provision of a 
turkey - a priceless lwcury to the Headquarters Company 
officersl mess, Bad luck led to the discovery that it 
was really a prize peacock belonging to a wealthy local 
laird; but it was rank ingratitude on the part of 
Headquarters Company officers that resulted in Docls 
detention for ten days without pay. (m, p. 2 8 ) .  

L a t e r ,  Mowat relates another interesting anecdote 

about D o c .  Mowat was ordered to turn the platoon out 

f o r  an unexpected and unwanted VIP inspection in the 

front line, and Doc was not impressed: 

... When parade was finally called 1 found my men 
tidied up as well as circumstances would allow, 

Al1 Save one, Doc MacDonald looked like a 
dissolute gnome who had spent an unwashed lifetime 
working in a combined flour mil1 and blast furnace. 
When 1 tasked him with his dreadful appearance, he blew 
his top. 



'What the hell you expect! 1 got to spend most of 
my time cleaning up after you, like a dog with a dumb 
pup, and then you want me to turn out in dancing togs? 
Screw you and the bloody VIP . ' (Howat, p. 6 5 )  . 

On the other hand, some B a t m e n  were rather lacking 

in experience. Jacket Coates, when appointed CO'S 

driver and put in charge of showing the C O f s  new Batman 

the ropes, illustrates this: 

'My name is Elmer, ' he said, He looked the way a 
s tack  of straw would look if you clapped a uniform on 
it. 'Minets Coates,' 1 xeplied '1 am the Colonel's 
driver. Do you know anything about looking after the 
uniforms and quarters of a senior officer?' 

Elmer Butts smiled a little secret smile of inward 
happiness. '1 think $0. corne and see what 1 have done 
so far.' He led me to the COIS tent, a thing called a 
field officerrs tent, bigger than a bell, smaller than 
a marquee. 

As 1 entered, my face brushed against something 
damp 1 looked around. 'Butts,' 1 demanded, 'have you 
done this?' 

'Yes indeed,' said Butts. 'Ain't it lovely?" 
1 closed my eyes and prayed. Every uniform the Old Man 
owned had been washed and hung up on a crude clothes- 
line. H i s  dress blues, his mess kit, his summer 
tropicals, h i s  winter worsted-al1 hung damply from the 
line, dripping puddles on the cocoa matting of the tent 
f loor . 

' H e  said he wanted t h e m  clean,' said Butts. 
'That's what he said, M r .  Coates. He said, 'Clean my 
~niforms.~ That's what he said. What's wrong?' 
(Wood, p. 71) . 



Stereotyping of characters types is not far removed 

from the characterization of national types, a process 

extended not only to the enemy but especially to the 

Ally. 



ALLIBS 

As his unit arrived in Sicily, Mowat describes a 

British reinforcement that had also arrived: 

. - .  The anti-tank platoon commander, Frank Hammond, 
fighting to free his weapons from the congestion, sent 
one of his men with a message for the secand-in- 
command, Major Lord John Tweedsmuir. Iord Tweedsmuir 
had been unexpectedly posted to the Regiment during the 
last days in Scotland, and the unit had at first found 
it a little difficult to assimilate a British Lord into 
its county background. He was still much the stranger- 
When the uncertain messenger asked how he would 
recognize the second-in-command he was cold, 
succinctly, to "Look for a God-dam Limey bloke about 
eight f eet tallN - (-, p. 6 2 )  , 

Ellis offers another typical story focussed around 

perceived Britlsh eccentricity: 

His outfit had been part of the British 
Expeditionary Force in France in 1939-40, and he was 
never seen without his briefcase. This was a great 
source of conjecture amongst the troops; what must it 
contain? secret orders? codes? marked maps? wireless 
frequencies? The rnystery became almost unbearable and 
intensified as time went by, but the enigmatic Nameless 
gave never a due. 

May, 1940, the British retreat to Dunkirk and the 
following miraculous evacuation by sea to England. when 
his turn came to wade out to the small boats that would 
carry little groups to the flotilla waiting farther 
out, the briefcase was held high and safe overhead. 
Later, as his ship neared the English coast and it was 
obvious the danger of being sunk was past, he opened 
the briefcase and removed the contents - a c h a n  shirt 



and tie - which he proceeded to put on, with the 
comment that he had foreseen this whole snafu shaping 
up months ago and that he had not the slightest 
intention of returning to England looking like a tramp. 
( E l l i e ,  pp- 15, 16) - 

Our British Allies also seemed to know how to 

party, and their interpretation of King's Regulations 

and Orders was somewhat different £ r o m  that of the 

Canadians: 

Guests in a Cairo hotel, hearing a scream in the 
corridor, discovered a damsel in negligee being pursued 
by a gentleman who was, to put it bluntly, nude. Later 
it developed that the impetuous Romeo was an Engfish 
major who was promptly court-martiallei His lawyer won 
him an acquittai, however, by virtue of the following 
paragraph in the army manual: T t  is not compulsory for 
an officer to Wear a uniform at al1 tirnes, as long as 
he is suitably garbed for the sport in which he is 
engaged . " 
( v a - ,  p- 17) - 

While the litany of national types could go on, 

prominently featuring Australians and Americans, the 

French and the P o l e s ,  the comic characteristics are not 

so much military as nationalistic. For this study, 

national characterization represents part of the 

pattern of comic technique unconsiously employed in 

military humour. when depicting the idiocyncracies of 

individual character types or the collective 



deficiencies of a representative group, the military 

humourist (whecher aware of it or not) draws on a long- 

standing tradition of comedy and brings the force of 

universality to his comic version of the world. 



wartime creates universal hardships for both 

combatants and non-combatants. In Canada's case, most 

of the privations, and almost al1 of the danger, injury 

and death were endured by her overseas soldiers. 

Rations were a constant cornplaint. Soldiers were 

introduced to such delights as kippers, mutton, bully 

beef and brussel sprouts. For variety, powdered eggs 

and powdered potatoes were added to the menu. Spam, an 

unidentifiable meat concoction, and M and V (rneat and 

vegetable) stew were real mysteries. 

Camps, clothing and equipment, a triumvirate of 

torture organized by the Quarter Master division, was 

another source of suspense if not suspicion. 

Battledress unifoms made from thick, scratchy wool and 

with sizes ranging from dwarf to Titan, were the nom. 

Weapons and equipment were maliciously unreliable and 

the camps were a vacationer8s nightmare. 

Stress and fear, not only during battle but in 

training and preparation for battle, were ever-present. 

The threat of death and dismemberment at the hands of 

the enemy through shelling, mines and direct fire was 

accompanied by sickness and disease brought on by 

primitive field conditions and the viciously inclement 



weather with its rain and cold and mud,  or its dust and 

heat . 

The Ilin your facem reality of the adversity which 

daily surrounded Canadian soldiers during the European 

War was probably most sardonically presented by 

Sergeant Bing Coughlin and Captain J.D. MacFarlane in 

their now famous compilation, B i e f  the parts of 

which first appeared in the Canadian Army Newspaper 

"Maple Leaf.fv Herbie represented "everyntanW in the 

Canadian A r m y ,  as he trained in England ard then fought 

his way through Sicily and Italy, Nomandy, Belgium, 

Holland and across the Fihine into Germany. 

He was j u s t  a little operator, weighed less than 130 
pounds when he staggered soaking wet ont0 a Sicily 
beach- - .  his leap for shore had been inadequate, his 
pack heavy, the air bubbles in his wake impressive. 
Maybe his size had something to do with his safety. 
The gents in his platoon swore the opposition always 
misjudged the range when they got him in their sights. 
(-, p-10). 

The l1Tan.k,l1 a wartime tabloid, put it even more 

succinctly: 

For the readers of IfThe Tank," war today is a matter of 
"mud, sweat and gears . (Manaikka, p. II) . 

Of al1 the hardships that afflicted Canada's Second 

World War Warriors, the most prominent was the diet of 

wartime hard rations, the memory of which still 

maintains top position in the minds of veterans. Many 



of the cornplaints (both real and imagined) of soldiers 

who survived the ordeal cari still be traced to combat 

cuisine. In our culture, the consumption of food is 

viewed as a very personal activity involving the 

exercise of individual tas te  and judgement. 

Compromises in choice and quality strike at the heart 

of our sense of personal identity. The necessity of 

accepting such compromises is a great aggravation and 

requires considerable humour to accept even 

temporarily. 



RATIONS 

Rations were a universal cornplaint. It was said 

t h a t  the best cooks w e r e  Italian POWs. Herbie was less 

than enamoured with the normal 'haut cuisine' which 

c a m e  up with the petrol and ammunition. 

The grub was lousy because the cooks were morons ... 
and anyway British rations shouldnlt even happen to a 
dachshuid- (wr p. 16) . 

A typical army menu reveals why: 

B W A S T  
Egg Cosmetic 
Bacon Limp 

Toast Margarined 
Tea 

LUNCH 
M and V (Stew Dehydrated) 

Potatoes Dehydrated 
Prunes 

Bread Demoulded 
Tea 

DINNER 
Soup Strained 
Choice of: 

Bulfy or Mutton Dehydrated 
Vegetables (See Lunch) 
Pudding, Rice Raisonless 

Biscuits, Tack H a r d  
Tea 

Bur-r-r-rp! (-r pe 122). 



Fresh rations in the field were welcome, but 

sometimes the presentation left a little to be desired. 

As he returned from the field kitchen, mess tins 

bulging, Mirnms was asked by a comrade Whatls for 

c h o w ? I V  His reply: 

"Mashed spuds , gravy, spam, creamed corn and blueberry 
puddingn - "Thatfs what gives it the blae look." 
(m, p*  32) 

Cooks, too, w e r e  fair game as butts for the 

soldierrs frustration: 

The Mezsing Officer was sampling the new cook's first 
soup. He looked up suddenly. T o u  served in the last 
war, didn l t you? 

'Yes, sir, 1 served for three years and was 
wounded twiceaf 

The officer tasted the soup again. 

'Youfre a lucky guygl he said. 'IYs a wonder they 
didn t kill you. Khaki 1943 -1944 (Mansikka, p. 22) . 

Some had a ready antidote: 

Private Poshkooànik had just passed his plate up for a 
sixth helping of roast beef, gravy and potatoes. 

The man on his left was impressed. "Brother," he 
murmured, 'you sure like your foodg. 

'Not at all, ' replied Private Poshkoodnik 
modestly. '1 just happen to be passionately devoted to 
bicarbonate of sodaf. Khaki, 1943 -1944 
(Mansikka, p. 105) . 



L a t e r ,  enterprising cooks figured out nefarious ways to 

improve the ersatz rations: 

One of my duties as battalion mess officer in Germany 
was to check the daily menu against the cookls work 
sheet - 

One day when scrambled eggs were on the breakfast 
menu, the cookrs work sheet listed powdered eggs, 
followed by the note, 'Add 1 broken eggshell.' 
Perplexed, 1 asked the mess sergeant why he was feeding 
the troops eggshells with their  scrambled eggs- 

'Just using a little psychology, sir,' he replied. 'The 
boys donlt go for these powdered eggs at all, and when 
they bite into a piece of eggshell they think they're 
eating the real McCoy. There1s hardïy any w a s t e  
nowadays . ' (-r in Unifalm, p. 92 ) . 

The presentation aboard ship w a s  hot but no less 

appetizing. 

1 went below to see how the boys were getting 
along with the chow. It was pretty basic. You 
shuffled past an opening in the galley's bulkhead with 
your mess-tin in your hand and you took whatever the 
cooks had a mind to chuck into it. It was hot below 
decks, and the cooks were cranky and to them, 1 
suppose, the line seemed never to end, Nevertheless, 
shepherd's pie smothered in fried peaches with a gooey 
wad of lima beans for decoration wasn't going to get 
them jobs at the Court of St, James's when they 
retired. If you asked for coffee they poured that in 
too, before you could hand tbem your tin cup. Ail in 
all, it took the edge off hearty young appetites, which 
may have been the whole idea. (Wood, pp. 86, 8 7 ) .  



In Vet- Revjew,  Xuss Colombo, a veteran of the 

4th Armoured Division, te l ls  an interesting story which 

combines sea sickness with the quality of rations 

aboard ship: 

Without further ado we made our way over to the 
opposite side of the hull and started to climb the 
interminable series of iron ladders thac led to the 
deck. Halfway up the second ladder we met the ration 
crew for our Company on their way down with the evening 
rneal. L e a d i n g  the group was a pair carrying a huge 
black kettle filled with a steaming stew. 

Th2 left hand member of chat pair was very 
obviously not enjoying his trip. His face was chalk 
white, his eyes were rolling and his steps were 
unsteady. 1 watched carefully, ready to duck on a 
moment's notice, because this soldier was obviously not 
a good sailor and ta confront him with a steaming stew 
was quite likely to be the last straw. Sure enough, 
about five steps from me, his eyes widened, his cheeks 
bulged and then, despite a desperate effort to hold it 
back, he threw up violently and right into the middle 
of that stew. His mate, without blinking an eye or 
missing a step, reached d o m  for the ladle and gave the 
stew a couple of vigorous stirs. 

A horrid thought crossed by mind but 1 dismissed 
it and continued up the hull of the ship. Seconds 
later my worst fears were confimed as 1 glanced dom 
and observed the kitchen crew setting up the senring 
tables with the anointed stew occupying a prominent 
place at the head of the tables. They were going to 
seme that stew. Even as 1 watched, the first soldier 
held out his mess tin and received a generous dollop of 
that sweetened stew. Ravimw, pp. 94, 

9 5 ) .  



When Mowatrs unit arrived at Aldershot, their 

training camp in England, things got only marginally 

better. 

.-.The food was abominable and men who had taken 
the good victuals of Picton days for granted were 
revolted by the musty-tasting frozen mutton, by the 
inevitable brussels sprouts, and by the sausages which 
contained so much bread that men wondered whether they 
should put mustard or marmalade on thern, (Mowat, p. 
18). 

The food was no better for the Seaforths, as Broadfoot 

records : 

Anyway, things in this camp were real on edge. 
The food, you couldnlt eat the stuff. Mutton, and you 
got about four or so ounces a day, and that counted the 
bone and fat too, and dehydrated potatoes. Ever had 
mutton-mutton thatls maybe been frozen for a year 
anyway-and dehydrated potatoes and a gummy kind of 
pudding if you were lucky? 1 mean, day after day, after 
week after month? 

We didnlt have any food, see, so everything had to 
go in one mess tin. You kept the other, the fit-in half 
for coffee, with salt petre in it to keep us from 
raping the vicarls wife-not that she mightnlt have 
liked it. So yould go d o m  the liner and this was what 
got to a lot of guys. Slop, in would go your ration of 
meat. No seconds. Just plop. Then on top, your 
potatoes, Dehydrated potatoes are mushy like guck. Then 
if you wanted gravy, in on top, and on days when there 
was pudding, in on top again. God, but it was a dog's 
breakfast. 
(Broadf-, pp. 132, 133). 

Even the establishment did not disagree: 

One guy-1 forget his name but he was killed in 
Italy, near Ortona-he jumped up and he yelled, "You 
cal1 this shit food? This shit!" and he dumped the mess 



tin about half an inch from this lieutenant's polished 
brown boot and he looked him right in the eye and he 
yelled, "My father wouldnlt even feed his pigs shit 
like this," and he got out of that tenc and left. The 
officer did nothing, the sergeant did nothing, the 
orderlyls bum boy couldnlt do anything, so they al1 
walked out through the tent and al1 the guys were 
laughing at them. 

Nothing came of it, The guy wasnft charged, wasnft 
transferred, wasnlt put on coal detail, four and four 
sentry walk or nothing. 1 guess they figured if they 
touched him the whole outfit would go up in smoke- 
(Broadfoot, p. 133). 

Lieutenant Vladmir Ignatieff of the Calgary 

Highlanders describes another incident surrounding 

cooks and rations near Hastings in England: 

The long hours and fatigue were lightened by 
amusing incidents. We were set for a night exercise in 
the Eastbourne-Bexhill area and orders arrived to start 
off. 'Get the Company on the move. Send out the 
m e r s  1 shouted at Sergeant-Major Jones. But he 
delayed over by the cookhouse truck where he and the 
cook were searching for something in the grass. They 
explained that the cook had lost his upper plate. And 
not your ordinary free army teeth, they emphasized. 
Then why the devil hadnlt he kept them in his mouth, 1 
wondered. 'Sorry cookie, to hell with your bloody 
teeth! I exploded. And off we went. 

Towards dawn we halted somewhere on the Downs and 
the cookhouse truck arrived. Following the unwritten 
rule that in the field itfs the privates who eat first, 
the NCOs (non-commissioned officers) next and the 
officers last, the men lined up for the usual bacon and 
porridge. 1 brought up the rear and as cook stirred 
the remainder of the porridge he suddenly let out a 
whoop of joy. Held found the false teeth! 'Cookie, God 
bless your 1 said 'but 1'11 pass on the porridge 
today . l (Hibbert, pp. 70, 71) .  



The ltcompofl ration pack, which w a s  supposed to 

assuage the hunger pangs of more than a dozen starving 

soldiers ,  came in for early derision from Mowat: 

Designed by some chairborne genius in England, the 
compo pack consisted of a wooden crate containing 
everything fourteen men were supposed to require for 
twenty-four hours: hardtack biscuits in lieu of bread; 
canned yellow wax,  misleadingly labelled margarine; 
tins of M&V (unidentifiable scraps of fat and grisle 
mushed up with equally unidentifiable vegetables); 
canned processed cheese which tasted like, and may well 
have been, casein glue; powdered tea, nilk and sugar, 
al1 ready mixed; turnip jam (laughingly labelled 
strawberry or raspberry) ; eight (count them) tiny hard 
candies for each man; seven India-made Victory 
cigarettes which, it was rumoured, were manufactured 
from the dung of sacred cattle; six squares of toilet 
paper per man (the surplus, if any, could be used to 
roll one ' s own cigarettes - if one had any tobacco) ; 
and one further item which caused more trouble than 
anything else - a twelve-ounce can of treacle pudding 
that was an ixresistible object of desire to every one 
of us and the memory of which can still set me to 
salivating like a Pavlovian dog. Its appeal lay in the 
fact that it was soaked in molasses, and we were 
starving for sweet-stuff. (m pp. 63, 64) .  

M o w a t  also discovered an alternate use fo r  bully 

beef: it was good for amour plating if not for eating. 

Near Ferrazzano, he is hit by a burst of schmeisser 

submachine gun: 

1 felt a thudding blow on my back, and the impact 
spun me about and flung me sprawling into the filthy, 
open gutter, where 1 lay waiting for the next burst to 
finish me off. 



There was no second burst- Instead Gerryts Tommy 
hammered thundexously, The car veered, screeched into 
a skid and smashed sideways against a house front where 
it teetered for a moment before rolling slowly over on 
its side to spi11 its two occupants ont0 the rain- 
washed cobbles, where they lay motionless. An instant 
later Gerry was at my side, his hand on my shoulder and 
his owlish eyes staring amciously into mine. 

'How bad is it, Squib?' 

'Donlt knowrl 1 replied faintly. 'Cantt feel a thing.' 
Gingerly he rolled me on my side and eased my srna11 
pack off my back, 1 still felt no pain, so with his 
gentle assistance 1 sat up. Still nothing. Slowly and 
incredulously it dawned on me that 1 was uninjured. 

Innumerable tales have been told in every 
nominally Christian army about men whose lives were 
saved because the Bibles they carried in their breast 
pockets stopped what otherwise would have been fatal 
bullets. On this occasion my life was saved, initially 
at least, because I had stuffed my small pack with cans 
of bully beef which 1 had intended to trade for tastier 
rations with the inhabitants of Ferrazzano; instead of 
which they had absorbed or deflected the Schmeisser 
bullets. (m, p. 148) . 

The  food was sometimes better for  the C a p e  Breton 

Highlanders in the front lines: 

This happened more than once, when we'd come into a new 
valley or some place after some fighting, and take over 
a villa, the big houses of the rich, the land owners. 
Like the colliery owners back home. They'd cleared 
out, you see, when the fighting came along, but they 
still had their workers. Paisans. Peasants. Very poor 
people, ignorant people, but kind. 

We'd go into a villa or whatever and usually werd 
head for the cellar because it was safer-and you know 
what we'd find, and more than once? The peasants, 



hiding. Hiding down there in the dark, old men, women, 
children, and more often than not they were hungry, and 
1'11 tell you this, hanging from the ceiling were 
smoked hams, sides of beef, dried vegetable, al1 m-er 
of food, cheeses on shelves, lots of cheeses and that 
rough flour they have- Food al1 around them and they 
were afraid to touch it because, so they would tell us, 
when the soldiers went away-and they meant us-then the 
landowner would come back, and if =ything was gone 
then you could be sure therefd be proper merry old hell 
to pay. Why the Germans didnlt clean out these cellars 
1 donft know, but there was the food, hanging around 
like a store. 

Weld do something about that. Winner takes all, 
wetd tell them, and weld pass around hams and cheese 
and that hard bread and soon everybody was peasants 
from Italy ... Cape Breton, and we were al1 filling our 
faces. We never wanted to leave those people to face 
the count or baron or whatever the Christ he was, to 
take the blame for the mess, so next morning one of the 
boys would write out something like: 'The food and 
drink and firewood were consumed by the Cape Breton 
Regiment of Canada. Please send bill to the Government 
of Canada, Ottawar and wefd sign it with the name of 
General Burns who was m i n g  the show at that time. 
(Broadfoot, pp. 150, 151) . 

Birney's Turvey found that hospital rations were 

much the same as any other, with only a slight 

improvement in presentation: 

The regular food, of course, was as anonymous as in the 
rest of the camp - Turvey wondered if he had signed 
something on Attestation Day which suspended his rights 
to fresh fruits and vegetables for the Duration - but 
at least the dry beef, old potatoes, saccharine beets 
and glucose pudding were not al1 slopped into the same 
billytin. (Birney, p. 2 9 ) .  



L a t e r ,  when he got closer to the action, POWs were used 

as servers in the cook tent: 

Turvey began to feel as if he had landed in Jerry 
territory by mistake and been captured. Probably the 
food was better but no Heiney guard could have served 
it with more suspicious reluctance th= the cookees who 
bounced an ersatz barker and some watery rice into his 
billytin at supper time. (Tuntey, pp. 159, 160). 

Lewis McFawn, a New Brunswicker f r o m  the Royal 

Rifles of Canada and a Hong Kong POW, tells a pig tale: 

One of McFawn's wartime recollections is concerned with 
succesafully putting one over on his captors. The 
Japanese were feeding up a pig for their own table- 
"most certainly not for the mouths of Canadian 
prisoners ! ,, ~n yway, in the desperate long-drawn-out 
game of survival young McFawn took a chance or two. 
Hetd watch for the Japanese to give the animal its food 
and then as soon as the guards were out of sight, held 
slip in and snatch most of the swill to share it with 
his fellow POWs. While telling the tale with 
retrospective relish he remarked "For sure, it was 
better than anything WE got. We put on a little fat 
and the pig put on a little less. (Hibbert, p. 121) . 

Not far behind food in the list of persona1 

priorities were the other creature comforts: warmth, 

shelter, and security. while less intimate than food, 

these concerns are no less pressing and, not 

scrrprisingly, become focus of humorous treatment. 



The camps quickly thrown up to house the mobilizing 

army, along with ill-fitting, ill-conceived clothing 

and ineffective equipment, added to the soldiers' 

misery. On mobilization, a chronic shortage of just 

about everything was the rule. Modern weapons were 

alrnost non-existent at the start. Even the more 

pedestrian items. like boots, battledress and insignia, 

were in short supply in most units. 

Herbie was not impressed with the A r m y f s  fashion 

designers. 

No suit of battledress ever really fitted anybody and 
web equipment was a snare and a delusion .... 
(m, p* 16) 

He describes web gear even more causticly: 

And the Devil said to the gent in the high collar 
and the old school tie: 'What did you do t o  cause 
misery on Earth?' 

And the gent replied: '1 invented w e b  equipment. ' 
And the Devil said: What a performance, what a 
monster! You have caused misery to millions.' (p. 142). 

The soldiers agree with the devil. 

Many a patriotic youth, fresh from the farm and 
sure in his own mind that harness was reserved for 
horses, waç quickly disillusioned by a leering 
quartemaster-sergeant who threw in his astonished face 
a weird assortment of bits and pieces known to the 
trade as webbing. This, Herbie explains, is because it 
makes you waddle like a duck. (pp. 144, 146) . 



Even the venerable jeep cornes into Herbiers cross 
hairs : 

In view of the fact that this chapter has some 
slight relation to army equipment, we take this 
opportunity to incur the undying animosity of the 
manufacturers of that bane of the human anatomy, 
sometimes identified as a 5 cwt but more often cussed 
as a jeep. Never in the history of man, with al1 his 
misfortunes, has such a beating been administered to 
the posterior. Some guys came out of this war with a 
reptation of being able to stand and take it. Phooey! 
They couldnlt sit dom. The jeep, in itself, should be 
sufficient explanation to baffled wives who canlt 
figure out why their Joes persist in sleeping on their 
stomachs. (pp. 158, 160) 

When Archie Mimms was herded through the 

Quartermaster stores to be outfitted, he noticed some 

unique methods being employed to decide on how uniforms 

w e r e  sized: 

..."Whatls your hat size Mac?" '7 1/21 1 replied. 

Incidentally this was about the only size 1 did know. 
He then turned to his comrades at the shelving and 
hollered 'Size 7, when he gets a hair cut his hat will 

So we carried on; 'Whatts your shoe size, Churn?' a 
ta11 corporal asked me. 

'Well, 1 think its 9 or 9 1/2.' 

'Boo~s, ankle, pair, 2, size IO, you need roorn to 
move, shoes fatigue, pair, 2, size 10, next, he 
shouted. ( M h m ~ ,  p .9 ) .  



Mowatls Hastings and Prince Edward Regiment had 

clothing problems, too: 

. -  -There was the chronic boot shortage for 
instance- One sergeant-major solved his pexsonal 
problem by appeaxing regularly on parade wearing a pair 
of crimson romeos . ( M o w a t ,  p. 8) - 

Unifoms were another problem: 

... What uniforms w e r e  available came out of damp 
storage bins where they had lain since 1919. They were 
moth-eaten and shabby - and they never fitted- Some 
men were issued khaki breeches while tneir comrades 
received the tunics- T h e y  took these relics to the 
local tailor and at their own expense had miracles 
worked over them. But on parade they scill looked like 
a motley collection of comic-opera soldiers from a 
third-rate vaudeville production. (Mowat, p. 8). 

As Stephens reminisces, the first Canadian troops to 

arrive in England were not equipped even to stand in 

the rain: 

The First Contingent of Canadians arrived on the 
rainy isle of Britain with less than one umbrella per 
thousand men. T h e y  were ill-eqyipped and the verdant 
meadows of Surrey were dulled by the greenness of the 
incoming troops. Their equipment included single-bolt 
Lee Enfield rifles used for ceremonial drill to hold 
blunt-edged, long-bladed bayonets, several six-inch- 
shell anti-aircraft guns capable only of stopping a 
slow moving horse at fifty paces, lightweight Bren guns 
for low-flying aircraft, and one Tommy gun per colonel, 
per battalion. (Stephens, p. 21). 

The shortage in appropriate and adequate shelter 

was a problem al1 its own. Berton gives his first 

impression of communal living Army style: 



The scene was Dantesque: the stove, glowing red hot in 
the centre of the hut, causing our shadows to leap 
against the walls, and the blanketed figures, 
squirming, snoring, and groaning on their sheetless 
cots. In that dense atmosphere, as thick as soup, it 
was difficult to breathe; and the stench, compounded of 
rifle oil, sweat, Lysol, unwashed clothing, steaming 
greatcoats, old socks, boot polish, coal smoke, body 
odours, stale bedding and even staler tobacco, was 
overpowering. (Berton, p. 193) . 

In the field, the lack of amenities w a s  most 

graphically depicted by the inadequacy of sanitary 

facilities. Most soldiers with war experience have a 

latrine s t o r y  which was usually messy, sometimes 

embarrassing, often ridiculous, but always hilarious. 

Mimms describes the sanitation set up in England: 

Our latrines were cleverly concealed amid the 
thickest of the Rhododendron bushes, for privacy. It 
was the best outside smoking room you could get. This 
evacuation centre had a pit, 10 feet long, 5 feet wide 
and 4 feet deep. This depth varied from day to day. 
Across the long edge was a log supported by two posts 
firmly implanted in the ground and upon this regal seat 
you sat in contemplation. The soft ground under your 
feet was constantly breaking away and since you were 
continually bitten by the indignant bugs, your position 
was a precarious one. Seldom did a day go by when you 
didn't hear the spine tingling screams of some 
unfortunate bugger who fell backwards into the pit of 
devastation. 1 managed to find a twenty-foot piece 
piece or' rope which 1 tied to a tree in front of me and 
to me. I left this safety device for another cautious 
sou1 when 1 lef t this paradise. (Mimmn,  p. 35) . 



L a t e r ,  while in action in Holland, he writes: 

..-He was getting closer when "whss POW!I1, a shell 
landed nearby and he started to holler his head off. 
We figured he had been hit, so we crawled out to him 
but before we could get him he yelled, '1 fell in the 
shit hole. 

Th2 falling shells had not deterred O u r  efforts to 
rescue him, but those six words stopped us cold. We 
queried him as to his condition and that of the mail 
and r u m .  He told us when he fell the stuff he was 
carrying was tbrown ahead of him, and was alright as 
far as he knew. We put out a bucket of water for him 
and a change of clothes. When he came into the dugout 
we doused him with shaving lotion. It didn't help 
much. (p. 105) .  

Even the Germans assisted with digging latrines on 

occasion, as Mowat wryly comments: 

..,Bombs, jettisoned by German aircraft on their 
way to London, fell frequently in the area, There was 
real anger the day the 'Barley Mow' was hit and the 
incident was taken as a persona1 affront. Apart from 
this, there was little damage, although a heavy raid in 
October scored a direct hit on Charlie companyls new 
la t r ine ,  and dug a bigger hole than the sanitary squad 
had contemplated- (Mowat, p. 41) . 

Later, in Italy, Mowat records the hazards of 

trying to maintain regularity: 

... Minor tasks, like getting a pail of water, or 
performing natural function, tended to be highly 
exciting during daylight, and in the Regimental files 
there is one really virulent tirade by a quartemaster 
sergeant who was three times mortared off the make- 
shift seat of a make-shift back-house, and who wished 
the Authorities to know that he was going to apply for 
a post-war pension for a condition of enforced and 
permanent constipation. (Mowat, p. 163) . 



Personal hygiene, like sanitation, was a continuous 

struggle. Charlie Martin recounts a somewhat strange 

experience at the MBLU in his w: 
...Each soldier was given clean socks and 

underwear. In my case a little problem arose. 
After 1 had stripped and ruri through the mobile 
bath, the quartermaster managing the thing said, 
"Well, seeing that you had no underwear coming in, 
you cannot have any replacement underwear." 

Now, we had w o r n  one set of underwear çince 
May - back at some place in England - and we 
hadnlt had any chance to really wash it. We could 
rinse it out sometimes and try hanging it in the 
slit trench to dry. That really wasnlt a 
p::cticularly good idea. So 1 had thrown mine 
away. There followed with the quartermaster and 
me what you might cal1 a slight disagreement. 1 
picked up a Bren gun and went after him, yelling 
and shouting. Stark naked, w a v i n g  the Bren and 
hollering like mad, 1 chased him through the 
village. 

There was no magazine in the Bren, but he 
didn't know that. When 1 went back to the mobile 
bath, there was no trouble getting rny new 
underwear. It had suddenly become so quiet, in 
fact, that 1 helped myself to a spare set. 
(Martin, p. 45) . 

The voyage overseas stood out for one young nursing 

sister, who remembers: 

Taking off our long drawers on the voyage was 
forbidden lest w e  were attacked by U boats. After two 
weeks 1 could stand it no longer so 1 d r e w  a tub of 
salt water, jumped out of my Stanfields and into the 
tub. A quick dip and I reversed the procedure. 1 
swear the long drawers had stood at attention for those 
f e w  seconds ! 
(Hibbert, p. 81). 



Common creature comforts, and the lack thereof, are 

intimate issues which elicit a wry, even wary, humour. 

They not only relate to basic necessities of life, but 

are subtle reminders of Our mortality and 

vulnerability. As such, we attempt to infuse them with 

some degree of dignity, even ceremony, and when unable 

to do so, are faced with a degree of humiliation at a 

very visceral level. Humour, even scatological humour, 

becomes a mechanism for deflecting the porential for 

humiliation and for asserting the value of one's 

humanity, in even the most basic of human acts. Quite 

naturally, the soldierfs sense of humour avails itself 

of the salutary effects of comic treatment to cope with 

the simple humiliations of l i f e .  In fact, such small 

confrontations with one's mortality are relatively 

benign cornparea to the intensities of fear and stress 

which the soldier must face in combat situations. 



War is by far the most stressful of al1 h u m a n  

endeavours. Not far behind is the activity of 

preparing for war. The anticipation of death and 

dismemberment are constant companions. The strain of 

battle can be both intense for short periods and 

cumulative over an extended period of time. Each or in 

combination can be devastating as well as debilitating. 

Major battlefield stresses include fear, fatigue, 

injury,disease, weather, hunger, isolation and boredom. 

Again, it is Herbie who perhaps puts it most 

succinctly: 

... He was brave, fought well and hard. He was 
scared a pale, sickly green at times, so scared that 
his stomach muscles contracted, his insides became a 
sudden vacuum and he upchucked al1 over his 
battledress- He was roasted. He was frozen. He 
gulped mepacrine tablets and turned yellow. Then he 
had jaundice and tumed more so. He swallowed ascorbic 
acid tablets and had violent nightmares about corned 
beef and dehydrated cabbage. He had malaria and shook. 
He had a hangover and shook. He had a night patrol and 
shook. He made seven straight passes in a crap game and 
the boys shook. (-, pp. 18, 2 0 )  . 

Stress did different things to different people, 

and they al1 had their own way of coping: 

Just then, therels the goddamned church steeple or 
tower and it has been three quarters knocked over, hit 
so there1s mostly al1 but one side gone and suddenly 
there is a pow sort of noise and dom it cornes- And 



then a shell lands behind us, and another over to the 
side, and by this time welre scurrying and the sarge 
and 1 and another guy wind up behind a wall. The 
sergeant said it was an - 8 8  and then he said, "Shit and 
shit some more." 

1 asked him if he was hit and he sort of smiled 
and said no, he had just pissed his pants. He always 
pissed them, he said, just when things started and then 
he was okay. He wasnlt making any apologies either, and 
then 1 realized something wasnlt quite right with me, 
either. There was something warm down thexe and it 
seemed to be wunning dom my leg. 1 felt, and it 
wasnlt blood. It was piss. 

1 told the sarge, 1 said, 'Sarge, I1ve pissed 
too,' or something like that and he grinned and said, 
'Welcome to the war.' (Broadfocc, p. 234 ) .  

Shelling became the constant curse of front line 

soldiers. Artillery and mortars w e r e  responsible for 

more casualties on both sides than any other weapons 

system. The  G e r m a n  Nebelwurfer dubbed the "moaninr 

m i n n i e s I f  were a particularly diabolical invention. 

Mimms elaborates: 

... They fire six shells from each gun at the same 
time, giving you six blasts at one time where one would 
be sufficient. Therefs one hell of a screeching that 
starts off with a low moan like some gïeat creature in 
its death throes. When they hit therebs one ear- 
splitting blast, if youlre not digging like a mole and 
below ground level, youlve had the course. Theyld lift 
you up. ( M i m m s ,  p. 63). 

Mowat makes a similar assessrnent of the horrors of 
shelling: 



No matter how long a man is exposed to shell-fire, 
he never develops an immunity to the fear of it. 
Machine-gun or rifle fire can be terrifying, but it 
cannot compare with the sensations approaching shell or 
mortar bomb. On the Ortona front there was a period of 
£ive months when the Regiment was never out of reach of 
these sounds. (Mowat, pp. 163, 164) . 

Shells eventually took on a certain personality of 

their own: 

Homer says those 25-pounder shells he sees piled up al1 
over the countryside look like accidents on their way 
to happen! The Maple Leaf, Italy Edition, 1944 

(Mansikka, p.  7 ) .  

Al1 soldiers  eventually developed a certain 

fataliçm after being shelled for a while: 

SHELL LABELS 
Jerry was sending a lot of dirt over the other day, a 
good percentage of which was kerwhomping in the 
vicinity of a bridge the engineers were building. 

'Shells,' said one of the engineers. 'They donft 
bother me. Ya don't hafta w o r r y  unless one of 'em has 
your name cn it . ' 

'It's not the babies labelled with my monicker 18m 
worrying about,' confided his pal. ' I t r s  them babies 
that're labelled' 'To Whom It May Concern.' 

The  Maple Leaf, I ta ly  Edi tion, 1944  
(Maneikka, p. 7 ) .  

Again after the battle of Assoro, Mowat comments on the 

fear precipitated by severe bombardment and the 

soldiers' reaction to counter it: 



But the vicious bombardment of the hi11 had added 
a new emotion to the battle mood. Men had discovered 
fear, It was met by the begiming growch of a speciai 
type of fatalism, relieved by wit. The sort of thing 
that led one man to Say: 'men you dig a good slit- 
trench nothing cari get you except a direct hit, and if 
it is a direct hit, itls because you teased your 
grandmother - or pulled the wings off flies.' And 
another, 'Therets no use trying to hide out from a 
shell. If itrs got your name on it, itrll chase you 
into the house, follow you upstairs, push the pot aside 
and get you under the bed/ The humour was not 
uproarious - but it was adequate. 

On the forward crest of the hill, pinned d o m  
behind a rock by a salvo of mortar bomhs, Paddy Gahagen 
replied to the shout of his platoon commander who 
demanded to know what in the name of al1 the furies he 
was doing. 'Looking for goddam four-leaf clovers with 
my nose' was the muf f led reply- 

Never had there been a greater need for the solace 
of humour than on Assoro. (Mowat, pp. 90, 91). 

Even padres realized that they needed physical along 

with spiritual protection. An anecdote from Tales OF 

the Ontarios Sicily this: 

There is a happy anecdote of the Paàre Sitting beside a slit 
trench, one day, he was discussing moderately on the regard 
of Providence for the j u s t .  Shells began falling in the 
vicinity. The Padre dropping into the trench Observed 
'Still 1 don't want to leave it al1 to the Lord, you k n o w . '  
(Taleu of the -ioa Vol 4 p. 48) . 

Sometimes, training for action was worse than the 

real thing. Mowat describes his early introduction to 

battle training i n  England thus: 



It was conducted on a waste of blasted heath 
overgrown with thorny gorse. Our day began before d a m  
and lasted until dark, and everything we did, with the 
exception of defecating, was at the double, weighed 
d o m  by full battle equipment. 

We marched or ran a minimum of ten miles a day and 
twenty on Sundays. We crawled, squimed and wriggled 
for endless hours through gorse thickets while the 
training staff fired live ammunition under, over and 
al1 around us; threw percussion grenades between our 
outflung legs, or heaved gas canisters (which made us 
puke) under our noses. For variety we gracticed 
unarmed combat with bronzed killers who hit us in the 
windpipe, kicked us in the testicles, cartwheeled us 
over their shoulders and belted us across the kidneys 
with rifle butts. (m, p. 12). 

O n e  of the rudiments of basic training was bayonet 

drill. Berton looked on this with some puzzlement: 

We were taught to do weird things. The weirdest 
of al1 was to hurl ourselves at a sack of straw, thrust 
into it with a bayonet while shouting "KiZl! Kill! 
Kill!" and then jump on it while clobbering it with the 
butt of a rifle. 

'Remember,' our instructors would shout, 'the 
German hates cold steel!' Why anybody would love cofd 
steel while being skewered with a bayonet was beyond 
al1 of us. (Berton, p. 192) . 

Long marches, too, were a reality of basic training and 

were initially painful. Jack Sheridon in Veterans 1 

Reviaw cynically comments: 

Early in basic training we were advised by our 
officer that every Friday afternoon there would be a 
twenty-mile route march to help keep us fit. 



After the first route march 1 can tell you there 
were many, many sore feet; in fact first thing Saturday 
morning the entire platoon (about eighty-five men) were 
paraded ovex to the M.1-R. (Medical Inspection Room) . 
When we arrived there we al1 sat down on the benches to 
wait. 1 can remember vividly the cal1 for the first 
man; he went in to the M.O. and in about ten minutes he 
came out. He looked dejected but never said a word as 
he sat d o m  on the bench- Of course all eyes were 
focussed on him; he took off his boots and as the 
doctor had given him two NUMBER NINE pills for his sore 
feet, he dropped one in each boot, put the boots back 
on, got up and walked out- Al1 without saying one 
word. ( V e t w  @ Review, p. 174) . 

Even the bandsmen suffered in a manner of speaking: 

We were soldiers set to music. Route marches, 
church parades, concerts on the green, in barracks and 
factories, victory parades through defeated toms and 
cities and the same for liberated t o m s  and cities, 
massive brassy march-pasts taking endless hours with 
bleeding lips from playing and bleeding piles from 
standing. Dinner music for Generals and Kings, standing 
ankle-deep in frozen mud blowing "One OIClock JurnpUr for 
red-eyed fighting men, grim burial services with 
appropriate "Abide With Men as emotional army padres 
tried their best to explain why the boys died. And 
f inally, the playing of IIGod Save the KingN and "0 
Canadav1 on enemy soi1 as victors, expecting at any 
moment for some die-hard Hitlerite to toss a grenade 
d o m  the bel1 of the bass horn. (Stepheae, p. 15) . 

Explosives are an inseparable part of modem 

soldiering. Ever since the invention of gun powder by 

the Chinese, combatants have attempted to discover 

bigger, faster, more effective ways of blowing up their 

opponents. While munitions are a major source of 

stress (particularly to the recipient) , most soldiers 



are fascinated by things that go bang in the night. 

Mowat was no exception: 

One night hundreds of small incendiaries were 
dumped over our area. Falling into soft and sodden 
fields, most of these failed to ignite. Since it was 
part of my job to know about enemy weapons, 1 undertook 
to disassemble one on the cement floor of the Nissen 
hut 1 shared with the Roman Catholic chaplain. The 
padre, a phlegmatic older man, was more or less inured 
to my eccentricities, but he lost his cool when 1 
accidentally triggered the incendiary and it spouted a 
white-hot geyser of molten thermite that thrust 
blinding fingers of flame through the flimsy partition 
separating his part of the hut from mine. 

'Dnmn your Protestant eyes!' he cried, stumbling 
through thick smoke toward the door. 'Itls not me 
that's supposed to roast in hell! Itls heathen dolts 
l i k e  you!' . (ANES pp. 20, 21). 

Mines were also a texror for front iine soldiers, 

and like te r rors ,  one the psychological def ences 

against their sudden and nasty devastation was to make 

light of them. Mimms' comments in this vain, first in 

the  Nijmegen area: 

One night shortly after arriving, we sneaked out 
to where the gliders were in the valley and just to 
give Jerry a bang-up time (if he came nosing around) we 
strung more trip wires and flares. If the Wehrmacht 
tried to sneak up on us we would soon know. 

We ventured out to the gliders about a month later 
and piciced up some parachutes and lined Our main dig 
with them. It was shortly after this coup we found 
that Jerry had mined the valley heavily. ( M i m a e ,  p. 
102) . 

His next experience was during a two-week specialist 

course on mines and booby traps: 



For our final test on mines we were driven to a 
field with a fence around it. There were large German 
signs declaring this field to be full of mines. The 
SergeaEt Major said, 'Go to it boys but be careful. 
1'11 wait down the road- 1 hate messy scenes,' 

Of course his remark instilled confidence in al1 
of us. We proceeded to locate and lift al1 the mines 
in the field. 1 think we lost at least 20 gallons of 
sweat. The R.S.M. came back after a while, counted al1 
the mines and threw them in the truck. We al1 
cautioned him to be careful, as they might go off, 
"Oh, 1 forgot to tell you; me and another fellow 
planted these a couple of weeks ago. Theylre duds." 
( M i m m s ,  p. 124). 

The life-threatening potential of the subject has a 

direct bearing on the intensity and tone of the humour 

employed to cushion direct acknowledgement of its 

destructive character. Not surprisingly, the humour 

here has increasingly cynical and sardonic elements. 

The humour is not designed to obscure or deny 

recognition the properties its sub j ect 

these cases, but to deflect some of the stress and fear 

away from the object so that it can be dealt with more 

and effectively. Humour , this 

becomes a critical, even necessary, venting and 

controlling mechanism, part of the soldierts strategy 

for emotional and psychological survival. Nowhere is 

that more crucial than when the soldier attempts to 

conceptualize "the enemy." Weaponry, in itself, is an 

object of fear, a source of stress, but "the enemytf is 



the  human brain and personality animating the weapon, 

and as such, emerges as cunning, unpredictable, 

relentless and cruel. 



Canadians, by and large, faced G e r m a n  and Italian 

opposition. The Italians were the less feared. Having 

quickly capitulated when they realized that the hated 

tlTedeschiN were being pushed back, Herbie says that 

"They w e r e  without a doubt, the most optimistic people, 

when somebody else was doing the fighting that the war 

The Italian forces put up a perfunctory resistance 

and then almost joyfully surrendered to the advancing 

Allies. Mowat gives a typical example: 

... Out to sea the Mediterranean glared in garish 
colour and in Pachino Bay the hundred ships lay 
anchored while endless flotillas of landing craft moved 
from them to the beach. As the men watched, a flight 
of Italian dive bombers appeared and winged timidly 
about the edges of the fleet before jettisoning their 
bombs and fleeing through a multi-coloured tracery of 
anti-aircraft shells. (Mowat, p. 63) - 

At times, the advancing army found the locals amusing, 

even entertaining. Take, for instance, the citizens of 

Passignano, a fishing village on Lake Trasimeno in 

Italy. They got their signals badly mixed and started 

carrying the the wrong way . Their loyalty 
a w e a t h e r  vane which shifted with the wind: 

was like 

... The Germans had been occupying the village 
until the Eighth Army decided their lease had run out 
and they vacated forthwith. The Ities gave our heroes 
a terrific welcome, tossed flowers and fish around, 



broke open a keg or two. The liberators, having duly 
liberated, proceeded in chase of Tedeschi. Quiet and 
Crown Prince Umberto reigned. 

In the chase, two leg-weary Jerries were picked up 
by a patrol and steered by an escort in the general 
direction of a PW cage. The general direction was 
through Passignano and, as the rnixed party turned a 
corner to enter the village, the escort pulled up to do 
battle with a Woodbine. The locals, seeing the Jerries 
trotting into the village on their own, figured they 
had been recaptured so..-.- 

The Ities gave them a terrific welcome, tossed 
flowers and fish around, broke open a keg or two, said 
"We are so glad to see you again. We were wondering 
when yc.1 would return . 

The escort, which had poked its collective nose 
around the corner, was considerably amused by al1 this 
and did not put in an appearance until the height of 
the celebration. Some people would have been 
embarrassed but not the Passignano reception committee- 

They gave the Eighth another terrific welcome, 
tossed flowers and fish around, broke open a keg or 
two ..... (w, p. 182) . 

The G e r m a n s ,  however, presented a d i f ferent  

problem. Most Canadian soldiers have maintained a 

grudging respect for G e r m a n  soldiers, universally known 

(both collectively and individually) as JERRY. Jerry 

was a worthy opponent to be feared, who by and large 

fought hard and well. T h e  range of his expertise ran 

from seasoned professionals (during the early stages of 

the war) to the fanatical boy soldiers of the "Hitler 



Jugend" and the old men of the White Bread Division. 

Overall, Germanyfs Wermacht was a force to be reckoned 

with at al1 levels, one which gave as good as it took 

and inflicted a t e r r i b l e  t o l l  on i ts opponents. 

Numerous s to r ies  t e l l  how Canadians and Germans 

respected and feared each other as  warriors. 

An incident during the winter of 1944 i n  Holland 

illustrates this attitude: 

It was in this spirit of good feliowship that the 
Yuletide approached and, as Christmas Day dawned bright 
and clear, the Berlin Glee Club could te heard giving 
out with "Good King Wenceslasmt and other ditties of 
appropriate  nature. Not to be outdone, the Canadians 
cleared the r u m  from their throats and contributed a 
touching rendition of " B l e s s  Them Ailb1, with "One Fish 
BallIt for an encore. Seasonal salutations were 
exchanged, including such heartwarming wishes as "Merry 
Christmas, you baby-killing Krautu and "Gesundheit, 
Canadian schweinhund." 

At this stage, much to the consternation of our 
heroes, the head of a big white horse, the head that 
is, appeared above the dyke bank and on what came after 
it was perched a joyous Jerry. With one hand he doffed 
his helmet to right and left in greeting to al1 
concerned, with the other he clutched a bottle which, 
from time t o  tirne, he lifted in the general area of his 
tonsils. One look was enough to convince even the most 
skeptical Canadian that here indeed was a steam case. 
One conscientious corporal reached f o r  his Bren but, 
discovering held have to get up to get it, reached for 
the demijohn instead. (m, p. 110) . 



Friendly fire was  sometimes reversed: 

During the Italian campaign 1 had been to B 
Echelon one day and was walking back to my company when 
1 met Strome Galloway herding along several German 
prisoners. 1 was a company commander in the West Nova 
Scotia Regiment and 1 think Strome was second in 
command of The Royal Canadian Regiment. 

We stopped to chat and suddenly German mortar 
shells started landing beside the road, altogether too 
close for cornfort- 1 eyed the ditch, but Strome 
continued talking. I decided that I was not going to 
be the first to take cover. His prisoners had no such 
compunction and quietly slid into the ditch. This 
seemed to infuriate Strome, who belaboured them with 
his walking stick and shouted: "Get out of that ditch, 
you bastards, theyl re your mortars . " (- Storj es, 
A n n a n d t i s e ,  p. 4) 

Because the Germans are both respected and feared, 

the humour in these passages is characterized more by 

irony than ridicule. The images are of formidable foes 

who, in some way or other, demonstrate that they are 

not so formidable as they are normally depicted to be. 

the time, there their potential 

for lethal action. The humour keeps them at a 

distance, recognizes their dangerousness, but 

demonstrates that they are not invincible. 



Tens of thousands of Canadian soldiers w e r e  wounded 

during the conflict. In dealing with the reality of a 

serious w o u n d ,  humour often came into play. Herbie was 

no exception. 

He stopped one in the face. A round from a German 
schmeizzer ploughed through his cheek, came out over 
his right eye and he couldnlt see. He fell al1 of a 
heap on the road, the heimet that he hated rolling into 
the muddy ditch. And his pals laid hirn gently atop a 
tank. 

The tank was hit by a shell and he was thrown to 
the ground. But he didnlt whimper. He knew what was 
going on. He knew the insult that had been added to 
injury. But he didnlt Say a word. His pals laid hirn 
gently in a slit trench, 

Another tank thundered by about six inches from 
the trench and half-buried him. It couldnvt happen but 
it did. He staggered out under shell fire. His pals 
grabbed him, laid him gently in an ambulance jeep 

While he was being rushed to a casualty clearing 
station, an enemy Minnie moaned a direct hit on the 
jeep. He was thrown out, with three ribs fractured, 
his face a bloody mess, one a m  hanging crooked and 
limp. But he was still conscious, And as they gently 
picked him up, he said softly: Tell me one thing ... 
are you Germans? " (w, pp. 10, 12) . 

Some wounds were painful, serious, lasting and 

debilitating. Others were no less painful but quick 

and dirty. Charlie Martin describes one of the latter: 



In our Carpiquet action, seventy Queen's Own 
soldiers were killed or wounded. Frank Mumberson lost 
his a m  in the final assault. Frank, the D-Day veteran 
who met his first face-to-face enemy soldier in bis 
d i t  trench on June 6, then survived four weeks of 
steady action - and with four years of training behind 
him - was out of action. He rode back on the carrier 
with the stump wrapped in a field dressing, smoking a 
cigar, shouting: "See you in Blighty!". (Martin, p. 
4 0 ) .  

Some soldiers were careless but lucky. Others were 

safety conscious but .... 
O - J o e  Meagher, a rifleman in the Miners wbo had 

been promoted to sergeant, believed in super safety. 
He always wore his helmet. His slit trench was always 
very well covered with a strong roof. He was a very 
careful fellow al1 round. After the charge he was 
gasping and panting and streaming with sweat. We were 
all dripping with it, and to this day 1 don't know if 
it came from heat or fear. He took off his helmet to 
wipe away the perspiration. Just at that moment part 
of a clay shingle fell from the roof and cut his head. 
Joe swore held never take his helmet off again. 

Laughter - cwazy with relief- We had just 
finished an attack where we'd expected to lose a good 
part of our section and maybe the same for 9's No, 8 
section, and al1 we had was a minor head casualty. 
(Martin, pp. 97,981 . 

Some wounds were lasting but not overly dehibilitating, 

as Martin remembers: 

One rifleman from Northern Ontario who was with us 
at that time had a particularly unlucky wound; the 
doctors removed a testicle. Years later, in 1963, he 
called me to Say he was having trouble with his war 
pension. Vi and 1 drove up to see him. He said he was 



only getting a 50 percent pension and felt he desexved 
more. Well, there were six children in the house. 1 
couldnft stop myself from saying there didn't seem to 
be a really serious problem, but nonetheless 1 agreed 
to help him make the arrangements necessary for a 
pension board hearing. 

T o u  seemed to have no trouble producing six 
childrenfm they commented at the hearing. 

Absolutely deadpan, he told them that but for his 
wound he would have had twelve. 

They gave him another 10 percent. (Martin, p. 9 8 ) -  

Other incidents were sometimes understated by their 

recipients. 

Following the loss of a leg in battle, 1 was a patient 
in hospital- Like the others, 1 dreaded the too 
obvious sympathy of strangers. 

One day 1 was in my wheel chair at the foot of a 
ramp down which another amputee was coming on crutches. 
As he noared a door leading to the street, a woman 
entered, saw the soldier on crutches and exclaimed: 
"Oh, you poor boy, yourve lost your leg!" 

Whereupon the soldier looked d o m ,  then up, his 
eyes wide with surprise, and answered: "Why, 1'11 be 
doggoned if 1 havenrt!" 

~~~inUniforill, p- 2 0 )  - 

Other non-battle injuries, although sometimes 

hilarious in their telling, are no less painful.  In 

the initial stages of any total rnobilization for war, 

with masses of soldiers living in close quarters, 

mishaps are inevitable. Birney retells one such 

incident : 

... The rest listened to Leacock, the newest 



patient, retelling his accident. 

'There 1 was jus sittin, kina relaxin, firs time 
al1 day; ten mile that fuckin sergeant took us route- 
marchin al1 over Hannah, an after plowin around on a 
scheme half the night- So 1 was jus squattin, see, on 
the edge a my bunk, wit my boots an sox off, coolin my 
dogs like on t h e  floor, an waitin for the supper gong, 
it was jus about doo, and Johansen, the big squarehead 
- d l I  tell yuh how big that fucker is? Weighs two 
hunnem ten he tole me, hones! Well Johansen he was 
stretchin on his bunk above mine, like 1 said, nappin 1 
guess, But he dint have his boots off, O no, not 
Johansen! So bong goes the chow bel1 and Johansen - 
he ' s al-1-us a hungry basterd, canl t wait never - 1 
oughta knew bettern be where 1 was - well, like 1 Say, 
before 1 finish hearin the jeezly gong even, the next 
thing 1 know t h a t  big bloody Scanidhoovian hels sailin 
tru the air over my head an wharnbo! He lands wit bot1 
dose big gravelcrushers a his square on top a my bare 
toes! Son of a bitch! C l e a t s  on em too, he had.' 
(Birney, p. 35). 

Seasickness was not even listed as an ailment for 

excused duty in any army regulations but caused great 

grief to many an invading infantryman. Mimms makes two 

observations, one from Canada to England in 1943: 

1 decided to go on a diet, that is, with the help 
of a rolling ship. I: remember one morning 1 was lying 
under a stairway, hoping the ship would sink. I opened 
one eye and saw a medical officer checking bodies to 
see who would go overboard and who would stay. When he 
checked me he told his sergeant this one will last a 
while longer. 1 donlt know whether that made me feel 
better or not. Mac managed to get me up on deck and he 
assured me 1 was getting better, now 1 was only pale 
green. ( M i m a e ,  p. 2 7 ) .  



The second is from England to France in 44:  

The two hour journey stretched into eighteen hours 
of pure hell. 1 was so sick 1 thought seriously of 
jumping overboard, but 1 couldn't climb the slippery 
walls of the ship. Once I made my way to the stem of 
the vessel, 'cause 1 had to go.' 1 was still sick but 
not as bad as before. There were three toilets with no 
seats, out in the open. 1 looked down one hole and 1 
coufd see daylight when the ship went up and when it 
came d o m  the channel came right up and overflowed. 
You couldntt sit on it because you'd get soaked. Ail 
sorts of slimy things came up with each geyser of 
water, accompanied by my stomach. (p. 51) - 

Even with the scourge of amoebic dysentery, the 

troops found some humour. As one Hasty Pee was 

evacuated for this affliction, his comments were as 

f ollows : 

'That son of a Brighton bitch!' he cursed. 'After 
1 shit iny way across half of Sicily, doing rny job as 
good as any fucker in the outfit, and just when our 
platoon sergeant buys it and P m  up to get his stripe, 
that bastard tells me 1 got to be evacuated! 
Evacuated! I'm so goddaxnn evacuated I'm like to float 
away like a free ball~on!~. ( M o w a t ,  -pp. 106-107). 

The Hong Kong POWs without a doubt suffered more 

prolonged hardships than most, but even they found 

moments of m i r t h :  

Following capture, Reg Law became a medical 
orderly in the North Point Prison Camp Hospital. He 
worked alongside good-natured Fred Kelly, a fellow New 
Brunswicker. 

Treddy kept me going. A great boy who could joke 



and make life easier even in the the worst moments. We 
needed someone like him around, 

'Tt was a terrible time. A time when wefd get up 
each morning and ask how many of our men had died in 
the night, We orderlies had to be undertakers as well. 
Sornetimes weld be on burial duty and occasionally when 
weld turn a corpse over, thereld be an escape of air 
that sounded like a sigh or moan. A new orderly 
offered to help one day and sure enough, it happened- 
Freddy didn8t blink, j u s t  tapped the dead man on the 
shoulder and spoke sharply, 'Now you shut your mouth. 
There1s nothing more we can do for you.' The new guy 
took off fast - (Hibbext, pp. 112, 113) - 

A poem written by Neil Steenburg of the Algonquin 

Regiment probably most succinctly sums up wounds in the - 
There was an old veteran from Sunnybrook 
Who had been involved in a Donnybrook. 
The scars of this fray may be seen to this day, 
On that valorous old veteran from Sunnybrook. 
( y e t s r a n e - 8  p *  145) - 

The humour relating to wounding and sickness, like 

that relating to other life-threatening subjects, 

operates both to acknowledge the reality of the wound 

while deflecting attention from the seriousnes of it. 

As such, for the wounded, it becomes a strategy for 

coping with the reality of a wounding and for others, a 

strategy for accepting the probabilities of being 

wounded and a mode1 for confronting the actuality. In 

both cases, it implicitly expresses an affirmation of 



life over death, despite maiming. 



Physical hardship in war cornes in many forms but is 

perhaps crystalized around problems with weather. 

Inclement weather was a constant companion. But even 

in the rain and the mud and the cold and the heat 

soldiers could laugh at their predicament. England to 

Berton was worse than the Arctic: 

It was bitterly cold in England that March of 
1945. In fact, I had never before been so cold, not 
even ir. the North. The Yukon was cold, of course, but 
it was a dry, exhilarating cold, not this insidious 
damp chi11 that crept into my bones and stayed there. 
And in the Yukon, where the rooms were rendered 
tropical by red-hot stoves, there was always escape 
from the climate. Here there was none. According to 
the calendar it was officially spring; an inflexible 
officialdom had followed the rule book and turned off 
the heat, It was actually chillier inside the barracks 
than out. Only the cinemas were heated, and so to keep 
warm in the evenings 1 watched the same movie over and 
over again. Hollywood Canteen tended to pal1 after the 
first couple of rounds. (Berton, p. 241) . 

Holland was no less miserable. As Mimms puts it: 

... There were flooded roads, continuous shelling, 
blown bridges, mud, water, and here and there, water 
and mud. You couldn't find a place to stand let alone 
sleep. There was little or no cover. (Mimme, p. 94) . 

For respite, Mimms sometimes got to drive through the 

rain : 

1 drove al1 night, most of it in the rain, The 
raindrops started to sting after a while and there was 
no place to turn  for shelter. It was like the Chinese 
water torture as the carrier had no windshield, too 



long a drive in the rain would make you loony. The 
bottom of our carrier was sand bagged to help protect 
us if we ran over a mine, we were sitting in water and 
you know what happens when you sit in water tao long - 
your ass gets wrinkly. (p. 6 5 ) .  

Stephens also noted the effects of weather on morale: 

1 kept a diary. 
Dear Diary, 
Somewhere in England. 1 am 23. It is D-cember, 1939 and 
I am overseas. 3t is raining, 
Dear Diary, 
Somewhere in England, 1 am 2 4 .  It is De~ember, 1940 and 
1 am still overseas, It is still raining. 
Dear Diary, 
Somewhere in England. 1 am 25. It is December, 1941 and 
1 am still overseas, It is still raining. 
Dear diary, 
Somewhere in England. 1 am 26. It is December, 1942 and 
1 am still overseas. It is still raining. 
Dear diary, 
Somewhere in England. 1 am 27. It is December, 1943 and 
Dear diary , 
Somewhere in Germany. 1 am 28. It is December, 1944 and 
1 am still overseas. It is now snowing. 
Dear diary, 
Somewhere in Saskatchewan, 1 am 29. It is December, 
1945 and 1 am still overseas. It is raining again. 
Dear diary, 
Somewhere in England. 1 am 30. It is February, 1946 and 
I'm getting out. It is bloody well freezing! 
(Stepheme, p. 16). 

Mowat also laconical ly describes the  fail rains of 

Southern Italy that greeted t h e i r  a r r iva1  across the 

Straits of Messina: 



It rained. Steadily, rnassively it rained. Rations 
were short since no transport could reach the mountain 
climbers. F i r e s  could seldom be persuaded to burn. In 
their thin tropical shirts, men huddlsd in the scanty 
shelter of pine thickets and shivered through the cold 
nights. In daylight they àried their clothes so that 
they would be fully absorbent for the next nightls 
downpour. ( M o w a t ,  pp- 107, 108)- 

As the element which sets the tone of the context 

in which one finds oneself, the w e a t h e r  is a natural 

focus for imaginatively and symbolicly articulating 

mood. Not surprisingly, the weather in war narratives 

when good is seen as ironie, and when bad, appropriate. 

Like al1 of the discomforts of w a r ,  real and imagined, 

it is confronted by the soldier with humour. 



CHAPTER V 

MORALE 

Major elements of the Canadian Army in some cases 

trained in England for almost four years before 

cornmitment to battle in Sicily in July of 1943. During 

this tirne, the beleaguered British endured air raids, 

continuous blackouts, rationing and reduced amenities 

with a stiff upper lip, personified by their wartime 

Prime Minister, Winston Churchill. Yet these 

magnanimous people welcomed and embraced our soldiers 

with hospitality and patience, even when their o w n  

Forces were suffering heavy casualties in the Far 

Eastern and North African Campaigns. Many fond 

mernories of time spent in M e r r y  Old England have been 

recorded by Canadian soldiers. Our brothers (and 

sisters particular1y)in the U.K. did much to improve 

the Canuckls morale. 

The humour relating to the English experience of 

the Canadian military is for the most part informed by 

affection and acts as an instrument articulating a 

shared positive experience rather than a strategy for 

coping with a problematic experience. To a significant 

extent, Canadians assumed 'good humour" to be one 

elemental part of British character and were 

predisposed to approach the experience on those terms. 



Going to war was not anticipated with pleasure, but for 

many being in Britain with British was a pleasure to be 

revelled in. Unfortunately, the English did not always 

enj oy the fun. 



Culturally, both sides were sometimes surprised by 

one another. After working and living in army barracks 

and field camps for some time, soldiers were permitted 

to visit with relatives and friends. Sometimes, re- 

integration into polite society took time: 

1 think a good example would be to tell you a little 
story, and 1'11 bet  it has happened to you. When 1 was 
in England my wifets cousin and her husband in High 
Wycombe asked me for a weekend, and the first meal we 
had was breakfast on this Saturday morning because I f d  
arrived late the night before. Buffet style. Very 
English, very nice and something 1 hadnlt seen for a 
long tirne. And so welre sitting there and 1 said, quite 
casually, "Would you please pass the fucking cream?" 
Just like that. Not thinking. Just pass the fucking 
cxeam. All 1 could Say was, "Sorry, I1ve been in camp 
too long," and they, being that special type of English 
couple which they were, they understood. (Broadfoot, 
p. 79). 

Similarly, the cultural differences in English 

society sometimes came to the fore, with hilarious 

results : 

The 1.0. and 1 went over the Newbury one evening in the 
squadron station wagon, getting blackout driving 
experience and checking out the back roads in our area, 
you understand. We hadnvt been in the hotel cocktail 
lounge long before a pair of the local gentry came in 
(it ' s great huntinl , ridinu , and racin country) ; the 
gal, of indeterminate age, accompanied by her civilian 
male escort, made somewhat of an entrante, inserted her 
monocle and gave a slow imperious and disapproving 
sweep of the room before settling regally into a chair 
of her choice. Throughout the evening my friend Aï was 
mentally struggling with a mechanical engineering 



problern, and as closing time approached was obliged to 
concede defeat. Rising sornewhat unsteadily to his feet 
he sauntered over and confronted the above rnentioned 
lady, swaying slightly and pointing to her monocle, he 
asked "Tell me, does that thing screw in, or push in?". 
Her ladyship glared at him icily with clenched teeth 
for a considerable interval before declaxing in very 
cultured tones wObviously a Canadian!tf. For a long 
time thereafter the phrase was the standard rejoinder 
alround brigade headquarters for any crudity. ( E l l i s ,  
p. 44). 

L i k e  al1 soldiers, Berton enjoyed visits to the 

l oca l  t o m s  for an eveningrs entertainment on Saturday 

night. There was a general air of holiday about it 

Off we went from Petworth on our free Saturday 
nights to the nearby cathedra1 city of Chichester - 
officers and men al1 looking for fun and trouble. An 
army truck picked us up after dimer, plunked us dom 
in the Chichester town square about eight, and picked 
us al1 up, slightly the worse for Wear, at midnight. 
We had four hours in which to get drunk, get in a 
fight, f ind  a girl, see the sights, or enjoy a 
combination of al1 four. (Berton, pp. 246, 247) .  

At times, however, even in the stygian blackout of 

London, the lack of privacy w a s  exasperating: 

Ha ha. 1 remember once when Jerry was blitzing London 
and I 1 d  picked up this tart on Bayswater Road and we 
went to Hyde Park, As 1 recall we had to clirnb over the 
fence but anyway, it was a warm spring night and we got 
dom to business and just when 1 started there was this 
tremendous bang. Bang, bang- 

As youlll remember they had aircraft batteries in 
the place, and sornehow weld got just about as close to 
a battery as we could without trying, and then Jerry 
came over and the batteries opened up and the sky lit 



up and the ground shook and my God, the hair on the 
back of my neck stiffened and every tirne the guns fired 
the ground heaved. This little tart 1 was with, she 
pulled rny ear d o m  and said, "Take it easy, luv. Just 
relax. Theylre doing the work for us," But I got up and 
said to h e l l  with it and pulled on my pants and the 
ack-ack -ers are laughing their heads off at us, 
right there in front of them, about 25 yards away. 
(Broadfoot, p. 7 )  . 

B u t  generally, relations were good humoured. As 

invasion threatened in 1940, Mowatts ~egiment w a s  moved 

from the dreaded Aldershot to small t o m s  in Surrey. 

They were quickly embraced, both figuratively and 

literally, by the population: 

Sharing the common urgency and mood, the soldiers and 
the civilians were soon one, Differences which would 
have been a matter for harsh resentment in other times, 
were overlooked or never noticed. The experience at 
Finedon was repeated, but intensified. Within a few 
months of the Regimentrs arriva1 in the area, rnany of 
the men had been adopted into English families and, in 
the words of one sergeant, "There wasnrt a single girl 
under sixty in the area who wasnlt going steady with 
one of usn. (Mowat, pp. 37, 38). 



ALCOHOL 

Alcohol was the preferred drug of choice of 

Canadian soldiers during WWII. Most soldiers found 

solace from the grim business of killing and being 

killed in strong drink. As such, it had an escapist 

function. But it was also acceptable socially and 

tended to promote sociability amongst the troops, their 

allies and civilian hosts, liberated as well as 

conquered. Here, it functioned as an instrument of 

good will and a catalyst to good humour. Booze, 

drunkeness, and drunkards have long been part of the 

buffonery of the burlesque tradition of comedy, even 

when inebriation results in injuries: 

Two soldiers had been off on a glorious all-niaht 
toot. When one of them regained consciousness, the sun 
was shining brightly and he was lying in a hospital 
completely swathed in bandages. His bleary-eyed friend 
was sitting by the bed-side, regarding him dolefully. 

"What happened to me, Tom?I1 mumbled the stricken 
one. 

NWell,u replied his friend, "we were sitting 
peacefully in a room on the 6th floor of the Avalon 
H o t e l  when suddenly you jurnped to the ledge of the 
window and roared: IHerets where 1 fly down Main 
Street! 

"What! Why didntt you stop me?" asked the bandage 
indignantly. 

"Stop you?" was the reply. "What do you mean stop 
you? 1 thoughtyou could do it." Khaki, 1943-1944 

(Maneikka, p. 109). 



In Canada as well as overseas, alcohol was strictly 

rationed, adding to the challenge. Broadfoot explains 

the atmosphere: 

Perhaps it was a reaction to the Depression, perhaps it 
was a response to the excitement of war, perhaps it was 
simply because the stuff was rationed; but in Canada 
during the war, everyone seemed to go loony about 
booze. It came out loud and clear from dozens of 
interviews, people vividly remembered the importance of 
beer, wine and spirits during the w a r .  

Perhaps some sociologist will mite a book to 
explain why and how this national craving seized the 
country- But 1 know that it affected me. One of my 
saddest experiences was àropping a quart of rye on the 
sidewalk outside a Montreal liquor store on weekend 
leave. 1 still think that 1 showed great manliness in 
not crying. (Broadfoot, p.  309). 

In England, booze was part of the holiday atmosphere. 

The English made their contribution to the "party" with 

a weird and wonderful concoction called Pims. 

When the atomic bomb started the Japs thinking they 
might have lost the war, the Eirst conclusion drawn by 
many charter members of wet canteen lodges was that the 
Pims people had finally released their secret formula 
to the Allied High Command. 
(HerMe, p. 100) * 

Archie Mimms recounts an escapade in England with 

strong drink as the main ingredient. 

... 1 saw this soldier, in hospital blues, his a m  
stuck out from his shoulder in a cast and his neck and 
torso encased in plaster- He was moving towards me, 
very slowly, with the help of a cane. It was Tucker. 

I offered to buy h i m  a drink but he sincerely 
refused. He told me what happened. Seems he was 



scrounging through a bornbed out house for booze and he 
was bombed himself. He opened a door on the second 
f loor ,  charged through only t o  f ind  there was no floox, 
no room, i n  fact  tha t  part  of the  building was gone- 
Tucker sa id  he w a s  sober before he h i t  the ground and 
he hadnlt had a drink s ince-  ( M i m m s ,  pp. 23, 2 4 ) -  

another incident, Mimms introduced English 

A home-made sign i n  f ront  of m e  proclaimed "Cool f r esh  
home-made cider. It That ' ç f o r  me, so 1 ordered a p i n t  . 

The barkeep looked a t  m e  questioningly. "You w a n t  a 
p in t ? "  he asked. 1 replied that was r ight  so he 
produced a large mug of c rys ta l -c lear  cider. The c ide r  
was so good 1 asked for  another- H e  said, "Aye, 
Canada, you know what your capab i l i t i e s  are!" (The 
cider was old English hard s t u f f . )  

After downing the second p i n t  I headed for the road- 1 
hadnlt gone f a r  when the road began t o  r o l l .  1 don ' t  
rernember anything a f t e r  t h a t  u n t i l  1 woke up in the 
barracks . (p. 39) . 

Sicily and Italy, too, offered a number of explosive 

mixtures, including vino rosso, vino bianco, cognac and 

strega, but not to be outdone by the Ities, the mlciati 

Canadese produced their own highly inflammable liquid 

known as %team." Herbie explains: 

ltsteamll.. . was sa id  t o  have been used, for a t i m e ,  i n  
flame throwers but f i n a l l y  abandoned as too inhuman- 

(-r pp. 104, 105) - 

\\SteamU turns up in Mowat' s unit as well, and in this 

case creates an opportunity for a bad pun: 



... There was a thriving business in illicit 
distilling and the resultant brew was known as fSteamf. 
One of the most able producers of this beverage was a 
Mohawk Indian, hown inevitably as C.N.R. because, of 
course, he was a steam injun, (Mowat, p. 175) 

Another incendiary concoction was ominously entitled 

"Depth Charge. I1 

This cataleptic cocktail was produced by mixing a 
noggin of medicinaf cognac with £ive-year-old Marsala 
vino. Two nights af ter its introduction, ~erbie& 
depth-charged company commander was quoted from his 
hands and knees on the cold Itie cobblestones: "Ifm 
goanna climb this wall if it takes me a l1  night." So 
you see.... (Herbie p. 112) . 

Sometimes, alcohol caused the more experienced and 

capable soldiers to becorne somewhat overconfident and 

insubordinate: 

Up the dark trail from the rear there came a great 
booming voice in full Song, and the clump, clump, clump 
of heavy boots. The sounds came to a stop outside the 
company H.Q. house. The sentry whispered the nightfs 
challenge in a taut and stricken voice. He did not get 
the password in reply. Instead there was a somewhat 
alcoholic shout. "That Able company? Well where the 
hell is ' Cowboy King? He sent for me. 

King was furious and arrested the sniper, 
lRamblerl Nobes, only to find that he could spare no 
one to escort him to the rear, There was nothing for 
it but to make Rambler his own guard, and send him on 
his way. Rambler took the incident as a supreme 
insult, for it was well known that he could kill more 
Germans when he was drunk than when he was sober, so he 
allowed himself to escape from his own custody and went 
on a three-day bender that was mernorable even for 
Nobes . (Mowat, p. 173) . 



So strong was the need for booze that, even in the 

midst of the ferocious Moro River Battle, the  m e n  of 

the Hasty P e e s  were searching f o r  strong drink: 

They remembered the private who went under the 
joyous name of Three-star Hennessey. 

Hennessey always strove to live up to his name and 
in the midst of that dark battle he went off on the 
prowl and uncovered a supply of particufarly excellent 
vino, Coming back through the vineyards in pitch 
darkness he announced himself by screaming at lung-top 
T h e  Germans are comingln The effect uaon the 
overstrained men of his platoon was indescribable and 
the momentary paralysis was so complete that no one 
even raised his hand to clobber Hennessey when he at 
length crawled into the platoon area, stood up, and 
announced in his slow drawl: "Relax fellows, 1 just 
found the best d a m  bug juice in Italy, and 1 wanted 
you to be in the mood to enjoy it some!" (a 

M o w a t ,  p. 151) 

N o t  long a f t e r ,  at a company 

visible cornpanion once more: 

A German quietly lobbed 

headquarters, booze was a 

a grenade through the window. 
There was the white flash, the intolerable bang. 
Miraculously no one was hurt, but a huge vino cask in 
the corner was punctured in several places and the red 
wine ran freely out the door. The occupants of the 
building staggered outside to find the company mule, 
legs spread for better balance, sucking up the wine as 
it appeared. In that moment when the worid was a 
crashing discord, the watchers forgot the war to gaze 
in fascination as the mule's legs spread out to broader 
angles and its eyes began to glaze. Not until several 
gallons of good red wine had vanished d o m  its gullet 
did it collapse with a contented gurgle. (pp. 158, 
159) 

The s ta f f  tried t o  curb the drinking habits of the 



troops during their infrequent periods of res t ,  but 

with limited success, 

Alamed at the fact that men were drinking vino in an 
effort to escape from the monotony, some careful 
statistician in the rear, issued a memorandum pointing 
out that a liter of Italian red wine had the same 
alcoholic content as a bottle of Canadian rye whiskey. 
Intended, evidently, as a deterrent to drink, this 
piece of news was received with great enthusiasrn and 
vino rosso rose much higher in men's esteem. (Mowat, 
p. 195) - 

In Europe at least, some f o m  of alcohol was readily 

available on every front. The Normandy apple orchards 

offered calvados a pale white lightning which smelled 

like phosgene gas and averaged 140 proof. 

Cigarette lighters, when filled with the stuff, were 
known to explode in a man's hand at the slightest 
twitch of the flint. One 36 grenade, hopped up with 
Calvados, did what Hollywood had kept insisting a 
grenade would do. (-, pp. 112,114)- 

Arac, a product of Holland, also made the list of most 

potent potations. 

We were attxacted to a main square in Amsterdam by 
raucous cries, thunderous explosions and brilliant 
flashes of light. 

We fought our way through the madding throng to find 
six Canadian braves, hideous in the warpaint of the 
Iroquois, in the throes of a tribal war dance around a 



huge bonfire. An empty Arac bottle brandished by one 
of the jitterbugs was clue sufficient. It even 
explained the brilliance of the bonfire. (p. 118). 

German m m  was also found useful. 

Ghent where the nurses had discovered German r u m ,  
testing 70 per cent alcohol, made an excellent back rub 
and also came in handy when ether, pentethol and other 
anaesthesia were in short supply. (p. 116) . 

And wherever alcohol w a s  present in sufficient 

quantity, it seemed the fairer sex w a s  not far away. 



Young men, particularly boys in their late teens 

(which accounted for about 700,000 WWII soldiers) are 

by their hormonal nature attracted to women. In 

wartime, due to stress, isolation and boredom, this 

attraction seems to grow in intensity. In short, 

soldiers were "hornytf by nature and by circumstance. 

Humour was often used to temper the expression of this 

craving, presenting it in a more genteel manner and 

allowing authors to record its urgings without becoming 

overly crude. Moreover, the long-standing relationship 

between sex and comedy lent itself to the humorous 

treatment of male-female relations in time of war. 

CWACs were sometimes treated lightly: 

Corporal: "Are you the CWAC Quartermaster?" 
She: "Yes." 
Corporal: "1s it true that you supply CWACs?" 
She: "That's right." 
Corporal: "Good! Supply me with three for tonight," 

CWAC News Letter, 1 9 4 5  

(Maneikka, p. 19). 

Even the acronym lent itself to an off-colour pun: 

The main entertainment at a servicemen's dance 1 ran 
for the Red Cross was a ballroom dancing couple. They 
insisted on having non-skid wax sprinkled on the floor, 
and 1 searched al1 over town for it. When 1 finally 
located some, the supplier insisted on donating it. 
After the dance, I dictated a thank-you note to him 
which my delightfully confused secretary transcribed as 
follows: "Please accept my thanks for letting us have 



the slip-proof WACs for our party. It was a pleasant 
and wholesome evening for the servicemen." 
(-ri, pa 26) 

Some Co's recognized the value of female 

companionship in keeping up morale: 

-d this C . O . ,  and what a randy old bugger he was, 
he brought in girls. Bus loads of them, truckloads of 
thern. 1 donrt know where he got them, but he did. And 
most of them were pretty good lookers too. Some were 
smashers. 

Well, there was food and booze and entertainment 
and dancing and, well, what it really was al1 about was 
screwing. 1 remember next morning you12 see girls 
staggering out towards the main gate, no stockings, 
skirts ripped, looking like death warmed over. 1 took 
a detail through the huts at noon and, believe it or 
not, there were still girls in the sack- Not screwing, 
just sleeping. 1 think we rousted the last one out and 
got her dressed about two olclock. Found ber sitting on 
the can sound asleep. (Broadfoot, p. 313) . 

But there were drawbacks to al1  this intimacy. Berton 

brings up an interesting statistic f r o m  his training 

camp near Brandon, Manitoba: 

One day the Medical Officer called al1 the officers 
together to deliver a dressing dom and a warning. He 
told us that the men in our camp now had the second 
highest VD rate in the Canadian army. 
He paused to let this sink in. Then he added: "The 
off icers have the highest ! (Berton, p. 264) . 



In particular, the Canadians received an 

enthusiastic and sincere welcome £rom the women-folk 

of the British Isles. It appeared that the ties that 

bind the Commonwealth could not be denied. 

It is claimed these ties were becoming so tight at one 
stage that the Third Canadian Division was being 
considered for the operational role of holding a 
defensive perimeter around Eighth Army disembarkation 
points and fighting a delaying action until the Second 
Division was able to move Canadian kit out of 15,000 
English bedrooms. (Herbie, p. 32) . 

Young Farley Mowat, for example, is treated to an 

unexpected reception when he first arrives in England: 

In the last of several pubs Williams conferred earestly 
with a Land Army girl by the n a m e  of Philippa. Shortly 
thereafter this hefty lass, clad in manure-stained 
jodhpurs, invited me to take a walk along the adjacent 
river bank where, in what must have been the least 
romantic seduction of modern times, she inveigled me 
under some dripping bushes and lumpenly stripped me of 
the virginity 1 had been vainly trying to shed since 
the day 1 joined the Army. 
'There you are, luv,' she said brightly as 1 funbled 
with my fly buttons. 'Captain Willy said you needed 
doing . . and therets nothink 1 wouldntt do for a 
Canuck! ' . (a, p. 11) . 

The Italian girls, however, as Herbie relates, had 

a character al1 their o m :  

Now about these Italian girls, they were fillies of an 
entirely different stable (figures of speech will prove 
your downfall yet, warns the ever-cautious Herbie). The 
signorina of the land of mountains and fountains, mud 
and mules was every bit as friendly as the young ladies 
aforementioned, if not more so, but in this case it had 



nothing to do with accent- Usually such things as 
lire, bully beef, lire, chocolata, lire, pane, lire, 
farina, and lire become involved when boy (Canadian) 
met girl t a  - . . (p. 42) . 

Their attempts to be entrepreneurs seemed to know no 

bounds : 

His story is that he noticed a line-up of soldiers 
outside a broken-down casa and these soldiers w e r e  
al1 well armed with tins of bully beef, packages 
of hardtack and the like which a Sicilian gent at 
the door was accepting as payment for entrance. 
Thinking that the building must bs the local zoo 
and, interested in natural science, Herbie j oined 
the queue, in due course presented his tin of 
bully beef and discovered, to his dismay, that the 
Sicilian study of natural science is indeed basic. 
(pp- 42, 43)  - 

Later, after the Italian Army surrendered, liaisons 

were almost forced upon the Ifliberatingtî Canadians: 

And there were some excellent parties, during one of 
which 1 made friends with a young capitano from Milan 
who pressed his home address on me together with a 
photograph of his gorgeous younger sister, upon whom he 
insisted 1 should cal1 at my earliest convenience. 
His English was not perfect but it was enthusiastic. 
W h e  very mucha like the cowboy of your country, and 
she will be of great desire if you can happily teach 
her to ride together ! (Mowat, p. 134) . 

Mimmsl experience with his anti-tank crew in 

Belgium was no less exciting, but less costly. They 

were assigned as back-up cover for a raiding party. 

this operat ion, they discovered 



whore house. 

There must have been a  dozen or more bottles of bubbly 
on the tables, the girls really liked it. They were 
well on their way to being corked and everyone was 
having a good time when our officer walked in, revolver 
drawn, "Get into that Goddamn carrier now!" he ordered, 
waving his pistol like he was going to execute us. So 
we left. As we were driving away you could hear the 
Madame screarning over the noise of the engine that we 
had not paid, and her girls were drunk. "C'est la 
guerre - (M~IIUM, pp. 8 0 ,  81). 

On the other hand, it appears Herbie didnrt see many 

girls in South Holland. 

The question of what little Dutch girls are made of 
appears, at the outset, a trifle difficult to answer. 
Some claim there are no Dutch girls to speak of in 
South Holland. Some daim there are no Dutch girls in 
South Holland. Some refuse to discuss the issue of 
South Holland at all. Herbie insists he saw a girl in 
South Holland once but he admits her shoes were in the 
way and he couldn't get a very good look at her. 
(EIerbie, pp. 52, 5 3 ) .  

N o r  were German frauleins particularly popular: 

There was a period when it was regarded i n  very 
official quarters as very improper to even pass the 
time of day, not to speak of the night, with the female 
German or any other kind of German. So for a spell, 
little was known about this brand of the species except 
that one sergeant got three years for spending three 
nights with one, which in itself was inclined to be 
discouraging. (p. 66). 

Whether cornpliant or non-compliant, whether with 

Allied or enemy, the treatment of women and sexuality 



as a subject of military humour falls heavily within 

the tradition of ribaldry, reaching back to Chaucer and 

Boccaccio. Like  alcohol, sex becomes an escape, a 

temporary release from problematic circumstance, and is 

relegated to the status of a creature c o m f o r t ,  w h i c h  

once consumed is gone and forgotten. Yet, despite the 

sexist attitudes that inform the humour, the numbers of 

warbrides brought back to Canada bear witness t o  the  

fact that not al1 relationships w e r e  on a "love them 

and leave t h e m N  basis. 



THE BIZARRE, TRB RIDICULOUS, TEE INEXPLICABLE 

Wartime is replete with bizarre and ridiculous 

situations. These arise in numerous forms and appear 

in unexpected manifestations. Some show innocence, 

some reflect incompetence or inefficiency, but many 

simply reveal the sometimes puzzling incongruities of 

human experience that cannot be explained by reason or 

accounted for in logic. 

Mowat in particular seems to have had an eye f o r  

the absurd. Early on, he describes the IIDover Dash, 

"the Cook's Tourtf of the First Brigade of the First 

Canadian Division to Brest in France in a futile 

attempt to shore up the French Army disintegrating 

under Hitler's Blitzkreig. His battalion was 

travelling by train to do battle with the German 

Panzers : 

In the crowded compartments men chafed at the heat, and 
drank the cheap wine which flowed like water at each 
halting place. Hour by hour, but unknowingly, they 
approached the tbrusting columns of the Panzer 
Divisions. No one gave much thought to the details of 
the intended purpose of the joumey. Each man had 
fifty rounds of ammunition, and there were several 
cases of blank training cartridges in the baggage car. 
(Mowat, p. 30) . 

Later, during the Sicily invasion, Mowat finds 

hirnself one of the first to hit the beach - literally: 



Revolver in hand, Tommy gun slung over my shoulder, web 
equipment bulging with grenades and ammo, tin hat 
pulled firmly d o m  around my ears, 1 sprinted to the 
edge of the ramp shouting, wFollow me, men!" 
... and leaped off into eight feet of water. 
Weighted as 1 was 1 went down like a Stone, striking 
the bottom feet-first. So astounded was 1 by this 
unexpected descent into the depths that 1 made no 
attempt to thrash my way back to the surface. 1 simply 
walked straight on until my head emerged. (-, 

p. 52). 

In the exciternent of the landing, Mowat's platoon 

conducts a rare, (and probably the only) bayonet charge 

of the campaigr,. An observing Bri t i sh  commando could 

not help but comment: 

"Cor!I1 a commando sergeant said to me after we had 
finished sorting ourselves out. T o u  chaps did look 
loverly! Just like the Light Brigade. Never seen 
nothint like it Icept in that flick with Errol Flynn!" 
(ANBS p. 5 5 ) .  

the ba t t l e  for  Assoro Sici ly ,  probably 

the Regiment's most ferocious and costly, Mowat 

describes a strange, comic incident: 

While one of the three-inch mortars was hastily put 
into action, the drivers tried to turn their vehicles 
on the narrow road. Someone, thinking with great 
rapidity, began throwing smoke grenades around the 
leading vehicles and under this thin protection the 
carriers managed to turn and clatter wildly d o m  the 
dopes. One of them was driven by a motor-cyclist who 
had lost his own mount. He missed a turn and his 
carrier skidded off the road and somersaulted al1 the 
way down to the valley floor. The driver was 
miraculously uninjured and when he had dragged himself 
to his feet he stood for several minutes, in full view 
of the enemy, cursing his steed as if it had been a 
horse that had thrown him, and angrily banging its 
steel f lanks with his boot . (Mowat, p. 88) . 



L a t e r  on in Italy, during an interlude in the Apennines 

near Campobasso, Mowat relates another bizarre 

occurrence as the combatants pounded each other 

incessantly with artillery: 

Yet even this grirn situation had its lighter moments. A 
section of four men of the carrier platoon, dismounted 
and acting as infantry, had been placed well forward on 
the slopes where they came in for more than their share 
of shelling. One morning it was. decided to withdraw 
them, but every movement in that area brought a fresh 
blast of shell-fire, and t h e  four appe.tred to be 
trapped till darkness fell. 

Anxious to escape, the section solved the problem for 
itself. Two of the men had once acted in amateur 
theatricals and they k n e w  al1 about stage horses. So, 
they reasoned, why not a stage mule? Draping 
themselves with blankets and using two wicker baskets 
£rom a shattered shed to represent mule-parniers, they 
made their way out into the open ground led by a third 
man (also blanket draped to look like a farmer) while 
the fourth soldier scuttled along on hands and knees in 
the lee of the pseudo mule. A Canadian artillery 
observer spotted the weird cavalcade approaching, and 
was so astonished that he nearly fell £rom his high 
perch in the church steeple- But he was close enough 
to see the details. The Germans were deceived and not 
a shot was wasted on the mule and its pathetic orner. 
(Mowat, p. 128). 

Mowat also recalls a time when he and a fellow 

so ld ie r  were sent on forward reconnaissance on a motor 

cycle. They quickly ran into the forward elements of 

the Italian Montova Division, a vvcauldron of 



minestrone" as he called it. Their only recourse was 

to pretend they were emissaries of General Montgomery 

and bluff their way into the Headquarters with totally 

unexpected results. After initial pleasantries: 

1 was about to Say we needed nothing except permission 
to depart, and a safe conduct, when Sergeant Richmond 
intervened- "Excuse me, sir, Ir he said to me with 
unusual deference. "What about the vehizles General 
Montgomery wanted?" ,..Unquestionably, one of the 
highlights of my army career occurred a couple of hours 
later when, as sole passenger in a chauffeured Alfa- 
Romeo staff car, with Richmond riding escort on the 
Norton, 1 led thirty-one huge Italian troop carriers 
down the mountain to halt them in a neat row at the 
head of a long column of exhausted Hasty Pees painfully 
stumbling up the dusty road. Stepping down from the 
staff car 1 smartly saluted my astounded commanding 
officer* 
1 still treasure Alex  Campbellls comment after the 
regiment had completed its journey, riding in style in 
trucks piloted by the worldls most daredevil ârivers, 
who, barely three days earlier, had been our avowed 
enemies . 
"By golly, Farley, someday you might amount to 
something, if only as a used truck dealer." 
(Mowat, ANBS pp. 132, 133). 

Ellis, too, records several examples of situations 

that reflect the wit of the men involved, in this case, 

a superb example of understatement by a subaltern in 

the Cape Breton Highlanders: 

San Alberto, Italy, January, 1945. "Bu Squadron and 
the Cape Breton Highlanders were North of Ravenna on 
the shores of Lake Comacchio and about sixty miles 
South of Venice as the crow flies. We were the most 
Northerly troops in the entire Eighth Army. 
1 walked along with Gerry Worrell, a ta11 husky 
lieutenant in the CBH (the Cee Bee Haich), in his 
search for a new regimental tactical headquarters. 



After a while he selected a good-sized "casam with 
space for parking vehicles and some facilities inside. 
We were prowling around the wooms, looking for things 
like boobytrap wires and suspicious objects and Gerry 
was giving a report to Col. Boyd Somerville over his 
portable wireless set (#18") . @II 've got just what we 
want. It would be real nice here. . . ;" at that point 
there was an ear-splitting explosion in the garden at 
the rear and we both hit the floor at the same time, 
from where G e r r y ,  amid the dust, concluded his 
reportw..-in peacetime. Out.I1 (Ellie, p. 4 2 ) .  

The locals were not immune to ironic perception either: 

The lady of the house had very definitr: ideas 
about the erstwhile occupiers of her country (her 
teenaged son had been caught listening to the BBC 
under a blanket, had been taken away, and was still 
unaccounted for). "In 1914 dey kom; in 1918 dey go 
beck; in 1940 dey korn; in 1944 dey go beck. Bah! 
Tourists ! " (Ellie, p . 12 ) . 

He also relates a delightful anecdote on pilot 

training, or the lack thereof: 

England, 1943. The elderly colonel apologized for 
being late. He had flown d o m  from Yorkshire to 
deliver a lecture on anti-aircraft artillery techniques 
to the Royal Armoured Corps Tactical School at 
Brasenose College, Oxford. As he explained the 
circumstances, he became rather more agitated as he 
went along. Apparently they had arrived over Oxford in 
good t h e ;  the colonel recognized the tom, having 
attended university there. The Whitley gave no 
indication of landing, however; the pilot kept circling 
and circling- Finally, in exasperation, the colonel 
went forward to the cockpit and peered over the pilot's 
shoulder. "...and there was this BLOOOY FOOL with a 
book on his lap, reading the section headed IILanding 
Instructions - WHITLEY V BOMBERSI! (Ellie, p. 4). 



Finally, the battle inoculation 

France is fraught with absurd misunderstanding and 

confusion: 

The lay  was j u s t  put on the  gun when an in fan t ry  
o f f i c e r  came and oxdered u s  t o  knock out the  church 
tower i n  the opposite d i rec t ion .  H e  s a id  there was a 
Jerry O. P - (Observation P o s t )  i n  it . 

The next one up the spout was an amour piercing.  
POW! Off she went in one s i d e  of the tower and out  the  
other. The second shot was H.E. (fiigh Explosives). It 
blew a nice hole i n  the steeple, and t h a t  was the  end 
of t h e  tower. 

W e  turned the  gun around and s t a r t e d  f i r i n g  a t  the  
house- A Sergeant f r o m  t h e  Toronto Scot t ish  
approached. H e  was bleeding and h i s  clothes w e r e  al1 
r ipped- What happened?" w e  asked. H e  s a id  he was up 
the church tower O. Pipping when a Jerry tank knocked 
him out .  Would w e  keep our eyes open a s  he was sure  
the b l h e t y - b l a n k  thing w a s  around here somewhere. W e  
said t h a t  w e  would. No one l e t  on it was us. ( M i m m s ,  
p. 73). 

As a form of humour, the elements of the bizarre 

that occur naturally in the confusion of combat point 

to a world where logic is turned upside dom, disorder 

reigns, and the unexplicable is commonplace. In order 

to corne to terms with such a bizarre reality, one must 

either approach it despairingly as a profoundly tragic 

set of circumstances or view it as a grand Saturnalia, 

a circus full of unexpected humourous surprises. 



CHAPTER VI1 

CONCLUS ION 

For the Canadian combat soldier of the Second World 

War, humour functioned as part of the protective 

mechanism that salved the stress and hardships of war 

with its tentacles of fear, depravation, mutilation and 

death. Its soothing balm, nature's own cleansing 

process, offered emotional protection by deflecting the 

terrors and traumas of both anticipated and remembered 

horrors. It temporarily purged the pain of the fears 

and tensions of a brutal, unforgiving environment. 

What is often remembered foremost by the survivors of 

that experience is not the terror and the trembling but 

the humour. 

Humour was also a necessary ingredient of day-to- 

day military life. Canadian soldiers, like their 

civilian counterparts, were outsiders to the strict 

system of Army discipline and the autocratic 

hierarchical structure. Unexpectedly caught up in its 

web, Canada's citizen soldiers would satirize the 

ubiquitous, oppressive military system with a wry, 

self-deprecating wit which bound them toge'cher in the 

camaraderie of shared suffering. They laughed at 

military routine and military procedures. They made 

fun of hardships, the things that irritated and annoyed 



them and the things that scared them. The objects of 

their levity were various. Humour was aimed at their 

ill-fitting clothing and their notoriously unreliable 

equiprnent. Most felt that their regular rations were 

not fit for a Rottweiler. Anyone in the authority 

structure was a lighting-rod for their ridicule. In a 

broader sense, the System itself was universally 

derided as a comic-opera of confusion. 

In combat, the threats of sickness, injury and 

death was a constant companion and became a cornmon 

target for a darker, more cynical, humour. 

Bureaucratie attempts at promoting morale and ensuring 

moral conduct were mocked by fighting troops. The 

ribald humour associated with the traditional remedies 

of wine, women and Song proved more compelling. 

The wide range in the tone and intensity of the 

military humour examined here, from levity through 

ribaldry to harsh ridicule and bitter irony, is matched 

by the variety of the experiences on which it focuses. 

This study has attempted to identify the more prominent 

ones. Among these, the support System, designed to 

promote soldier welfare, was a major object of mockery. 

A great, faceless black-hole, it tended mostly to 

aggravate and annoy rather than assist. Most front- 

line troops saw it as a shadowy society of sadists, 



sycophants and slackers determined to tonnent field 

soldiers. Depicted as a cycle of order, counter order 

and disorder, the System is first encountered by the 

soldier during his initial enlistment. The 

frustrations and confusion of IIJoining UpI1 became a 

significant source of humorous experience. 

If the farce of joining up was not enough to 

thoroughly bewilder the citizen warrior, he was next 

subjected to the vagaries of military discipline. 

Drill offered many comic situations. Drezs and 

deportment were also the subject of much derision and 

not a little disgruntlement. "Chi~kenshit'~ 

(incomprehensible regulations and orders) became the 

bane of the soldierls existence, together with sentry 

duty and its sometimes unexpected surprises. The 

military justice system often seemed neither just nor 

military, and the much-maligned military police 

sometimes became a force to be feared. 

SNAFUs became so cornmonplace that they got their 

own acronym. Singled out for particular derision was 

the condition called "hurry up and wait." Soldiers 

waited for everything after hurrying to get there. 

They were readied in a flurry of activity countless 

times, only to be turned off for unknown reasons to 

languish inexplicably in a state of readiness. 



Exasperated and frustrated by the constant waiting, 

soldiers turned their energies to other pursuits. The 

"Black Markett1 was created by a scarcity of hitherto 

readily available commodities. Illicit trading in 

everything from cigarettes to soap and blankets to 

bully beef flourished during the war. It'was a rare 

soldier who did not at least dabble in the market. 

Bartering, scrounging and downright theft became the 

order of the  day, and the escapades were generally 

depicted with great humour. 

For t he  private, the hierarchy of authority was a 

constant source of aggravation and the object of much 

hmourous reflection, The "BrassW were mocked for t h e i r  

real or imagined affectations and ineptness. The 

general s t a f f  were even greater objects of ridicule 

because they were responsible for the vagaries of the 

system. Older soldiers and allies could sometimes be 

annoying. Al1 attracted their share of mockery from 

t he  rank and file. 

Deprivation of basic creature cornforts and the 

shared hardships that flowed f r o m  these deprivations 

bonded the soldiers together and were articulted in 

t h e i r  humour. The delights of kippers and mutton and 

bully beef and brussels sprouts are wretchedly 



recounted. The triumvirate of torture (camps, clothing 

and equipment) was another source of aggravation and 

humour. 

When humour was not being employed to attack the 

aggravations of military life and vent the soldierfs 

frustrations with these irritants, it was used to 

inflate and enhance narrations involving "wine, women, 

and Song," the three historic means of eluding and 

deflecting the demands of fear and boredom. Under the 

influence of humour, excessive alcoholic consumption 

and drunkenness, sexual promiscuity, and "wild times" 

were elevated to act as appropriate counter-balances to 

fear and traumatic experience, regardless of the moral 

implications. This ribald vision of l i f e  appears to be 

an assertion of its precious vitality in the face of 

mortal vulnerability, and as such functions as an 

implicit statement pointing to how potentially 

desperate the situation really is. As a fom of comic 

distraction, ribald military humour seems to speak more 

to the realities of fear than to the realities of joy. 

Finally, for the combat soldier, who had to face 

the thweat of disease, dismemberment and death on a 

daily basis, the darker shades of humour (often fraught 

with bitter irony) became tools for acknowledging 

threat and vulnerability while deflecting the fears and 



stresses that tlow from that acknowledgement. The 

humour here was directed at objects most dreaded: 

weapons, wounds, death itself, and the enemy. U n d e r  

such pressures, the sense of humour gravitated toward 

the bizarre, the absurd, the inexplicable, and the 

illogical, al1 of which seem to present themselves with 

great frequency in a world turned upside dom.  Humour 

of this sort appears to offer implicitly a disturbing 

insight into an elemental chaos in human experience. 

Whether light, ribald, or darkly cynical, whether a 

mechanism for deflecting aggravation, fear, and stress 

or a means of facing traumatic experience cooly, humour 

seems to be a necessary part of the soldierrs equipment 

and might be seriously considered the Eleventh 

Principle of War. 
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APPENDIX A 

SONOS 

During WWII, Canadian soldiers sang their way 

across Canada, England, Scotland and Wales during the 

long and arduous period of training and preparation for 

active service. S a l d c i u r u u k s s  sang up the dusty 

roads and precipitous hills of Sicily and Italy. The 

French, Belgian and Dutch peasants heard melodic 

Canadian voices as they advanced through Nomandy, the 

Scheldt and the Lowlands. Even G e r m a r i  Fraus and Herrs 

were treated to I(anadisher singing during the final 

thrust across the Rhine into the heartland of the 

crumbling Reich. 

They sang about the hardships they were forced to 

endure. They sang about the battles that they fought 

and the enemy that they faced. They sang about their 

wives and sweethearts back home and their triumphs with 

the ladies overseas. Their songs were often bawdy, 

irreverent, and even blasphemous, but always contained 

some cynical and satiric humour. In the final 

analysis, it is clear that songs were an elixir that 

sustained Canadian soldiers' through six years of fear, 

loneliness, danger and isolation and somehow reduced 

the burdens and hardships of wartime service. 



songs deriding the military system w e r e  cornmon. 

Two of the  most popular became classics: '1 don't want 

no more of Army lifetr and "The Quarter Masters Stores8': 

They Say that in the Army, 
The beds are m i g h t y  fine- 
But how the hel-l should 1 know, 
Itve never slept in mine- 

CHORUS 

1 dontt w a n t  no more of Army life, 
G e e  Ma, 1 want to go 
Back to Ontario 
G e e  Ma, 1 want to go home. 

They Say that in the Army, 
The coffeers mighty fine. 
ï t ' s  good for cuts and bruises, 
And tastes like turpentine. 

CHORUS 

They Say t ha t  i n  the  Army, 
The m e a t  is mighty f i n e -  
A steak fell off (jumped off) a table, 
And killed a friend of mine. 

CHORUS 

They Say tha t  i n  the Army, 
The pay is mighty fine. 
They give you thirty dollars, 
And take back twenty-nine. 

They Say that i n  the Army, 
The girls are mighty fine. 
You ask for Betty Grable, 
they give you Frankenstein- 



They Say that in the Army, 
The Wrens are mighty fine. 
Theylre either over friendly, 
Or motherly incfined. 

They Say that in the Army, 
The Chiefs are mighty fine. 
But every time you kiss them, 
Their teeth fa11 out of line. 

They Say that in the Anny, 
The clothes are mighty fine. 
But it takes Lana Turner, 
To fil1 the front of mine. 

They Say that in the Army, 
The shoes are mighty fine. 
You ask for No. 6 ' s ,  
They give you No. 9's. 

They Say that in the Army, 
The uniforms are fine, 
But how the hell should 1 know, 
They haven't issued mine. 

"The Quarter Masterfs Storestf is a lament against 

the constant and irritating QM parades of incessantly 

standing in line only to be finally issued with 

maliciously ineffective equipment and substandard 

rations and ill-fitting uniforms. 

There were rats, rats, big as alley cats, 
In the stores, in the stores, 
There were rats, rats, big as alley cats, 
In the Quarter Master1s stores. 



CHORUS 

My eyes are dim, 1 caruiot see, 
1 have not brought m y  specs with m e ,  
1 have not brought rny specs with me. 

ALTERNATE CHORUS 

M y  cock i s  limp, 1 cannot fuck, 
The n i t r a t e  it has changed m y  luck. 
The n i t r a t e  it has changed my luck. 

There w a s  beer, beer, t o  br ing us al1 good cheer, 
In the s tores ,  i n  the s t o r e s ,  
There w a s  beer, beer, t o  bring u s  al1 good cheer, 
In  the  Quarter  Master's s t o r e s -  

CHORUS 

There was cheese, cheese, ro t t i ng ,  
In t he  s to res ,  i n  the  s t o r e s .  
There w a s  cheese, cheese, ro t t i ng ,  
In  the  Quarter  Mastercs s t o r e s .  

s t inking cheese, 

s t inking cheese, 

There w a s  bread, bread, heavy as lumps of lead, 
There w a s  whiskey, whiskey, t h e  s t u f f  t h a t  makes you f r i sky ,  
There w e r e  socks, socks, f i l t h y ,  smelly socks, 
There w e r e  t en t s ,  t en t s ,  f u l l  of holes and rents ,  
There w a s  rice, rice, f u l l  of bugs and l i c e ,  
There were flies, f l i e s ,  eating al1 the pies, ... 

During t he  w a r ,  the private soldier was paid $1.30 a 

day. The happy frustration of having no money after a 

night of revelry is expressed in the song "Ifve G o t  

Sixpence." Sung by countless units on the march, in wet 



canteens and pubs, it offers a sardonic comment on the 

s o l d i e r s '  normal pecuniary state  which forced many to 

dabble in  the black market. 

I1ve got  sixpence, jo l ly ,  j o l l y  sixpence, 
I1ve got  sixpence t o  l a s t  m e  a l 1  my l i fe .  
I1ve got  tuppence t o  spend and tuppence to lend 
M d  tuppence t o  send home t o  my wife, poor wife! 

CHORUS 

No cares have 1 to grieve m e ,  
No p r e t t y  l i t t l e  girl t o  deceive m e .  
1% happy a s  a l a r k  befieve me, 
As we go ro l l i ng ,  r o l l i n g  home- 
Rolling home ( r o l l i n g  home) r o l l i n g  home ( r o l l i n g  home) , 
By t h e  l i g h t  of t he  s i l ve ry  moo-00-00-oon. 
Happy is the  day when we l i n e  up f o r  our pay 
A s  we go ro l l ing ,  r o l l i n g  home. 

I l ve got  f ourpence , j o l l y ,  j o l l y  f ourpence , 
I1ve got  fourpence t o  l a s t  m e  a l 1  my l i f e .  
I1ve got  tuppence t o  spend and tuppence t o  lend 
And no pence t o  send home t o  my wife, poor w i f e .  

CHORUS 

I1ve got  no pence, jo l ly ,  j o l l y  no pence, 
I've got  no pence t o  last m e  a l 1  m y  l i f e .  
I1ve got  no pence t o  spend, and no pence to lend 
And no pence t o  send home t o  my wife, poor wife. 

The patriotism, family and country which encouraged 

m o s t  soldiers t o  enlist at the outbreak of war started to 

Wear as the years of hardship dragged on, resulting in  

the following lament: 



I don't want to be a soldier, 
I donft want to go to war. 
I ' d  rather hang around Picadilly Underground, 
Living on the earnings of some high-born lady. 

Send out the boys of the Home Guard, 
Send out the rank and file, 
Send out the gallant Territoriais, 
Theylll face danger with a s m i l e  

Send out the Boys of the Old Brigade, 
That set old England free, 
Send out my brother, my sister and my mother, 
But for Christ's sake, donft send me. 

The  hierarchy were soundly lampooned in Song. " H a s  

Anyone Seen the Colonel' exposes sychophantic colonels, 

cowardly majors and absent captains. 

Has anyone seen the Colonel? 1 know where he is, 
I know where he is, 1 know where he is, 
Has anyone seen the Colonel? 
1 know where he is, 
He's dining with the Brigadier, 
How do you know? 
1 saw him, 1 saw him, dining with the Brigadier, 
1 saw him, dining with the Brigadier. 

Has anyone seen the Major? 1 know where he is, 
1 know where he is, 1 know where he is, 
Has anyone seen the Major? 
1 know where he is, 
He's d o m  in the deep dug-out, 
How do you know? 
1 saw him, 1 saw him, down in the deep dug-out, 
I saw him, d o m  in the deep dug-out . 



H a s  anyone seen the C a p t a i n ?  1 k n o w  w h e r e  he is, 
1 k n o w  w h e r e  he is, 1 k n o w  w h e r e  he is, 
Has anyone seen the C a p t a i n ?  
1 k n o w  w h e r e  he is, 
H e ' s  a w a y  on six w e e k ' s  leave. 
How do you know? 
1 s a w  h i m ,  1 s a w  hirn,  a w a y  on s i x  w e e k s f  leave, 
1 s a w  h i m ,  a w a y  on six w e e k s ' s  leave. 

H a s  anyone seen the Subaltern? 1 k n o w  w h e r e  he i s ,  
1 k n o w  w h e r e  he is, 1 h o w  w h e r e  he is, 
H a s  anyone seen the Subaltern? 
1 k n o w  w h e r e  he is, 
Hers out on a night patroL 
How do you know? 
1 s a w  h i m ,  1 s a w  h i m ,  out on a night patrol, 
1 s a w  h i m ,  out on a night patrol .  

H a s  anyone seen the Sergeant-Major? 1 k n o w  w h e r e  he is, 
1 k n o w  w h e r e  he is, 1 k n o w  w h e r e  he is, 
H a s  anyone seen the Sergeant-Major? 
1 k n o w  w h e r e  h e  is, 
H e ' s  àrinking up t h e  pr ivatels  r u m .  
How do you know? 
1 saw h i m ,  I s a w  h i m ,  drinking up the  private's r u m .  

Has anyone seen the  Sexgeant? 1 k n o w  w h e r e  he is, 
1 k n o w  w h e r e  h e  is, 1 k n o w  w h e r e  he is,  
H a s  anyone seen the Sergeant? 
1 k n o w  w h e r e  h e  is, 
H e ' s  lying on the canteen f loor ,  
How do you know? 
1 s a w  h i m ,  1 saw hirn,  lying on the  canteen f loor, 
1 s a w  h i m ,  lying on the  canteen f loor .  

H a s  anyone seen the C o r p o r a l ,  1 k n o w  where he is, 
1 k n o w  w h e r e  he is, 1 k n o w  w h e r e  he is, 
H a s  anyone seen the  C o r p o r a l ?  
1 k n o w  w h e r e  he is, 
He's hanging on the  old barbed w i r e ,  
How do you know,  
1 s a w  hirn, 1 s a w  him, hanging on the old barbed w i r e ,  
I s a w  h i m ,  hanging on the old barbed w i r e -  



Has anyone seen the Private? 1 know where he is, 
1 h o w  where he is, 1 know where he is, 
Has anyone seen the Private? 
1 know where he is, 
He's holding up the whole d a m  line. 
How do you how? 
1 saw him, 1 saw him, holding up the whole d a m  line, 
I saw him, holding up the whole dam line. 

"Bless'em Ali," another take-off from WWI, c a m e  out 

in many robust variations: 

BLESS'EM 2&& 

They Say there1s a troopship just leaving Bombay 
Bound for old Blighty's shore, 
Heavily laden with time expired men 
Bound for the land they adore. 
There1s many an soldier just finished his time 
And many a twerp signing on. 
Theylll get no promotion this side of the ocean, 
So cheer up my lads, Blesslem all. 

CHORUS 
Blesslem all, blesslem all, 
The long and the short and the tall. 
Bless al1 the sergeants and WO Ones, 
Bless al1 the corp'rals and their blinking sons, 
For wetre saying good-bye to them all 
As back to the barracks we crawl. 
Theretll be no promotion this side of the ocean, 
So cheer up my lads, Bless'em all, 

ORUS (NON - COPYRIGHT1 
Fuck em all, fuckl em all, 
The long and the short and the tall. 
Fuck al1 the sergeants and Wols, 
Fuck al1 the corporals and their bastard sons, 
For we're saying good-bye to thern all, 
As back to our barracks we crawl, 
Theretll no no promotion, this side of the ocean, 
So cheer up my lads, fuck'em all. 



The "Subalternfs Songm outlined the plight of the 

lowest of the low on the officersf pecking order. 

S U R A L m l S  SONG 

A Subaltern is one who lives a life of joy and ease, 
He never has to worry, and he does as otherç please. 
He knows that when there's trouble 'round, and someone to be 
blamed, 
hels the one who's paid to feel ashamed. 

CHORUS 
When the dirt begins to fly 
Wefre as happy as can be; 
When itts handed out in shovelfulls 
Itfs meant for you and me. 
For a Subaltern is paid 
To absorb it cheerfully, 
Thatfs why werre happy, happy a s  can be. 

When the Majors pass the buck to us, and make us mad as 
hell, 
And have us do the many things that they canlt do as well; 
And when the  jobs are over, and the Majors raise a smell, 
We get alone together and we yell: 

A conference is something that we look on with delight, 
We are never happy lest it doesnlt last the night, 
Itfs true we miss our dinner, but then we realize 
That Subalterns are judged by Brains not Size. 

A link shoot calibration is a thing that we adore, 
We do it al1 by salvo like itls never done before. 
We range with three gun ranging, j u s t  to make the CO sore,  
Then we're in  the Holding Unit's door, 

When regimental schemes are held, and orders donlt come 
t hrough, 
And we're not told a bloody thing about the rendezvous; 
We just sit d o m  and wondew what the CRAS would do, 
Thatts why welre Subalterns at  forty-two. 



Wetd l i k e  to be a Subaltern on Major-Generalls pay; 
Wetd flash around in limousines with ATS al1 day. 
Wetd specialize in strategy 'neath soft seductive lights, 
And try to gain our objectives at night, 

The Officers' Club is where w e  dance, and flash our pips 
with pride, 
And walk right past the Brigadier with cuties by our side. 
But when the cuties spot their braid and bid us al1 "Good- 
dayu, 
We know that BEAUTY canlt compete with PAY. 

Probably the most famous and popular wartime Song 

about superiors is " K I S S  Me Good-night Sergeant-Major." 

The irony of the Song is that Sergeant Majors really do 

have a mother-hen type of role to play in respect to 

their men. 

Private Jones came in one night, 
Full of cheer and very bright. 
Held been out al1 day upon the spree. 
He bumped into Sergeant Smeck, 
Put his arms around his neck, 
And in his ear he whispered tenderly. 

CHORUS 

Kiss me good-night , Sergeant -Maj  or, 
Tuck me in my little wooden bed. 
We a l1  love you, Sergeant-Major, 
When we hear your bawling, lVShow a leg . IV 
Dontt forget to wake me in the moning, 
And bring me round a nice hot cup of tea. 
Kiss me good-night, Sergeant-Major, 
Sergeant-Major, be a mother to me. 



The echelon or line of communication cornes in f o r  

some specific derision in "South of the Sangro." 

South of the Sangro, 
Down Echelon way, 
Thatls where al1 the Wops 
And al1 the Quarter Masters stay- 
A quiet night tole me, 
It's better to stay, 
South of the Sangro, 
Down Echelon way. 

Ortona is peaceful, 
Itls back of the line. 
The Provost are nailing up 
The out of Bounds sign. 
But the odd "88" says, 
Itls better to stay, 
South of the Sangro, 
Down Echelon way. 

You may seek, you may search, 
You wonlt find him, 
He is there where Tedeschi 
Canlt shell him. 
No ammmunition or rations or petrol 
Will corne forward while bullets spray. 

South of the Sangro, 
Down Echelon way. 
That s where al1 the Wops 
And al1 the Quarter Masters stay. 
A quiet night tole me, 
Itts better to stay, 
South of the Sangro, 
Down Echelon way. 

Songs of hardship were also very popular to assuage 

the fear and despondency brought on by wartime 

conditions. The prospect of death and dismemberment are 



ever present, and an irreverant bravado disdaining the 

fear t h i s  engenders i s  used t o  keep it under control. 

The jumper's profession by its very nature involved 

extreme danger. To the paratrooper,  the enemy was not 

the only (and not necessarily the most fearful) foe 

encountered. Simply being del ivered to the b a t t l e f i e l d  

could ruin your day - pennanently. 
HE AIN'T C4NNA JTMP NO MO- 

"1s everybody happy?" cried the  Sergeant looking up, 
Our hero feebly answered "YesrW and then they hooked him up, 
H e  jumped in to  the  prop b l a s t  
Ducked and grabbed f o r  h i s  reserve,  
And he a i n ' t  goma jump no more. 

CHORUS 

Glory, glory, what a h e l l  of a way t o  d ie ,  
Glory, glory, what a h e l l  of a way to die ,  
Glory, glory, what a h e l l  of a way t o  d i e ,  
And he a i n  ' t gonna j ump no more. 

H e  counted long and counted loud and waited f o r  t he  shock, 
H e  f e l t  the wind, he f e l t  the clouds, he f e l t  the  awful 
drap, 
H e  jerked the cord, the  s i l k  s p i l l e d  out 
And wrapped around h i s  legs,  
And he a i n  t gonna jump no more. 

CHORUS 

The l i n e s  w e r e  twisted 'round h i s  neck, connectors broke h i s  
dome, 
The risers t i e d  themselves i n  knots around h i s  skinny bones. 
The canopy became h i s  shroud, 
He hur t led  to the  ground, 
And he a in  ' t gonna j ump no more. 



CHORUS 

The days he lived and laughed and loved kept running through 
h i s  mind, 
H e  thought about t he  medics and he wondered what t h e y f d  
f ind  . 
H e  thought about the gir l  back home 
The one he d l e f t  behind, 
And he a i n f  t gonna jump no more- 

The ambulance was on t h e  spot ,  t he  jeeps w e r e  running wild, 
The medics jumped and screamed with g l e e ,  they r o l l e d  t h e i r  
sleeves and smiled, 
For it had been a week o r  more 
Since any chute had f a i l e d ,  
And he a i n l t  gonna jump no more- 

H e  m e t  t h e  ground, t he  sound was N s p l a t m ,  t h e  blood went 
spurting high,  
H i s  comrades then were heard t o  Say, "A p r e t t y  way t o  d ieu1,  
They picked him up s t i l l  i n  h i s  chute,  
And poured him frorn h i s  boots,  
And he ain t gonna j ump no more, 

There w a s  blood upon the  risers, the re  w a s  blood upon the  
chute,  
There was blood t h a t  came a ' t r i c k l i n f  down the  
paratrooper  ' s boots,  
A s  he Lay there on the tarmac i n  t he  w e l t e r  of h i s  gore,  
And he ain t gonna j ump no more. 

O t h e r  combat arms units, particularly infantry, were 

forced to endure more prolonged, if less traumatic and 

i r n m e d i a t e ,  hardships through Italy, Normandy and the 

Scheldt. The "D" Day Dodgers is the irrepressible retort 

of veterans of the Italian campaign to Lady Astorfs 

disparaging remarks accusing them of languishing in Italy 

during the Normandy Invasion. 



We are the D-Day Dodgers, out in Italy, 
Always on the vino, always on the spree. 
Eighth Army skivers and their tanks, 
we go to war, in ties and slacks, 
We are the D-Day Dodgers, in sunny Italy- 

We landed at Salerno, a holiday with pay, 
Jerry brought his bands out to cheer us on our way, 
Showed us the sights and gave us tea, 
We al1 sang songs, the beer was free, 
We are t h e  D-Day Dodgers, in sunny Italy- 

Palermo and Cassino were taken in our s t r i d e ,  
We did not go to fight there, we just went for the r i d e .  
Anzio and Sangro are just names, 
We only went to look for dames, 
We are the D-Day Dodgers, in sunny Italy- 

On our way to Florence, we had a lovely tirne, 
We drove a bus from Rimini, right through the Gothic Line, 
Then to Bologna we did go, 
We al1 went bathing in the Po, 
We are t h e  D-Day Dodgers, in sunny Italy. 

We hear the boys in France are going home on leave 
After six months1 service, such a shame they're not relieved. 
We were told to carry on a few more years, 
Because our wives donrt shed no tears, 
We are t h e  D-Day Dodgers, in sunny Italy. 

Songs about the enemy are basically about deformity 

and sex. They deride the sexual prowess of the German 

High Command in "Hitler Has Only Got One Ballm and the 

maraudin9 sexual depravity of German officers in "Three 

German Officers Crossed the Rhine.,, Hitler, Goering, 

Himmler and Goebbels corne in for some well-earned and 

disdain : 



Hitler, 
Has only got one ball. 
Goering. 
Has two. but they are small. 
Himmler, 
Has something simllar, 
But poor old Goebbels, 
Has no balls at all. 

German Of ficers , the Reich' s Aryan supreme, are 

brought dom to the basics: 

Three German officers crossed the Rhine, Parley-voo. 
Three German officers crossed the Rhine, Parley-voo. 
Three German officers crossed the Rhine, 
To screw the women and drink the wine, 
Hinky, dinky, parley-voo. 

They came unto a wayside inn, Parley-voo. 
They came unto a wayside inn, Parley-voo. 
They came unto a wayside inn, 
Kicked open the door and walked right in, 
Hinky, dinky, parley-voo. 

"Oh, landlord, have you a daughter fair?" Parley-voo. 
"Oh, landlord, have you a daughter fair?" Parley-voo. 
"Oh, landlord have you a daughter fair?" 
With lily white skin and golden hair?" 
Hinky, dinky, parley-voo . 

"My daughter, Sir, is much too young, Parley-voo. 
"My daughter, Sir, is much too young, Parley-voo . 
"My daughter, Sir, is much too young, 
To be fucked about by a son-of-a-gun." 
Hinky, dinky, parley-voo. 

"Oh, father, dear, I'm not too young, Parley-voo. 
"Oh, f ather, dear, 1 lm not too young, l1 Parley-voo . 
Ifoh, father, deax, I1m not too young 
Itve been to bed with the Parson's son.I1 
Hinky, di*, parley-voo. 



They laid her on a feather bed, Parley-voo. 
They laid her on a feather bed, Parley-voo. 
They laid her on a feather bed, 
~ n d  did her till she was nearly dead, 
Hinky, dinky, parley-voo. 

And now she lives in London tom, Parley-voo. 
And now she lives in London tom, Parley-voo. 
And now she lives in London tom, 
You can fuck her there for half a crown, 
Hinky, dinky, parley-voo. 

Songs about the Hierarchy and Hardships were popular, 

but probably the most popular songs were about booze and 

women and entertainment. The soldiersf rebellion against 

the lack entertainment and paucity willing w o m e n  

and strong drink was clearly illustrated in the ribald 

Song "Let's Have a Party.If The recitation is solo with 

loud rep ly  f r o m  the assembled merry-makers. Al1 the 

common fantasies and irreverant hopes of rowdy yomg 

warriors  are put on the table - so to speak. 

LETS HAVE A PARTY 

Welre goma tear down the bar in this 
Welre gonna build a new bar. 
Itls only gonna be one foot wide. 
But itlll be a mile long. 
There'll be no bartenders in Our bar. 
We're gonna have barmaids 
The barmaids will Wear long dresses, 
Made of cellophane. 
You can't take our barmaids home. 
Theytll take you home. 
You canlt sleep with our barmaids 
They won% let you sleep 
Beerrs gonna be 50c a glass. 
Whiskey free. 
Only one to a customer. 

town. Booo ! 
H ' Raaay ! 
Bo00 ! 
Raaay ! 
Bo00 ! 
Raaay ! 
Bo00 ! 
Raaay ! 
Bo00 ! 
Raaay ! 
Bo00 ! 
Raaay ! 
Bo00 ! 
Raaay ! 
Bo00 ! 



Senred in buckets. Raaay ! 
Werre gonna throw al1 the beer into the river Booo! 
Then werll al1  go swimming. Raaay ! 
No girls allowed above the first floor. Booo ! 
With their clothes on. Raaay ! 
Therelll be no loving on the dance floor, Booo ! 
And no dancing on the loving floor. H Raaay ! 
So let's have a party! 

Booze and uninhibited sex always went tcgether as i n  

the popular drinking Song, "Herers to Good old B e e r . "  

HERE'S TO G00D 0- 

Herels to good old beer, 
Drink her down, drink her d o m .  
Here s to good old beer , 
Drink her down, drink her down. 
Herers to good old beer, 
It makes you feel so queer. 
Herels to good old beer, 
Drink her down, down, down. 

Herers to good old whiskey, 
It makes you feel so frisky. 

Herels to good old brandy, 
It makes you feel so randy. 

Here ' s to good old rum,  
It fires your balls and bum. 

Herels to good old ale, 
It keeps you well and hale. 

Here ' s to good old wine, 
It makes you feel so fine. 

Herers to good old gin, 
It Eills you up with sin. 



Along with drinking songs, songs about women and 

exaggerated sexual prowess were popular. 

"Mademoiselle from Armentières" was revived from the 

First World War: 

Mademoiselle from Armentières, Parley-voo? 
Mademoiselle from Armentières, Pariey-voo? 
Mademoiselle from Armentières, 
She hasn't been kissed in for ty  years, 
h'inky , dinky, parley-voo - 

Mademoiselle from Armentières, Parley-voo? 
Mademoiselle from Armentières, Parley-voo? 
She had the f o m  like the back of a hack, 
When she cried the tears ran dom her back, 
Hinky, dinky, parley-voo . 

Mademoiselle from Armentières, Parley-voo? 
Mademoiselle £rom Armentières, Parley-voo? 
She never could hold the love of a man 
'Cause she took ber baths in a talcum can, 
Hinky, dinky, parley-voo- 

Mademoiselle from Armentières, Parley-voo? 
Mademoiselle from Armentières, Parley-voo? 
She had four chins, her knees would b o c k ,  
And her face would stop a cuckoo dock, 
Hinky, dinky, parley-voo. 

Mademoiselle from Armentières, Parley-voo? 
Mademoiselle from Armentières, Pariey-voo? 
She could beg a franc, a drink, a meal, 
But it wasntt because of sex appeal, 
Hinky, dinky, parley-voo. 

Mademoiselle from Armentières, Pariey-voo? 
Mademoiselle from Armentières, Parley-voo? 
She could guzzle a barre1 of Sour wine, 
And eat a hog without peeling the rind, 
Hinky , dinky, parley-voo . 



The MPs think they won the war, Parley-voo, 
The MPs think they won the war, Parley-voo, 
The MPs think they won the war, 
Standing guard at the café door, 
Hinky, dinky, parley-voo. 

The officers get the pie and cake, Parley-voo. 
The officers get the pie and cake, Parley-voo. 
The officers get the pie and cake, 
And al1 we get is the bellyache, 
Hinky, dinky, parley-voo- 

The sergeant ought to take a bath, Parley-voo, 
The sergeant ought to take a bath, Parïey-voo, 
If he changes his underwear 
The frogs will give him the Croix-de-Guerre, 
Hinky, dinky, parley-voo. 

You might forget the gas and shells, Parley-voo, 
You might forget the gas and shells, Parley-voo, 
You might forget the groans and yells, 
But youlll never forget the mademoiselles, 
Hinky, dinky, parley-voo. 

Mademoiselle from Armentières, Parley-voo? 
Mademoiselle from Armentières, Parley-voo? 
Just blow your nose, and dry your tears, 
Wetll al1 be back in a few short years, 
Hinky, dinky, parley-voo. 

"Roll Me Overff is another popular ditty of unbridled 

seduction and the consequences thereof. 

ROLL ME O- 

Now, this is number one, 
And the fun has just begun. 
Roll me over, lay me dom, 
And do it again, 



CHORUS 

Roll me over, in the clover, 
Roll me over, lay me dom, 
And do it again. 

Now, this is number two, 
And he's got me in a stew, 
Roll me over, lay me dom, 
And do it again, 

CHORUS 

Now, this is number three, 
And his hand is on my knee, 
Roll me over, lay me dom, 
And do it again. 

CHORUS 

Now, this i s  number four, 
And he's got me on the floor, 

Now, this is number five, 
And his hand is on my thigh. 

Now, this is n~imber six, 
And hef s got me in a fix. 
And do it again. 

Now, this is number seven, 
And it's just like being in heaven. 

Now, this is number eight, 
And the doctor's at the gate. 

Now, this is number nine, 
And the twins are doing fine, 

Now, this is number ten, 
And he's started once again. 

Many of the most popular and often repeated melodic 

verses f i t  in to  the category of nonsensical or outrageous 



songs , "The G r e a t  Wheelf8 portrays t o t a l  disrespect f o r  

wornen and the act of procreation. 

THE G W T  

An blacksmith told me before he died, 
And I've no reason to think he lied, 
That his wife had a cunt so wide, 
That she could never be satisfied. 

So he built her a tool of steel, 
Driven by a bloody great wheel, 
Balis of brass he filled with cream, 
And the whole fucking issue was driven by stearn. 

R o u n d  and rom? went the bloody great wheel, 
In and out went the prick of steel, 
"Till in ecstasy she cried, 
I1Jesus Christ! I'm satisfied!" 

Now we corne to the bitter bit, 
there was no means of stopping it, 
And she was split from arse to tit, 
~ n d  t he  whole fucking thing was covered in shit. 

"Lydia Pink" lampoons traditional ailments. 

LYDTA PT= 

CHORUS 

We1ll drink a drink, a drink 
To Lydia Pink a Pink a Pink, 
The saviour of the human race. 
For shers invented a vegetable compound, 
And a l1  the papers, they publish her face. 

Now Mrs. Brown had an invisible bosom, 
It barely showed beneath her blouse. 
She rubbed her chest with the vegetable compound, 
And  now they milk her with the cows. 



CHORUS 

Now brother Bill had a-been castrated, 
He never had a single nut. 
He rubbed his crotch with the vegetable compound, 
And now they dangle round his butt. 

CHORUS 

Mrs. Jones had a very bad stricture, 
She could hardly bear to pee. 
So they gave her some vegetable compound 
And now they pump her direct  to the sea. 

Mrs. Green was having a baby, 
A n d  the pain was hard to bear. 
So they gave her some vegetable compound 
Now she1s having it over a chair. 

Now Mrs. Murphy had baby trouble, 
To have a baby made her fear, 
So they gave hew some vegetable compound, 
And now she has them twice a year. 

Finally, the "Lament" chronicles outlandish indignities 

and devilish debauchery which afflict the unfortunate. 

It probably made the soldiers feel better about some of 

the hardships they w e r e  enduring. 

Life is full of disappointments, 
Du11 and empty as a tomb. 
Father's got a strictured penis, 
Mother has a fallen womb. 

Uncle Ted has been deported, 
For a homosexual crime. 
Sister Sue has j u s t  aborted, 
For the forty-second time. 



Now the fun has real ly  started, 
Now welre really up the spout- 
Auntie Jane has gone and farted, 
Blown her arsehole inside out- 

The m a i d  has chronic constipation, 
N e v e r  laughs, and çeldom srniles. 
Hates her dismal occupation, 
Crushing ice for GrandpaFs p i l e s .  



APPENDIX B 

Cl4RTOONS 

Cartoonists d r e w  their characters and inspiration 

from the incredible situations and predicaments that 

the average soldier founa himself in during wartime. 

The  danger, chaos and monotony of war spawned many 

incidents where only humour could Save the day and 

boost morale. To illustrate the value and hilarity of 

cartoons to the front-line soldier, the works of Bing 

Coughlin, who created the- famous Serbie, Archie, M i m s  

of - m a ,  and Eric Mansika, of 

T r o  w, are represented, along with a few others. 
very little that tickled a soldier4s funriy bon@ 

escaped the w i l y  qui11 of Bing Coughlin. The system of 

good order and discipline was soundly drubbed. 



( and not 

But f o r  

only f o r  

soldiers 

the enemy ) 

not only 

"And we'll not 
have anyrnore of 
this - here 
cornes 
thlgestapo 
stuff! l' 



Mimms lampooned the 

reception centre that  

soldiers  ready 

a hurry : 



Just to let them wait: 

But new 

f orward 

recruits had 

when they 

the diversion 

arrived 

destination: 

drill 

their 

look 



Mansika caricatured the 

typical army haircut offered 

at a bargain price to recruits. 

The black market, as mentioned earlier, was the only 

way that many soldiers survived on the meagre 

recompense of a paltry $1.30 a day. Herbie was a major 

player in the market, as his NCOs discovered every kit 

inspection. 



m d  as the Americans found out whenever they came near 

a Canadian unit,.., 

Even the locals 

%croungingU: 

w e r e  not immune to soldier 



vizrioi: Herbie ~ o c  so chat he could read the 

commander ' s moous . 

He ca~tured - the af fe  

of some of the m o r e  

conscious Colonels. 

ctations 

class- 



Mimms was not  far behind in 

his assessment of 

Headquarters. . . . 

and officers in general. 



The hardships endured by the average front-line 

soldiers w e r e  a cârtoonis& mother-lode. Kerbie mockç 

t he  concinuous rotten weather: 



Sore feet are immortalized. 



;ver7 soià ier ,  zhrsugh in inâcz 3erceotion - of self - 

orrservation - and imrnor~âlity,  believes that he wiil not  

get h i t .  The other fellow m a y b e ,  but not  h i m .  A near 

niss at r'irst arouses fear; however, once t he  intended 

that has his 

quickly turns to relief and then m i r t h .  

Coughlin illustrates this rither well: 

mood  

Mimms makes a similar observation, with perhaps a 

delayed react ion.  



iounas anà sickness are treat-9 li-htly: 

The army with i t s  typical 

wisdom had decreeà that s e a  

sickness w a s  not a illness 

that  qualif ied as an 

"excused from duty maladyu 
I 

much to the chagrin of many 

a green soldier :  



A m y  rations and army cooks w e r e  constantly in the 

humour-bulls-eye cf the warrior. Cooks w e r e  a menace: 

Regardless of experience: 



The rations were something else: 

Of ten indescribable : 



Clothing and equipment were designed c u ~ i n g l y  for 

style.. . 



If not f o r  comfort ... 

Even after hostilities ended, the enemy w e r e  fa ir  game 

for  

- - -  



3specioiiy the  offieers: 

~othing improved morale more than the  presence of romen 

and alcohol in fair quantity and quaiity. Booze and 

broads were a boon. In Englana the local pub became a 

gathering place: 



canadian soLdiecs saon discavered t h e  streogth o f  

.-a its decrimencol eEftc= on navigâtion: 
C i 



In Italy,they soon discovered an ingenious method of 

testing " requis i t ioned" f o r  

A I I ~  even in a pinch made their own: 



The fa i rer  sex were 

sometimes available: 

Sometirnes willing: 



But often expensive: 

Or less than desirable: 



The ridiculous was a category of its  oni, one 

saturated with the sat i r ic  and the scatalogical. 

Latrine mishaps were popular both in training .... 

and operations : 



O t h e r s  concentrated on being caught unaware: . 

Under the gun (so to speak) : 



Cr: 
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